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Clinton lobbying for support of plan
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — President Clinton was calling wavering lawmakers to shore up support today as the House
headed for the first major votes on the his economic plan.
"He's working on it, keeping close watch on it," said
White House spokeswoman Dec Dee Myers. "We're
optimistic."
The Democratic majority was fairly united behind the
heart of the president's program — a $1.5 trillion budget
for fiscal 1994 that's designed to cut deficits by more than
$500 billion over the next five years.
But some lawmakers, despite heavy administration lob-

99 Registry orders
prosecution of
Jones' workers

bying, were finding an accompanying jobs, bill less palat- chances for a strong victory.
able. House Democratic leaders were making some lastAside from•that.amendment, House Democratic leaders
minute changes to the bill to ensure passage.
were permitting no tinkering with their effort to pass the
Sold as an economic stimulus by the president, the bill Clinton plan by the end of today's session. Rank-and-file
drew fire Wednesday from Republicans who attacked some members, en those who differed with some of the detailitems as pork barrel, including $500,000 for a golf course, s, said they supported that strategy.
$1.4 million for drawings of historically significant build"President Clinton is now the president. He has the
ings and $800,000 to help the U.S. canoeing team prepare right to set the tone for what happens in this country, and
its whitewater racers for the 1996 Olympics.
we ought to cooperate," said Rep. Lucien Blackwell,
House Speaker Thomas S. Foley, D-Wash., told repor- D-Pa.
ters he was confident both the budget and the stimulus bill
Rep. Butler Derrick, D-S.C., said Clinton should get his
would pass. But late Wednesday, Foley's lieutenants read- program just as 12 years ago. when he and s,alle ,ither
ied an amendment to squeeze about $100 million out of the
latter, to make it look a little more lean and improve • TURN TO PAGE 2
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Agents didn't
see money
change hands

NO RETURNS

WASHINOTON — The IRS
isn't ready to hit the panic button. But where are all those
tax returns? Filing is at its
slowest pace in five years.
Page 3

LONG SHOTS
East Carolina and Coastal Carolina are two of the longest
longshots in the NCAA tournament. Their chances of winning it all are about the same
as Bob Knight's chances of
quitting coaching to write an
etiquette column. But that
doesn't mean they can't
dream. Page 12
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• chance of rain or sleet. Low
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may be mixed with sleet early.
High in the mid 40s. Chance
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
The Kentucky Registry of Election Finance has ordered criminal
prosecutions of Gov. Brereton
Jones' Daviess County campaign
chairman and a part-time employee of his campaign in the first
such cases under a new system
for the registry.
The registry board on Wednesday charged that John Marksberry of'Owensboro, Jones' county
chairman, and Wayne Hines of
Philpot, a paid worker for Jones'
general-election campaign, willfully violated election laws in
1991.
Two of the board's seven
niembers dissented in the cases.
The board found probable
cause that Marksberry 'accepted
three cash contributions larger
that the legal limit of $100.
Marksberry acknowledged taking
three $500 contributions "for a
short period of time," but his
lawyer, Charles Moore Of Owensboro, said the campaign never
used the cash.
The board also found probable
cause that Hines illegally made a
contribution in the name of
another person. Marksberry testified that he gave Hines one of the
$500 contributions, made by an
Owensboro friend of Hines, and
that Hines wrote a $500 check to
the campaign.
Hines' lawyer, Allen Holbrook
of Owensboro, attacked what he
said were inconsiStencies in the
case. He said the registry staff
had recommended that Hines be
charged with accepting the three
• TURN TO PAGE 3

By CHARLES WOLFE
Assocleted Press Wrier
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Murray State rodeo team member Corey Wigginton of Princeton practices his bronc riding in preparation for the National Intercollegiate Rodeo, which begins tonight at 7:30 at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center in Murray. The rodeo runs through Saturday night.

A rainy, contentious St. Patrick's Day
NEW YORK (AP) — The nation's oldest
St. Patrick's Day celebration — fragmented
by the exclusion of a gay delegation — went
on despite the mayor's absence, rain and a
protest that ended with 228 arrests.
Organizers said about 120,000 people
marched in rain and slush in the 232nd parade
Wednesday, tens of thousands fewer than
usual.
Police arrested the protesters after they
ignored a judge's order and walked up Fifth
Avenue six abreast behind the green and

"white banner of the Irish Lesbian and Gay
Organization.
Chanting "Hey-hey, ho-ho, homophobia
has got to go!" the protesters stepped off in a
chilly drizzle more than an hour before the
main parade's 11 a.m. start. After two blocks,
they ran into a line of police.
The protesters were charged with such
offenses as disorderly conduct, contempt of
court, resisting arrest and parading without a
permit.
A judge ruled Tuesday that the gay group,

which has battled for three years to be
included in the main parade, could not stage a
protest march on the avenue.
Mayor David Dinkins boycotted the parade;
instead, he gave a breakfast at the mayor's
official residence.
The city had taken away a parade permit
from the Ancient Order of Hibernians, the
event's traditional sponsor, but a federal judge"
gave it back, citing the Roman Catholic organization's right to freedom of speech, religion
and association.

FRANKFORT, Ky. -- FBI
`agentsatracking a- briefcase.. IOW
with payoff money were unable
to see- the critical event -- the
moment. $20,000 alle,gedly—was_
passed to Bruce Wilkinson.
It remained a case of Wilkinson's word against that of his
chief accuser — lobbyist-turned informant lay Spurrier -- after
testimony by two FBI agents.
Wilkinson, a former gubernatorial aide, was charged with taking money to influence a racing
arbitration case. His trial on
charges ot mail fraud and conspiracy tt• _•iiumit extortion entered
a ninth day in U.S. District Court.
On Wednesday, agents': Harry
Whitworth and Mark Hamrock_
described the curbside Meeting in
which prosecutors say Spurrier
made.a payoff to Wilkinson. But
both testified they were unable to
see money change hands.
Spurrier, a former harness racing commissioner and chief lobbyist for Kentucky Utilities Co„
testified he gave Wilkinson a bag
of money rolled inside a newspaper. He said the exchange was
made inside Wilkinson's parked
car outside a Frankfort hotel on
Jan. 7, 1992.
• Whitworth said Spurrier got
into Wilkinson's red Volkswagen
Sirocco with a newspaper under
his arm and got out without it.
Hamrock, who was driving has;
the hotel, said he saw Spurrier
and Wilkinson together near the
curb.
The money was supposedly
from Riverside Downs, a harness
track at Henderson. Riverside
Downs had a stake in the arbitration, which involved Tights to
conduct wagering on televised
thoroughbred races.
But track officials had reported
extortion demands and were secretly working With the FBI,
which supplied and marked the
money. There was to be $20,0(10
for the alleged payoff, plus
$10,000 for Spurner and an
accomplice, former state-- Rep.
Bill McBee of Burlington.
An informer delivered the
money in a briefcase with a hidden transmitter.
• TURN TO PAGE 3

Six killed in fiery crash at crossing
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) — Stuck at a railroad crossing in bumper-to-bumper traffic,
the driver of a gasoline tanker
desperately tried to clear the
tracks before an Amtrak train
slammed into his truck, creating
an enormous fireball that killed
him and five other motorists.
He couldn't back up, and he
couldn't go forward," said Barbara Freeman, a witness to Wednesday's accident. "Then, the
crossing gate did come down, but
it came down on the cab of his
truck."
Flames from the collision shot
100 feet into the air and engulfed
nine vehicles. People stuck in the
midafternoon traffic jam caused
by road construction jumped out
of their cars and scrambled for
their lives.

"I just saw some people
screaming all over the place,"
said Billy Rodriguez, 25, of Coral
Springs.
Fifteen motorists waiting at the
crossing were injured. The 118
passengers aboard the 11 -car
Silver Star train from New York
escaped with only minor injuries;
six were taken to a hospital for
observation, officials said.
A 10-member team from the
National Transportation Safety
Board arrived to examine the
charred debris and determine if
the warning system had functioned properly.
The Amerada Hess Corp. tanker, carrying about 8,500 gallons
of gasoline, got caught in a traffic jam near Interstate 95 where
three lanes merged into one
because of a road -widening

project..
"'When the crossing lights lit,
the driver, Barson DeFrance, 51,
of Sunrise, was on the tracks with
nowhere to go. He desperately
inched forward until the crossing
gate broke, Freeman said.
Sheriff's spokesman Ott Cellcin
said along with DeFrance, three
people in a minivan and two
others in separate cars burned to
death in their vehicles.
You couldn't do anything, it
happened so fast," said Junior
Ayala, who was stopped at a red
light a block away. "You
couldn't even get close, it was so
hot. I could see people burning."
The train remained upright
after the crash, but the [cad locomotive was blackened and the
luggage and dining cars caught
fire.

Helen Hayes, the 'First Lady of
the American Theater,' dead at 92
NYACK, N.Y. (AP) — The bright lights of Broadway dimmed
memory of Helen Hayes, the beloved actress who at just 5 feet
tall invested her roles with lofty authority and became a giant of
stage and screen.
Miss Hayes, widely known as "The First Lady of the American
Theater," died Wednesday at Nyack Hospital, where she had been
admitted March 9 for congestive heart failure and an irregular
heartbeat. She was 92:
During a career that spanned eight decades, she received the
highest honors of stage, screen and television — three Tonys, two
Oscars and an F.mmy. She even won a Grammy.
Miss Hayes brought lofty command to historical roles such as,
Queen Victoria and grace and mischief to parts as ingenues, elderly
sleuths and a stowaway in "Airport."
Author and playwright Jean Kern, hearing her friend had died,
said Miss Hayes "was as interesting as any character she ever
played."
"More interesting, in a way, because there were so many sides
to her: the charity and the sweetness and the tartness and the sassi •
ness. And the toughness," Kerr said. "And all of it made a hell of
a lady."
in
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More campers found, but others still missing since blizzard
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Eleven hikers missing in the
Great Smoky Mountains for nearly a week were found this morning but others were believed to be
unaccounted for.
The search continued for those
who may still be stranded in the
Smokics national park and surrounding national forests, unable
to make their way out through

deep snow dumped in the
weekend blizzard. Overnight
lows have fallen as low as the
mid-20s.
The death toll from the storm
that pounded the East over the
weekend reached 237, and a cold
snap caused new problems this
morning. In addition to the confirmed dead, ocean searches were
called off for 32 crewmen from a

sunken freighter off Nova Scotia
and 16 mariners lost in waters
around Florida.
Air searches in the Smokies
had been halted Wednesday
because of rain and fog, but rangers in snowshoes trudged
through the woods and a dozen
Forest Service reinforcements
were flown in. The weather
cleared and the air search

"We feel at this point that
we've invested enough in this
search that we need to finish up,
get the whereabouts of all these
people known and check their
well-being," he had said.
An earlier estimate, before the
11 were found this morning, had
put the number of stranded hikers
in the area at up to 45.
Elsewhere, morning commuters

resumed again at daybreak.
Park spokesman Bob Miller
said the II found today were all
in good health. Nine were picked
up by helicopters; the other two
insisted on continuing on their
way.
Earlier, authorities had said
campers who want to tough it out
in the mountains in the future
will no longer have that option.
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MAN JAILED ON SEVERAL CHARGES
According to reports from the Murray Police Department, Kyle F Downs, 31,
100 Fox Meadows, was arrested March 16 and charged with driving under

UPS Pick-Up
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the influence, driving on a suspended license, obtaining a false operator's
license by fraud and being in possession of prescription drugs not in the
proper container. Downs was later charged with disorderly conduct and terroristic threatening. According to reports, after being transported to the Calloway County Jail, Downs became uncooperative, disorderly and threatened
officers.
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wrestled with frozen car locks
and slick roads in New England
and other East Coast states after
fngid temperatures made rain and
snow-covered roads treacherous.
"We've just had it," said
Charlie Fallon, who owns Bob's
Muffin Shop in Weymouth,
Mass., about 10 miles south of
Boston. "Bring on the sunshine
and warm weather."
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WOMAN ARRESTED FOR SHOPLIFTING

Deborah G. Broach, 5201%. Broad Street, was charged with shoplifting
March 16 after she was observed by Wal-Mart security allegedly concealing
worth of merchandise and leaving the store without paying, according to reports from the Murray Police Department.
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FROM PAGE 1
Democrats voted to help Republican President Reagan pass his
program. "The Democrats are
solidified, unified behind the
president's economic program,"
Derrick said.
Democratic conservatives, led
by Rep. Charles Stenholm of
Texas, said they would press
until the end for further changes
in the spending bill — but that if
they lost they would not automatically vote against it.
"We'll cross that bridge when
we come to it," Stenholm said.
"Anytime you put the cart before
the horse, the horse tends to get
damaged."
The last-minute adjustments
were almost entirely the result of
discussions among the House
Democrats. Republicans were
reduced to the role of spectators,
looking for chinks in the armor.
"I'm fascinated to see the nonliberal Democrats writhing and
squirming," said House Minority
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Whip Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., who
emphasized the new taxes on
energy and Social Security in the
Clinton plan.
House Republicans were
allowed to offer a pair of alternative budgets — one with no new
taxes, and one with fewer than
Clinton's — but the Democrats
set parliamentary rules that
doomed them even in the unlikely event one won a majority. No
Republican jobs bill was offered.
The Senate also began its
budget debate on Wednesday, but
it was not expected to finish until
next week.
The Senate's version of the
budget was similar to the House
edition, as both followed the
president's outlines.
But the Democratic juggernaut
was less solid in the Senate, and
Republicans planned to offer
amendments targeting the most
politically sensitive parts of the
Clinton plan, such as raising the
tax on Social Security benefits.
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See What's Really HOT for Spring!

I See Why Everybody's Going to

CLARIFICATION
Due to a typographical era in Wednesday's paper, a report incorrectly stated
61Y. ounces of marijuana was recovered when Calloway County Deputy
Stan Scott executed a search warrant at the home of Robert Webb of New
Concord. Actually, 6%, ounces of marijuana was recovered.
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According to reports from the Murray Police Department, a 1988 Pontiac,
operated by Hazel Jones, At. 1 Murray, and a 1978 Pontiac, operated by
Scott Conklin, At. 7 Murray, were involved in a traffic accident March 16 at
the intersection of Gatesborough Drive and Doran Road. Both drivers were
injured and transported to Murray-Calloway Hospital by ambulance. Both
vehicles and a lawn at 1102 Doran Road were damaged.
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Mary Johnson, 30, Wheatcroft, has been charged on a grand jury indictment
with first-degree promoting contraband. Calloway County Deputy Sheriff
Stan Scott said the investigation began last year. Johnson allegedly mailed
approximately 1 gram of a prescription drug in powdered form to an inmate
in the Calloway County Jail. She was lodged in the Calloway County Jail in
lieu of a $15,000 cash bond. U.S. Postal Inspector Jeff Roels assisted in the
investigation.

Rhonda L. Adams, At. 1 Sedalia, was arrested March 16 and charged with
shoplifting by Murray police. Adams is accused of allegedly taking $97.34
worth of merchandise from Wal-Mart.
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WOMAN CHARGED WITH PROMOTING CONTRABAND

WOMAN ARRESTED FOR SHOPLIFTING
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According to reports from the Calloway County Sheriffs Department, Danny
Washburn, 44, 1606 N. Fourth St., was arrested and charged with contempt
of court. He was also charged with unauthorized use of a motor vehicle.

Debra Byars, Spruce Street was arrested just after midnight March 18 and
charged with alcohol intoxication in a public place, according to the Murray
Police Department.
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MAN ARRESTED ON THEFT CHARGES

Ray Williams, 54, Rt. 5 Murray, was arrested March 17 by the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department and charged with theft by unlawful taking under
$300, first-degree criminal mischief and second-degree assault. He was
lodged in the Calloway County Jail in lieu of a $15,000 cash bond.

Wiswell Rd., was arrested at 10:45 p.m. March 17 and charged with third offense DUI, no operator's license and theft by unlawful taking over $300.
Prior to Woodall's arrest, police has been notified by Paschall Truck Lines at
Midway that a 1993 International 9700 semi-truck had been taken from the
lot. Police spotted the vehicle as it was entering the city limits and arrested
Woodall. The vehicle, valued at $80,000, received damage to the braking
system.

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

o•

According to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, James Presnell,
Coach Estates, was charged with third-offense DUI March 17.

WOMAN CHARGED IN THEFT OF SEMI
According to the Murray Police Department, Donna L. Woodall, 26, 1611
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Members of the Freedom Fest Committee met Wednesday evening
to discuss plans for this year's annual event (June 26-July 4).
Members attending included (sitting, from left) Linda Horner,
National Scouting Museum, Community Appreciation Days; Ronnie England, WATCH; Anne Adams, Freedom Fest coordinator;
Pam Clark, Murray High School Band Boosters; Timothy Burruss, Playhouse in the Park, cabarets; Greg Delancey, WSJP
Radio, country concert; Jana Barnett, Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Ladies Auxiliary, Freedom Fest Beauty Pageant;(standing,
from left) Tony Boyd, President of Murray Optimist Club, Parade; Francie Ray, YMCA, Teen Gospel Rock Concert; Rick Melton, Rotary Club, golf tournament; Buel Stalls Sr., Lions Club, 5K
run and street fair. Any local organizations interested in helping
with Freedom Fest '93 may call the Murray Tourism Commission
at 753-5171.
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Robert Larry Carter, Aurora, was arrested March 16 by Murray Police and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
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Registry finds violations by
three statewide '91 candidates
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THOSE WITH WORK HAVE LOTS OF WORK

WASHINGTON — Its an awkward juxtaposition at the same time the
nation's unemployment rate remains stubbornly high. American factory
workers are putting in a binge of overtime. Labor Department statistics for
February show that factory workers, on average, worked 4.2 hours of overtime a week, the most since the government started keeping records in the
1950s More than one-tenth of all factory work is being done on overtime.
"What we've got is a great social irrationality," said Harvard economist
Juliet Schor, author of The Overworked American: The Unexpected
Decline of Leisure." She said the average American worker has added a
month a year to his or her working time since 1969. "Both groups, the overworked and the underworked, are unhappy in their situations," Schor said.
"Majorities of working Americans say they would prefer more tree time at
the expense of their paycheck "

THE COST OF A CONFERENCE
WASHINGTON — When House tax writers wanted to meet privately with
businessmen, union officials and academics, they decided to go to Texas,
using the U.S. Air Force and a little-known congressional fund that solicits
donations from foundations and corporations. Many members of the Ways
and Means Committee praised the value of the three-day lakeside event,
but others wondered why the sit-down couldn't have been held closer to
home. "Conferences per se are not a bad idea — the problem is where we
go to do this, says Rep. Rich Santorum, R-Pa., who skipped the event in
,Austin last weekend. "We have to begin focusing in a way that is not going
to cost the taxpayers an arm and a leg." In the case of the panel's annual
retreat — a custom inaugurated more than a decade ago by Chairman Dan
Rostenkowski, DIII — taxpayers bore only some of the cost. The Air Force
provided a C-137B, an older version of a Boeing 707, for the lawmakers and
top aides to fly from Washington to Texas on Friday and return on Monday.
The Air Force said the plane's cost is $7,915 an hour — a total of more than
$48,000 for the 6.1 hours of flying time. That figure includes maintenance
and spare parts. An additional $28,000 in expenses was covered by an educational fund maintained by the Congressional Research Service, an arm of
Congress better known for writing reports for lawmakers. Non-profit foundations and corporations are solicited for donations to the fund, up to $2,500
annually.

IRS ASKS, 'WHERE ARE THE RETURNS?'
WASHINGTON— The IRS isn't ready to hit the panic button. But where are
all those tax returns? Through the first 10 weeks of the year, the Internal
Revenue Service received 48.2 million returns, down 8 percent from the
52.4 million counted during the same period last year. Filing is at the slowest pace in five years. The number of refunds also has dropped, and fewer
people are calling the IRS with technical questions on how to fill out their
returns. Even the number of impatient filers calling to ask "where's my
refund?" has dropped 13.5 percent from a year ago — to 12.1 million from
14 million. "There are fewer returns filed so fewer people are asking about
refunds," explained IRS spokesman Don Roberts.

ASPIN FACING PACEMAKER SURGERY
WASHINGTON— Defense Secretary Les Aspin, suffering from a worsening
heart condition, is facing surgery to implant a pacemaker in what doctors
describe as a new application of the electronic device. The 54-year-old
Aspin was scheduled to undergo surgery this morning at Georgetown University Medical Center to have the pacemaker implanted just under the skin
near the collarbone. Aspin's heart problems had landed him in the hospital
twice in last three weeks. Doctors said his drug treatment wasn't working, so
they decided to try using the pacemaker to control the force, rather than the
rhythm, of his heartbeat. Aspin was not handing over his duties during the
two-hour surgery, since the operation was to be conducted under local
anesthesia.

FDA GIVING NEW LOOK TO TACRINE
WASHINGTON — A drug proposed as the first treatment for Alzheimer's
disease is being given another look by a Food and Drug Administration
advisory committee that rejected the product two years ago. The drug,
tacrine, has undergone extensive new clinical trials since the FDA committee decided in 1991 not to recommend its approval. At least one recent published study has reported the drug seems to slow the gradual loss of mental
function in some Alzheimer's patients. The advisory panel was meeting to
consider the drug today. Warner-Lambert Co., a New Jersey pharmaceutical
maker, proposes to market tacrine under the brand name Cognex.

BOOK TELLS CHILDREN'S LIVES UNDER SIEGE
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina — "Hey you, sniper, behind the corner.
What kind of soul do you have? We children don't need death. We need
chocolate." That poem, by 10-year-old Aida Jelic, appeared last week in
"Mama, I Don't Want to Go to the Basement,- the first book of literature
published in Sarajevo during its nearly one-year siege. The collection of letters, poems and drawings was produced by children during some of the
heaviest shelling of Sarajevo last summer. Shortages of paper and power
delayed publication by five months. "This is the first book that testifies to the
wounded souls of our children," the book's editor, Razija Lagumdzija, writes
in the preface. "All the ideas in the world are not worth a child's tears.Some of the works, although created in bomb shelters, are resolutely cheerful. Most express bewilderment, sadness and fear. The title comes from a
caption in one of the drawings — the plea of a child as his mother tries to
pull him to safety during a bombardment. A drawing on the book's cover
shows a child outside an apartment building as five shells strike the facade.
Mrs. Lagumdzija, mother of Bosnia's vice president, Zlatko Lugumdzija,
sifted through writings and drawings collected by the Children's Embassy, a
local humanitarian group. The letters were submitted to the group by children unable to send mail to relatives and friends outside Sarajevo. The capital has been under siege by ethnic Serb troops since Bosnia's majority
Muslims and Croats voted to break away from Serb-dominated Yugoslavia
more than a year ago.

CLINTON GIVES SUPPORT TO AFtISTIDE
TORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Just the picture of Haiti's ousted leader side-byside with President Clinton brought smiles to the faces of downtown hotel
workers and domino players in this capital's fetid slums. Hope surfaced
Wednesday, despite a history of disappointment with Washington. Just four
days after Jean-Bertrand Aristide's bloody overthrow by the military in 1991,
then-President Bush sat beside Aristide in the White House and pledged to
lead world efforts to restore him to power in Port-au-Prince. The coup supporters, who killed from 300 to 500 people in the first days of their takeover,
bet on a lack of will by Washington. So far, they are winning. But the coup
leaders have one problem: since Aristide's overthrow, the popularity of Haiti's first democratically elected leader has, if anything, grown. On Wednesday, students in the provincial city of Les Cayes demonstrated to demand
his return, defying a ban on such protests.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The Registry of Election Finance
found election law violations by three statewide candidates in 1991,
but said all were largely technical and not willful.
State Auditor Ben Chandler immediately acknowledged 10 violations on his part and agreed to a $900 fine. Registry Chairman Joe
Terry said Wednesday that Chandler "inadvertently accepted"
campaign contributions from corporations.
Chandler's own campaign caught two of the donations and the
rest were found by registry auditors. All were eventually returned.
Republican gubernatorial nominee Larry Forgy had four violations. Three were corporate contributions, and in one instance Forgy paid a $60,000 advertising bill from a personal account,
although the transaction was reported as a loan from the candidate
to the campaign.
His penalty will be determined in negotiations with the registry.
Terry said Forgy was to be commended for having such a clean
slate of campaign financial activities.
Superintendent of Public Instruction John Stephenson was criticized for generally bad bookkeeping.
Stephenson was found guilty of 178 instances of mingling personal and campaign funds and one case of not properly designating
a campaign treasury.
Stephenson's penalty will also be set in negotiations.
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•Registry orders...

All Meat

contributions, not with making
one. He also argued that there is
a one-year statute of limitations
in the case because of a legislative error.
The violations arc punishable
by upi_to.a year in jail and a fine

of up to $1,000. They are the first
referred to the attorney general
under the new system of bringing
such charges, in which,the registry plays a role similar to that of
a grand jury, said Joe Terry, the
board chairman. The board
deliberated the charges in secret
for about an hour. _
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His attorneys said Wilkinson
helped Spurner count a bundle of
cash before leaving the hotel but
denied Wilkinson took any of the
money.
Prosecutors have not explained
what became of the money. The
defense has implied Spurrier conceived the extortion and implicated Wilkinson after being
caught by the FBI.
Spurrier was picked up by
Whitworth and other FBI agents
about an hour after he and Wilkinson parted company. Agents
took Spurrier to a motel, where
he spent 5'/2 hours being interviewed and confronted with evidence, Whitworth said.
There were audio and video
tapes from wiretaps and surveillance cameras, plus "other information that he was involved in
taking payoffs," Whitworth said.
Spurrier turned out to be a
fount of information. He told
about "several different transactions that took place over the
years," Whitworth said. "He had
been around Frankfort over 30
years and knew a lot of people
and a lot of things."
Spurrier was so informative
that agents decided against using
a warrant they had obtained to
search Wilkinson's car. By law,
they would have been required to
give a copy of the warrant to
Wilkinson, which would have
exposed the undercover operation, Whitworth said.•
Spurrier pleaded guilty to
extortion and wire fraud but has
not been sentenced. He is testifying for the government under a
plea agreement.
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Letters to the Editor
Thanksfor 'Million Dollar Shootout'
Dear Editor:
Recently, The Calloway County and Murray city schools completed
the One Million Dollar Shootout" sponsored by the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association. Proceeds from this basketball free throw
contest were split 50-50 between the respective schools and the
National Kidney Foundation of Kentucky. A "winner" was randomly
drawn in a raffle held by each school. This name was sent to the Kidney Foundation for possible selection as the one person who will
attempt a half-court shot for one million dollars at the boys state
basketball finals in Rupp Arena.
To encourage participation in the fund raising activity, several local
businesses offered a variety of prizes which were awarded also on a
random draw basis. I am writing this letter to thank the businesses
which supported the "One Million Dollar Shootout", to thank all participants in this worthwhile event and to recognize those who won the
locally offered prizes. I also want to thank John Williams from Peoples Bank for obtaining these fine local prizes. In addition, a special
thanks to the Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank and Dees Bank of Hazel
for participating in a pool of banks throughout the commonwealth to
underwrite the million dollar prize.
Locally, the Vacation Station offered one round trip airplane ticket
to any location in the continental United States. Adam Meloan won
this prize. The Bank of Murray and Peoples Bank each provided a $50
savings bond. These were won by Steve Arant and Justin Morton.
Dennison-Hunt also gave a $50 gift certificate which was won by
Reese Adams.
Thanks again to the businesses and people who supported the "One
Million Dollar Shootout".
Bill Cowan, Athlete Director C.C.H.S.
1208 College Farm Road, Murray

Fuel tax will costjobs to thisfirm
Dear Editor:
We are a small (80 employees) towboat company operating five
towboats on the Tennessee and Green Rivers. We presently pay 17
cents per gallon fuel tax which although sounding small, amounts to
$1,870 fuel tax per day or $682,255 per year. Raising the fuel tax, as
proposed by the president, will have us paying $12,870 fuel tax per
day or $4,697,550 per year. This is a 500 percent increase and will, of
course, end our business. This tax figure equals last year's total
revenue for our company.
Our industry has been in a severe recession for 11 years and a
majority of the operators have gone out of business as it is. If we did
not own our equipment debt-free, we would have to quit operations. In
our case, as in the whole industry, additional costs of higher taxes
would have to be immediately passed on to the customer. Our net is in
the neighborhood of 4 percent of gross and that is only possible
because we have no debt.
The country should be concerned because the Mississippi River and
its tributaries are the acknowledged lowest-cost transporter in the
world. What a shame to throw that competitive advantage away. The
effect on our grain exports alone will be disastrous. I hope you will
not go along with this foolhardy plan. The destruction of our industry
will be immediate and very hard to reassemble after the fact.
William H. Dyer, Tennessee Valley Towing, Inc.
3594 Lone Oak Road, Paducah KY 42003

Tips of the hat
I owe Charles Ford an apology
or recognition. I think I'll go for
recognition since I didn't purposely forget.
Ford has taken on the monumental task of naming all the
roads for Calloway County's 911
system. A month ago Judge/
Executive George Weaks sought
a raise for Ford.
Last week during Fiscal Court,
Weaks mentioned that Ford had
turned down that raise.
What do you think of that?
My reporter's hat is off to
Ford. And my notebook will try
not to forget such items in the
future.
• • • •
Speaking of having my hat off.
The Calloway County School
Board did something that is most
impressive. At least from a reporter's viewpoint.
Every month it has items on
the agenda that constitute normal,
routine business. Things like
approving last month's board
minutes, the claims and transfers
from within the budget and the
financial report. None of these
are big items but a review gives
the members a chance to question
expenditures.
Near the end of last week's
regular meeting, the clock hands
were dragging around to 10 p.m.,
which isn't unusual for this
bunch, when Superintendent Jack
Rose asked if the members would
rather have a consent agenda.
What's this I thought, as I perked up in my seat. Something
new here at the end.
I had never heard of a consent
agenda. Rose explained that such
an agenda would contain routine
items that the board would quickly pass as one package. Some
groups apparently use them to
save time.
Automatically, board members
began to speak out against the
idea.

Rick Murdock said a consent
agenda is like "saying to the
community that we don't even
look at these items." He noted
that the financial section of the
agenda has "historically been
handled in five minutes but it
gives us the opportunity to ask
questions if we have any."
Board members usually review
the material before the meeting.
Robert McDaniel had an interesting slant.
"These folks never hoodwinked me, but if they did I want
the chance to find it in a report,"
he said.
I admire these guys for protecting the public trust.
There was another example of
this concern in the same meeting.
Establishing a tobacco policy
has dragged on for months.
They've wrangled with such
questions as: Should smoking or
chewing tobacco be allowed on
school property? Should there be
designated smoking areas?
It is hard to make such decisions when many of the tax payers in the district grow tobacco
and millions of dollars worth of
the crop is sold in Calloway
County alone.
With the Kentucky Education
Reform Act and the establishment of site-based councils, individual schools will be making
many of their own policies'. There
has been some discussion about
letting the councils establish their
own tobacco policy.
But Murdock said board mem7
bers are the ones elected by the

general public to make such over
all policy decisions for the
district.
It would have been easy to
pass the buck on this one. But
these board members didn't do
that.
They also haven't established a
policy, but maybe that will come
in the next few months.
A new move for the board has
also been to hold its regular
meetings at night.
This is a trial run. I expect
them to make a decision this
spring on whether to continue it.
• • • •
Now for the exception I would
take with last week's meeting. A
research report from the redistricting committee was presented
to the board. The report represented eight months of work by
that group to find ways to ease
overcrowding in the schools.
Redistricting can be a volatile
issue in the community, but this
time it became a volcano among
the administration and committee
members.
I won't rehash the whole thing
again, except to say that the
board took action on the committee's recommendation in January
and then last month the committee asked that it be allowed to
present all its documentation to
the board in March.
The board agreed over the
objections of Rose.
That was the presentation made
last_ week It was impressive.
Much more so than the one page

document given to the board in
January.
The committee chairman and
assistant superintendent Johnny
Bohannon made that presentation.
He couldn't tell me why all the
documentation wasn't presented
then.
Anyway, my disappointment
came from the board's reaction.
Hardly anything was said by the
board when this group finished.
I had to approach board members during a break to find out
what they were going to do with
the information packet they
received.
They all said it was valuable
information that they would use
in the future. That was it.
It wasn't until the end of the
meeting that Garry Evans
addressed one of the main concerns of the committee and that's
overcrowding at North Elementary School. He urged board
members to at least visit the
school to compare it to the other
two schools.
But that was after all the committee members had left. _ ,
I don't know if there was a
lack of discussion because of the
controversy stirred last month. At
that time Rose did not hide his
displeasure at what, I think, he
perceived as back peddling by the
committee and possibly the
board.
But I do think this group
deserved more of a verbal
response, as well as hearing
Evans voice some of their
concerns.
True, they didn't have to leave,
but if you could have seen the list
of agenda items that the board
still had to deal with at 8 p.m.,
you would have gone home to
watch "Cheers" too.
By the way, does anybody
know what happened in that
episode.

World Editorial Roundup
March 13; The Seattle Times on anti-abortion terrorism:
Anti-abortion activists have long tried to portray their "Right to
Life" movement as high-minded, one with a moral upper hand.
But the murder of a Florida abortion doctor, apparently by an overzealous anti-abortion activist, debases the meaning of the term "right
to life" and crushes any credibility due the movement's extremist
right wing.
Sadly, the killing of Dr. David Gunn is the lethal progression of
escalating radicalism outside abortion clinics. Incidents of vandalism
and arson have increased dramatically in recent years.
President Clinton and pro-choice groups are right in saying more
must be done to assure a woman's right to medical care without harassment, intimidation and violence. Of particular importance is passage of national and state legislation making it a crime to block abortion clinics.

Naturally, most anti-abortion groups are now trying to distance
themselves from the suspect, Michael Griffin, a relative newcomer to
the movement.
BLit people who espouse hate must bear some responsibility for the
bluntest expression of their rhetoric.
Last year at an anti-abortion rally, the group Operation Rescue distributed a "wanted" poster of Dr. Gunn, complete with his picture,
home phone number and clinic schedules. A wanted poster. That
sends a most chilling message. ...
Operation Rescue Director Randall Terry called Gunn's killing
"inappropriate and repulsive" and then proceeded to call him a baby
killer.
What kills, what cuts down a father of two in the prime of his life,
is precisely that kind of hysterical zealotry.

Hutson descendants soughtfor reunion
Dear Editor:
1 am in the process of trying to contact descendants of John Jefferson Hutson. Following is a list of his children (and their spouses for
the women). Henry Lafayette, James Elmer, Raymond Moore, Guy
Vernon, Tcna Goble (Oren Simmons), Tennie Bryan (Rob Duncan),
Minnie Mae (Frank Williams), Rhodie Everett (Charlie Williams),
Ristie Florence (Lee Douglas), Etta Mae (Herbert Lamb), Ruby Lee
(Jesse Dick). The following children wge never married, at least to
my knowledge: Porter Green, Daniel Jacob, Mary Tackey.
The main reason for trying to find these folks is for a family reunion to be held at the community center in Hazel, Ky. on May 29. It
will be a pot-luck supper at 6 p.m. You should plan to arrive earlier,
around 4 p.m. to renew old acquaintances, make new ones, and learn
more about who our relatives are.
There has been some work done on our family tree and we are looking for more information to further it along. If you have any questions, or if you are descended from any of the above, please send to
Henry P. Hutson, PO Box 190, Hazel, KY 42049, or call
502-492-8166.
Here's hoping to see a good number of you for a good meal and
wholesome fellowship.
Henry Hutson
Box 190, Hazel KY 42049

Seeks change in MCCH smoking policy
Dear Editor:
I was rectritly hospitalized at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. During my stay, my physician, the emergency room personnel,
and the hospital staff treated me with utmost care and concern, and for
that I am very grateful.
I would like to address the following matter. The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital does not allow smoking inside their building, and I
respect their policy. However, the hospital does provide an area for
those individuals — patients, visitors and employees of MCCH —
who wish to smoke. This area is called the "terrace." The "terrace"
was nothing more than a tent. This tent is not equipped with an air
conditioning/heating system.
I find it somewhat distressing that smokers (patients, visitors and
dedicated staff of MCCH) must use this area. In the winter, it is much
too cold to stand outside in a tent with temperatures below freezing.
I would like to request the administrator to investigate this matter. I
would hope that there might be another alternative to the "terrace." As
stated previously. I respect the hospital's non-smoking policy, but I
would appreciate the administration of MCCH to consider the rights
of those individuals who do choose to smoke.
Thank you for the opportunity to share my experience.
Dora Jackson
Murray

-

First test of Clinton's power
WASHINGTON — While the
lessons covered economics, the
first-term exams will be graded
politically, as tests of President
Clinton's power to get what he
wants done in a Democratic
Congress.
Democratic discipline is being
measured in the initial votes on
Clinton's economic plan. Party
leaders want to hold their majorities in line now that they are
working for administration bills
instead of competing with a
Republican White House.
Clinton's measures certainly
are going to be approved, but
conservative Democrats are pushing for changes he doesn't want.
So margins and the risk of Democratic defections are part of the
test; unwanted amendments or
compromise could point to more
serious problems later.
House votes were due today on
a budget resolution outlining the
Clinton deficit reduction program, then on a separate bill for
more than $16 billion worth of
measures intended to stimulate
the economy. The Senate probably will act next week.
The economic stimulus plan is
the pressure point. In the House,
there's a proposal with conservative Democratic backing that
would trim the spending or
require offsetting cuts in other
programs. There are likely to be
similar moves in the Senate,
where the open rules will make it
easier.
Minority Republicans have
argued all along that the stimulus
plan ought to be scrapped
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mimics

Walter Mears
Assoctated Press columnist
because the economy is recovering without it, and they will sign
on for changes pushed by conservative Democrats.
A formula that included delays
or reductions in a bow to the
pressure for deficit reduction
wouldn't undo the Clinton proposals for spending on jobs, public
works and other steps to spark
the economy.
But Clinton wants it all, now,
having agreed to let his immediate action plan wait so Congress
could take its initial votes on the
deficit reduction plan, then on the
extra spending.
Besides, he also has to hold
Democratic liberal support, and

that wing is restive about deeper
spending cuts already agreed to
by the administration.
In addition, there are going to
be closer, more difficult votes
later in the year, on the specific
tax increases and spending curbs
that will fill in the budget outline.
Defections now could echo then,
when party discipline will be
even more important.
Early victories can set the tone,
as they did for Ronald Reagan,
who won his 1981 tax cuts with
the help of defecting House
Democrats. Jimmy Carter had
trouble on his initial program, an
energy bill stalled by a filibuster,
and never really got on track with

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express
their opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the
editor. We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and telephone number included in
case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be more than SOO words. Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible. We reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Congress.
George Bush had scant success
with Congress early or late. He
also shunned spending to stimulate the economy despite the
recession of 1990 and 1991; his
advisers counseled against it, saying recovery was under way and
any proposals to stimulate business and jobs would be too late to
help.
Technically, the economy was
recovering, but the slump was too
persistent and the comeback too
sluggish to make economic issues
anything but trouble for Bush in
the 1992 campaign.
Now, ironically, Republicans
claim credit for "a Bush recovery," saying it means the Clinton
stimulus plan is not only
unneeded, but could get in the
way by adding to the deficit.
That's the kind of advice Bush
took. Not Clinton. His call for
jobs, public works and business
incentive spending was a campaign fixture, and he has pushed
it steadily, pointing to persistent
unemployment despite the statistics signaling economic growth.
Clinton wants his imprint on
economic recovery, and the stimulus plan helps put it there.
And if it slows or slumps, at least
he's tried something, and
wouldn't have to answer for inaction the way his predecessor did.
"The president was elected on
a pledge to get the economy
moving and to take action on the
economy," spokesman George
Stephanopoulos said Wednesday.
"Right now, the president wants
his package passed as is."
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Financial aid forms available
Any prospective or currently enrolled student who plans to attend
Murray State University for the
1993-94 school year and who will
need financial aid should fill out an
application and submit it to the
Student Financial Aid Office in the
basement of Sparks Hall by April 1.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray
State, said filing the financial aid
application by April 1 is an advantage for students because of the
number of requests for available
funds.
He said the Free Application For
Federal Student Aid(FAFSA)must
also be filed by students requesting
aid for 1993-94. Both the FAFSA
and Murray State financial aid applications are in the 1993-94 financial aid packets which are available
in the MSU Student Financial Aid
Office, located in the basement of
Sparks Hall on campus.
McDougal emphasized that previous year applicants currently enrolled or planning to return to
school will have to file the 1993-94
forms to be considered for assistance.
Generally, the level of funding
for Murray State is expected to
remain about the same as for the
current academic year and 19921993 has been a record year, he said.
Student financial aid includes
grants, loans and student employment. Programs planned to provide
assistance to students at Murray
State for the next year are:
—Federal Pell Grants, non-repayable federal grants based on the
student's calculated financial need.
Amounts are expected to range from
$400 to $2,300 for the 1993-94
school year.
—Federal Supplemental Educational
Opportunity
Grants
(FSEOG), non-repayable federal
grants based on significant financial
need. Amounts are expected to be
from $600 to $800 for 1993-94.

—KHEAA (Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority)
CAP grants, non-repayable state
grants for Kentucky residents.
Based on demonstrated financial
need, these awards will be $840 for
1993-94.
—Federal Perkins Loans, repayable long-term, low-interest (5 percent)loans of up to $1,250 to $1,500
to students whose family incomes
and total assets place limitations
upon resources for educational purposes. The loans have some provisions for cancellation and/or deferment of repayment However, the
majority are repaid during a 10year-period, with payments made
quarterly, beginning six months
after the student leaves school.
—Nursing Student Loans, repayable long-term, low-interest(5 percent) loans to eligible students enrolled in the nursing program.
Based on the financial need of the
nursing student, these loans are
repaid on an annual basis during a
10-year period after the student
leaves the nursing program.
—Federal Subsidized Stafford
Loan, repayable need-based longterm loans of up to $2,625 annually
for freshmen, $3,500 for sophomores, $5,500 for juniors, seniors
and fifth year undergraduates and
$7,500 for graduate students. These
loans have a variable interest,
capped at 9 percent, for new borrowers. Previous Stafford borrowers will continue with the interest
rate that was applied to their first
Stafford Loan. Interest is paid by the
Federal government on the borrower's behalf while the student is
enrolled at least half-time. Payment
begins six months after graduation,
withdrawal or dropping below the
half-time course load.
—Federal Unsubsidized Stafford
Loan is a new loan program. Unsubsidized means that interest accumulates on the loan, even while the

student is in school and that the
Federal government does not pay
any portion of the interest. These
loans are not based on the calculated
need of the student. The interest
accumulating during in school periods may be paid while in school or
capitalized (accumulated and added
to the principal) and paid after
leaving school. Annual loan
amounts, interest rates and repayment are similar to the Federal
Subsidized Stafford loan.

student financial aid and application
forms are available in the Student
Financial Aid Office or by calling
(502) 762-2546.
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—Federal Work-Study Employment, on-campus employment opportunities of up to 12 hours of work
per week. Qualified students with
appropriate financial needs, skills,
interests and aptitudes are considered for these jobs. The rate of pay is
$4.25 per hour.
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—University Student Employment, on-campus employment for
students who do not qualify for the
Federal Work-Study Program or
who do not have other maximum
federal aid. The rate of pay is $4.25
per hour.
Additional information about
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Laundry Basket
Roomy, 1 1/4 bushel laundry basket is a necessity
for any laundry room. Almond or slate blue.
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Get the credit you want.
And get

25% OFF
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All regular-price
merchandise.

18 In. Garage Sweep
Durable 4" block with palmyra bristles. Sweeps wet
or dry. 10541
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34 Gal. Trash Can
Extra large size molded
container with lid-locking
handles and wheels for mobility. 72272

Apply for a JCPenney
charge account and
receive your
shopping spree certificate.
Now through March 21.
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If you already have a JCPenney charge account,
you can still cash in on 25% savings throughout our store
with your shopping spree coupon.
But hurry, offer expires on March 21, 1993.
Ask a sales associate for details.
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,..Flat Latex
wall Paint

5 Star Flat Latex Wall Paint

JCPenney

Spot resistant, colorfast paint
gives you a beautiful finish that
lasts. Custom colors available.
15786

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
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Hardware

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
208 E. Main

753-3361
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Chestnut Hills • Murray

0 1993. JCPenney Company. Inc
Regular prices are offering prices only.
Sales may or may not have been made at

regular prices.

Discount applies only to regular-pnce merchandise and is limited to
JCPainney store stock on hand Not for usa in Cosmetic Department, on
Smart Value merchandise, Swatch' or Gucci` watches, Catalog or Catalog
Outlet Store merchandise or in combination with any other coupon
Discount can apply to one or more items purchased As always. credit
pUrchases are subject to review

Office Phone
759-1400
Catalog Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6: Sun. 1-5
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Pritchett-Hooper vows
will be said on May 29

Eyeglass
Extravaganza!
'59 for frame & single vision lenses
or
\• '79 for frame & bifocal lenses

Miss Yvonna J. Pritchett of Rt. 3, Benton, and John Darren Hooper
of 1610 Catalina Dr., Murray, announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mrs. Maurita Jones of Rt. 3, Benton, and Jerry Pritchett of Paducah.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Z.B. Crouse of Rt. 2,
Murray, and of Mrs. Tommie Pritchett and the late Lloyd Pritchett of
Dexter.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James Hooper of 1615
Kirkwood Dr., Murray.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pogue and the late Mrs.
Rhupaync Adams of Murray.
Miss Pritchett is a 1984 graduate of Calloway County High School
and received her degree in Elementary Education in 1993 from Murray State University.
Mr. Hooper is a 1982 graduate of Murray High School and received
his degree in Business Management in 1989 from Murray State
University.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 29, at 1
p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
arc invited to attend.

'frames from select group Certain reatncOora apply
Al map arida cards accepted

Summers TOfitical
753-7063

Olympic Plaza

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

Pixy is coming First Baptist Church to hear
Loscalzo and Ford at revival
with new
About real choice ... "Splatter" props!
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"Catch the Spirit!" is the theme
of the revival at First Baptist
Church starting Sunday, March
21, and continuing through Wednesday, March 24.
Craig A. Loscalzo, associate
professor of Christian Preaching
at Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville, will be the
speaker. A native of Sunrise,
Fla.,• he was licensed by First
Church there to preach in June
1980.
He has served as interim pastor
and pastor of several churches
before his present position. He
received his Doctor of Philosophy in 1988 from the seminary at
Louisville. He and his wife,
Aunchalee, have two children.
David Ford of Nashville,
Tenn., will direct the music. A
graduate of Baylor University,
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Ford did his graduate vocal studies at Baylor and at Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville.
He and his wife, Linda, travel
extensively presenting sacred
concerts and many other varieties
of musical programs. Ford is a
longtime member of the Centurymen who recently went on a tour
of China.
Services will he at 10:45 am.
and 7 p.m. on Sunday, and at
12:15 p.m. and 7 p.m., Monday
through Wednesday. A noon
luncheon at a cost of S2 per person will be served in Fellowship
Hall starting at 11:40 a.m.
Dr. Creg Earwood, pastor,
invites the public to attend these
revival services.

The Murray State University Rodeo Booster Club Directors will
host a reception in the meeting room of the West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center from 6 to 7:30 p.m. prior to the rodeo
performances on Friday and Saturday, March 19 and 20. All MSU
rodeo alumni, contestant parents, and interested spectators are invited
to stop by the reception to learn more about the history of the Murray
State program and Booster Club activities that are providing support.
The National Intercollegiate Rodeo will have performances at 7:30
p.m., tonight, Friday and Saturday. A High School Rodeo will be at
2:30 p.m. Sunday. March 21. For information call 762-3125.

Athletic Boosters to meet Friday
Calloway County Athletic Boosters will meet Friday, March 19, at 515
p.m. in the lobby of Calloway County High School. Board members asked to
meet at 5 p.m. Cathy Butler, president, urges all members and interested
persons to attend the meeting.

•

Locust Grove plans revival
Locust Grove Baptist Church will have revival services starting Sunday,
March 21, and continuing through Wednesday. March 24. The Rev. Mel Poe
will be the speaker for services at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Sunday and 7 p.m.,
Monday through Wednesday. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. The church
is located two miles off Highway 121 South on Locust Grove Road

Kentucky Lake ACS meeting Tuesday
Kentucky Lake Section of American Chemical Society will meet Tuesday,
March 23, at Seven Seas Restaurant, Murray, with social at 5:45 p.m., dinner at 6:30 p.m. and speaker at 7:30 p.m. Dr. G. Fred Lee, president of G.
Fred Lee & Associates, El Macero, Calif., will be the speaker for the topic,
"Management of Carcinogens in Municipal Water Supples: Problems with
Current Approaches." Reservations for the buffet at $9 per adult or $4.50 for
students should be made by Friday, March 19, by calling Chemistry Department Secretary at Murray State University at 762-2584.

Southwest Council meeting today
Southwest Calloway Elementary School will have its Site Based Decision
Making Council meeting today at 5:30 p.m. at the school. Items on the
agenda include Faculty representative election, PTO parent election process, principal's phone call results, national alliance applications process
and on -site visits, sub-committee reports, staff development plan and principal's points. All interested persons are invited.

United Way events scheduled
Murray-Calloway County United Way will have its Volunteer Recognition
and Thank You event on Friday, March 19, at noon, in Senior Citizens Center of Weaks Community Center. The annual meeting of United Way will be
Tuesday, March 23, at 7 p.m. at Briggs & Stratton. For more information call
the United Way at 753-0317.

Murray-Calloway County Chapter of NAACP will be Monday. March 22, at
7 p.m. at Willis Community Center, North L.P. Miller St., Murray. Membership and elections will be items on the agenda. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

Special program will be at church
"Heaven's Gate's and Hell's Flames, a dramatized real life presentation,
will be presented at Christian Fellowship Church at Briensburg on Sunday,
March 21, at 6:30 p.m. and Monday and Tuesday, March 22 and 23, at 7
p.m. A nursery will be provided. For more information call 1-527-8369.

Thursday & Friday
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday
10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
1111111

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

NAACP meeting planned Monday
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Singles (SOS) plans activities
I

Craig A.

Lana one sper al per ,rh,ert ltiras 3 seri" ior
Cash value I 20,

Emil Ism

Loscalzo

David Ford

CALENDAR
Thursday, March 18
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board/5:30 p.m./board room.
Prepared
Childbirth
Class/7
p.m./education unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. info/7621385.

Free Tennis Bracelet
With AnyEasy Spirit
Shoe Piirchase.

(Cont'd on page 7)

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) has activities planned for Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, March 19, 20 and 21. The group will meet at 7:15
p.m.Friday at Playhouse in the Park to see "The Odd Couple" with Jeanne
as hostess. Saturday the group will meet at 4:30 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to go to Grand Rivers for dinner and to dance at Loch Mary Station at
Earlington. Sunday the group will meet at 2 p.m. at Carr Health Building,
Murray State University, for volleyball, basketball or walking. For more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Bingo Play scheduled on Friday
The Jonathan-Aurora Action Group has started its Bingo Play each Friday
at 7 p.m. at Holiday Restaurant, Aurora. This is open to the public and will
be scheduled each Friday night until further notice. Proceeds from the Bingo
play will go toward local projects of the Action Group including landscaping
in the area, tourism promotion, and help for needy persons in the area.

Higher Praise event on Friday
A special service, sponsored by the "Ladies With A Heart," at Higher
Praise Worship Center will be Friday, March 19, at 7 p.m. The center is
located next to Ryan Milk at East Chestnut and Industrial Road. Pam Hughes of Paris, Tenn., will be the featured speaker. A "Spring Fashion Show"
will also be on the program. A fellowship will follow in the Community Room
of North Branch of Peoples Bank immediately following the service. This is
open to all women, men and children.

Special workshop on Saturday
A Careers in Transition Workshop will be Saturday, March 20, from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at Lowry Learning Center, Murray State University. Subjects to be
included are Career lnteredst Assessment, Personality Assessment,
Careeer Options, Education Requirements, Values and Priorities, Decision
Making and Career Goals Plan. The cost will be $10 per person to cover
feaxcpileitnasto
ers. o7f5t3h.e
46w
0o
3.r kshop. For more information call Lee Kern, workshop

THEATRES

Kirksey Ball Club plans signup
Kirksey Ball Club Signup for the spring and summer season will be Saturday, March 20, at the Kirksey Ball Field. Boys and girls between the ages of
5 to 18 will sign up from 9 a.m, to noon on that day. For early signup, persons may call Ginger Norsworthy at 753-3015.

Yearbooks are now on sale
Yearbooks for Calloway County High School are now on sale for 1993.
Each yearbook is $16 in one payment or $9 in two payments. Any person
interested in purchasing a yearbook may contact the Yearbook office at
753-1740.

you choose a talk, walking shoe,a casual style or a fashionable ptunp. your Easy spirit purchase always comes
with our ungior patented'cushioning xvsiem that actually reduces stress on your feet for unbelievable comfort all day. And
now your purchase comes with

Quilter's Day Out on Saturday

a lovely Austrian crystal Tennis Bracelet. Absolutely free.
0nly available at participating stores while

Quilter's Day Out will be Saturday, March 20, from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at
Graves County High School, Mayfield. This special event will be sponsored
by Jackson Purchase Quilt Clubs and Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society. For
more information contact Cheryl Slaughter at 1-247-9381 or Lou Ann Philpot
at 753-6843.
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supplies last. Offer ends April 4.1995.
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Special program on Saturday
"Hearts in Motion," the Charity League Follies, a professionally-produced
variety show, will be Saturday, March 20, at 8 p.m. at Tilghman High School
Auditorium, Paducah. Proceeds from the event go to the West Kentucky
Easter Seal Center. General admission tickets are $8.50 and may be purchased by calling 1-442-2925. Easter Seal Poster Child Kyle Tippen will be
on stage during the presentation of the $1,000 cash prize with tickets at $1
each. The public is urged to attend.
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Open house on Saturday
CALEND(Coned

The Purchase Area Childcare
Resource and Referral Agency
will hold an open house on Saturday, March 20, from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Purchase Area Development District Office, Highway
121, Mayfield.
Parents, children, child care
staff, and teachers arc invited to
attend.
R and R staff from the PADD
will be present to provide child

from pagAR

Thursday, March 18
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/
8 p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.

Friday, MarchL 19
Games for members only/8
p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m
Info/753-TEEN.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
R.C.I.A./7 p.m.

"The Odd Couple (the feowle
Version)/8 p.m./Playhouse in the
Park. Info/759-1752.

First Presbyterian Church events
include Pre-School/9 am. and
12:45 p.m.; Pastor Nominating
Committee/7 pin.

Intercollegiate Rodeo/7:30
p.m./sponsored by MSU Rodeo
Club/West Kentucky Expo
Center.

First Baptist Church events include Mother's Day Out/9:30 a.m.
and BYWs/7 p.m.

High School Science Fair/8
a.m.-1:30 p.m./Curris Center ballroom, Murray State University.

Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Country Kitchen, Draffenvine.

Racer men's tennis/10 a.m. with
Southwest Missouri State/Purcell
Tennis Courts, Murray State
University.

Murray Women of the Moose/8
p.m. with officers/7 p.m.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.

Dance Lecture Demonstration
by Mci-Hsiu Chan of
Taiwan/12:30 p.m./Dance Studio
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Admission free.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Info/Kennith
Building, Paris.
Broach, 753-3580.

Homeless Committee meeting/
noon/Pagliai's.

Intercollegiate Rodeo/7:30 p.m./
sponsored by Murray State Rodeo
Club/West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center.
Beginning Art: Painting course/
5-9 p.m./Curris Center, Murray'
StateUniversity. Info/762-2159.
United We Stand, America open
forum/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Neighborhood Watch Program
of Irvin Cobb area/7 p.m./Russell
Chapter United Methodist
Church.

Senior Adult Fellowship of First
United Methodist Church/9 a.m.
to go to Shaker Village.
West View Nursing Home
events include Devotion with
Bro. Hale/11 a.m. and Movin' to
Music/11:30 a.m.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m., Fency
Spring Plowing/Homeplace;
Planetarium Show/11 a.m. and 2
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.

Young Actors Guild/6:30 p.m. at
Mr. Gatti's and to dress rehearsal
at Playhouse in the Park.

Sons of Confederate Veterans
General Lloyd Tilghman Camp
#1495/Anne Washington Leslie
House, Paducah/7 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon/open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets, Murray.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

O'Bryan baby girl, parents. Lisa and
Jerry, 9355 SR70, Marion.

Dismissals
Ms Elizabeth Marshall, P.O. Box
146, Hazel; James F. Duckett. At 5,
Box 809-B, Murray; Dolphus J Wilson,
At 1, Box 265, Alma;
Miss Alicia A. Woods, 413 South
Fifth St , Murray; Mrs. Martha Ann
Jackson, At 7, Box 1250, Murray;
Miss Lucille Clark, West View Nursing Home, Murray; Mrs. Josephine
Baker, Rt. 1, Box 320, Murray;
Glenn E. West, At. 7, Box 464, Murray; Mrs. Bella Cartagena and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Box 126-A, Murray.

Mrs.' Carmen Shelton, West View
Nursing Home, Murray; Robert Walker,
Rt. 3, Box 418, Murray;
Mrs Mary Lerlene Taylor, P.O. Box
163, Hazel, Mrs. Dorothy McBride, At
10, Box 726, Benton;
Miss Candace Lewis, Rt. 1, Box 17,
Puryear, Tenn.; Austin Leach, Rt 4,
Box 363-8, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mayrelle Clark, 2015 Catesborough, Murray; Mrs. Hazel Jones, Rt. 1,
Box 31-A, Murray;
Kenneth W. Tucker, At 1, Box
246-C, Springville, Tenn.; Mrs Mary
Dawn Todd, At 1, Box 142, Hardin.

Expiration
Ms. Tryphena Elizabeth, Crass, 530
South Sixth St., Murray.

•
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
- Helen Steffen celebrated her
78th birthday with members of
Alpha Mu 84760 Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International Sorority on
Tuesday, March 2. She was
presented a cake decorated
with the sorority flower, jonquil, and ordered by one of the
hostesses, Jean Lewis. Pictured
with Mrs. Steffen is her daughter, Kathie Fleming.

Subscribe!
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GET-TOGETHER - Gale and Jo Ann Austin of Whippoorwill
Circle, Martin Heights Subdivision, Murray, held a get-together
for new neighbors who moved to Murray from out-of-state living
in the subdivision. Present were 38 neighbors and friends. Among
those attending were, from left, front row, Jenks Jenstrom, Bill
Gage, Fritz Huefner, Carol Craig, Jan Pooley, Ken Cook and
Clayton Burgess, back row, Ted Miller, Lynwood Smith, "tom
Phillips, Paul Leberman, Al Kumpfer, Gale Austin and Ev Craig.
Not pictured were Bill and Hope Fawkes, Ned and Sue Callahan.
Hank, Margaret and Rhea Flanary, Frank, Linda and James an
Rooy, Blair and Sue McElwain and Helen Steffen.

MURRAY
TODAY

SPRING
OPENINGS
Infants through Pre School

Special Discounts For
Special Customers
Receive 10 Off
Every '50 Purchase

Chad Development Center

For A Limited Time Only
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Dismissals
Jimmy Tibbs, Fern Terrace Lodge.
Murray; Mrs. Loraine Marie Weber,
903 Stratford, c/o Weber, Murray;
Mrs. Alice Bea Hopkins, West View
Nursing Home, Murray; Joseph Cole.
313 Highland Blvd., Hickman;

Men's Stag Night at Murray
Country Club/6:30 p.m.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities. Exercise program/9 a.m.

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday. March 16, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission

Croley baby girl, parents, Mariellen
and Stacy, Rt. 3, Box 67-59, Calvert
City;
Pillion baby boy, parents, Meredith
and Calvin, Rt. 4, Box 218, Benton;
Wheeler baby girl, parents. Mary
and Jeff, At. 3, Box 171, Fulton;
Koon baby girl, mother, Valerine
Koon, Rt 1, Box 246, Dexter

Hazel Woman's Club Foreign
Dish supper/6:30 p.m./home of
Inez Butterworth.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

Newborns, dismissals, death
are listed in hospital reports

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
March 17, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions

Murray Middle School PTO/7
p.m./school auditorium.

Friday, March 19
Stroke Support Group/2
p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/762-1100.

CREATIVE ARTS MEETING - Karen Boyd, center, presented a
lesson on "Baskets (gros grain ribbon)" at the February meeting
of Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club. Also pictured are Gene Wrather, left, and Sherry Edwards, right. The
department will meet Monday, March 22, at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house with Dana Hoffman to present a program on "Wreaths."
Hostesses will be Toni Hopson, Urbena Koenen and Eva Morris.

care information. Exhibits from
local school suppliers will he set
up. In addition, for the children,
the day will be filled with puppet
shows, clowns and the Easter
Bunny.
Refreshments and door prizes
will also be provided.
For more information abou the
open house, call Cindy Andrews
at the PADD at 1-247-7171,
1-554-2097, or 753-8325.

University Square

Gale B. Cornelison, Director
Kathy E. Wilson, Asst. Director
FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL:
(502)753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

SRMITI'S
SAVE!
Entire stock of Spring Suits

20% Off

LOG CABIN
RESTAURANT

Linen Coordinates

EVERY
Friday & Saturday Night
3-10 p.m.

20% Off

regular price

regular price
Pond Raised

CATFISH
FILLETS
Full Order

Leslie Fay
Koret

Spring Jog Sets

$3

Missy & Petite

25% Off

Comes With Slaw, White Beans,
Potato, and Hushpuppies.

505 S. 12th St.

Ilorearawomr,

'• • -

753-8080

Downtown • Murray
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MICHAEL E. ROWLAND
has enlisted for two years in the
United States Army and will
receive training as a light wheel
vehicle mechanic.
Rowland was assisted in
choosing his enlistment options
by Staff Sgt. Wendell Warner of
the U.S. Army Recruiting Station
at 100 Fountain Ave., Paducah.
Rowland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jim D. Rowland of Hardin, is a

Is your IRA an
under achiever?
uue offer a free seixicc ,hat
can show son PXarl Ii \ liii
yoUr IRA will he worth at lei irement:If its not aehiecing ilie
results you want. I'll show y
your opth.tis. Remember.es en a
small increase in the raie ,
you're earning can make a
•
big difference when you
retire. I.see Jlist lio%%
•
big. call or slip hy tmlay
Eric Perunston
520 Main St.
(National Howl)
753-7401 '

_

graduate of Hazel Park High
School, Hazel Park, Mich.
The 20-year-old has enlisted in
the Army under the special
Delayed Entry Program (DEP)
which allows qualified applicants
to delay, by as much as one year,
the date they must report for
active duty after enlisting. Rowland will report for active duty in
March.
Rowland will receive his Army
basic training at Fort Jackson,
S.C., and will remain there for
his advanced individual training.
He will be able to continue his
education with the S17,000 Army
College Fund.

.4

bride-elect of
Frank Stallings
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

' •

\Tr-

4 Alicia Williams

.

ler 1111111IIIIS
1205B Chestnut • 753-1851

LI" Edward D. Jones & Co.'

POOL TOURNAMENT — Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizen Center crowned a new pool champion on Monday, March 15.
Arthur Harris went through the double elimination tournament
without a loss, and the competition was fierce. Second place went
to Glen Johnston and third place to William Vanmeter. Participants pictured are, from left, Vanmeter, Sam Miller, Harris, Raymond Holt, Johnston, Albert West, A.E. Rottman, Willis Fulton
and Hugh Mann. Not pictured are Arne Erikson, William Heath
and Robert Hopkins.

AA, Al-Anon plan meetings
Alcoholics Anonymous and AlAnon are both active groups in
the Murray and Calloway County
area.
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous)
meets every day of the week
except Thursday.
These meetings are held at the
American Legion Building at
South Sixth and Maple Streets,

BEFOREYOU
51-111 UPTHOUBLE,

GETSOME
GOOD AD

Murray.
An "open" meeting means that
a person who has loved one or
has a possible problem with alcohol may attend, but they should
call one of the phone numbers
and they will help them make
plans to attend. This is helpful to
members and newcomers alike. A
"closed" meeting is for alcoholics
only.
The meeting schedule is as
follows:
Monday - 8 p.m. - closed and
discussion meeting.
Tuesday - 8 p.m. - open
meeting.
11 a.m. - open
Wednesday
discussion.
Friday - 8 p.m. - open to
newcomers.
Saturday - 8 p.m. - open meeting and also for Al-Anon for men
and women with alcoholic problems in family.
Sunday - 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. closed meetings.
For more information about
AA and Al-Anon, call 753-8136
or 435-4314.

Your response allows the people of America to speak to
Congress and the White House on these vital issues.
Complete your balloic ut along dotted line(do not tear page) and mail it to
United We Stand America National Referendum
P.O. Box 9000
London, KY 40742-9000

Come — Join us Sunday at 6:30 to eat, 7:00 to watch

'The Electronic Town Hall" at the Holiday Inn.
United We Stand America
NATIONAL REFERENDUM - GOVERNMENT REFORM

3.

+

Before you buy any other paint, visit us, your Pittsburgh Paints dealer.
ou'll get everything you need to do the job right. Including plenty of expert
advice,the rlght tools and great Prices on the best paint, Pittsburgh Paints.

You work too hard to paint with anything IessTM

$1099
Lo-Lustre Seml-Gloss
Interior Wall & Trim
Paint
Ideal to kitchens and hallways Easy to apply and
dnes fast 88-45 88-110

Latex Flat Wall Paint
Goes on creamy smooth
(with less roller spatter)
Dries fast and withstands
years of scrubbing 80-110

t2lallefic)r
1011k•

,

1111M

599
Alkyd-011 Interior Wall
& Trim Enamel
An all purpose intenor finish for walls ceilings and
woodwork 04 finish durability with less odor 27-110

__ •./

*tractor Envoi
INatt

'2499

'1899

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth P. Oldham of Princeton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kennita Ruth
Oldham, to John Allen Kind, son of Dr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Kind of
Murray.
Miss Oldham is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ruth H. Rogers, the late
Eugene F. Rogers Sr., Mrs. Pauline P. Oldham and the late Powell E.
Oldham, all of Princeton.
Mr. Kind is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. C.R. Lake of Topeka,
Kan., the late Harry E. Spillner, and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer F. Kind of
Beloit, Wis.
The bride-elect is a 1989 graduate of Caldwell County High School
and a December 1992 graduate of Murray State University. She holds
a bachelor's degree in Home Economics with an emphasis in Fashion
Merchandising.
The groom-elect is a 1989 graduate of Murray High School and a
May candidate for a bachelor's degeree in Biochemistry with an
emphasis in Toxicology fro.m Murray State University.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, May 15, at 7 p.m. at
First Baptist Church, Princeton.
All relatives and friends of the couple arc invited to attend the
ceremony.

SUNDAY, MARCH 21
NBC TV & RADIO 8:00pm EST(7:00pm CST/8:00pm PST)

2.

Interior
Ceiling Paint

Oldham-Kind wedding
vows to be said May 15

THE FIRST NATIONAL REFERENDUM - GOVERNMENT REFORM
Sponsored By United We Stand America

1.

Latex Flat Ceiling
Paint
Adds a white finish to coilrigs to open up a room
Easy soap and water cleanup 50-35

Kennita Ruth Oldham and
John Allen Kind to marry

Do you believe that for every dollar of tax increase there should be 52.(X)
in spending cuts with the savings earmarked for deficit and debt reduction'
Should the President present an overall plan including spending cuts,
spending increases, and tax increases and present the net result of the overall
plan, so that the people can know the net result before paying more taxes'
Should the President issue a quarterly. audited financial report to the people
so we can km we whether or ruit the results it the debt reduction
plan are being achieved as scheduledDo you want a Constitutional Balanced Budget Amendment. with emergem
- funding limited exclusively tc*Nifficirial Defense,

Should the President have the line Item Aeto to eliminate waste'
n. If our government wants the American people to pay more LOWS. ShOUld it
provide leadership by example - all sacrifice begins at the top - by cutting
Congress and the President's salaries by ten percent and reducing their
.
retirement plans to bring them in line with those of the American pet
Slu wild Congress agree to term limits that would automatically take effect it the
specific debt reductk in time table is mit ac hie% ed"
8. Shinild Congress and (ifficials in the White I limse set the example for7:t:rltic
lw eliminating all perks and special privileges currently paid by taxpayers,...
7 9. Do %oil feel past internatii ma! trade .1g111:111C111,11.1‘ .. i .11.1,C(1
111 this country„
- iii liiipholt, - Jr1(1
Iii should we eliminate loreign loblu
make it i criminal offense• ..
II.shoukl we dramatically reduce the role of domestic kthh)IsIN to pro)ide only
information - not money directly or indirectly•
I.! Should we eliminate political as min ci numitices and soft money
c‘inirilmti.ins to Ca mpaign
laws Ile passed to eliminate all IN ,ssit,111t1t, it special interests going
hugt: sums i it in' ney to candidates,
•
• •• •
Ic.Do you believe that Congress should not exclude itself to mi legi.lation it passew us, and slu wild correct this discrepancy immediately?...
first pre.entecl lii
15. Sh( gild major nevi. programs sudh.as health care reh)rin
the American people in detail, and then tested in pilot programs to prove their ciisi
,
nationwide
implemented
are
us
they
before
eness
elle(
Shoult1 the electoral college he replat ed with a popular vote It the
Presidential electiOn?
,intinue ;tam, ipming .1.
-1A forum wortlivkliile, Do you
I- 'ii as
silting member of United \Nit! Stand America?
PRINT IN UPPERCASE ONLY
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
World-renowned pianist Johnson exhibits paintings in Princeton
performs at Murray State
Renowned pianist John Wustman will bring his tribute to a
famous Austrian composer to
Murray Stale University in The
Songs of Franz Schubert at 8
p.m. in Farrell Recital March 22.
The concert, sponsored by the
Murray State College of Fine
Arts and Communication and the
department of music, is part of
Wusunan's six-year cycle to perform Schubert's 630 pieces.
In its third year, the cucle will
be completed in 1997, marking
the 200th anniversary of
Schubert's birth. Among the 20
selections for the Murray State
concert are Forget-Me-Not,
Dame's Violets, and The Indignant Bard.
Wustman, who has been called
the "dean of American accompanists" is a professor of music at
the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, where he
founded the vocal coaching and
accompaning program. He has
served as a jurist at the Fourth
International Tschaikowsky Comt
petition in Moscow, and has
appeared in the leading concert
halls in five continents.
Wustman has worked with several celebrated vocalists, such as
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Maria
Callas, Christa Ludwig and Carlo
Bergonzi. Also, he perfomred
with Luciano Pavarotti for a
series of televised recitals,

including the first recital from
the Metropolitan Opera House in
1978.
Five doctoral students from the
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaing will join Wustman as
vocalists for the concert at Murray State.
Wustman said the. Schubert
project was prompted by, "an
absolute desire to do these songs.
I happen to love the songs deeply. It's major thing and I think it
should be done. Schubert was the
greatest songwriter that ever
was.., and the songs were writeen
at a very important time in the
world, the beginning of the 19th
century."
Schubert, who died at age 31,
wrote 630 songs, according to
Wustman.
"It depends on whether or not
you count different versions of
the songs," Wustman said. "Some
people say it was over 700,
others say it was 580 to 590."
The concert will feature 20
songs.
"They will be arranged in a
'modified chronological' order.
Schubert wrote some songs with
as many as eight verses and they
will be interspersed with the
shorter songs," he said. Admission to the concert is
free and open to the public.

MSU concert choir perfoms
The Murray State University
Concert Choir will perform at
3:30 p.m. Sunday, March 21 in
the Annex Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Admission to the concert is
free and the public is invited to
attend.
The concert will include repertoire from the Renaissance and
'the Baroque periods, along with
several contemporary pieces.
Among these are Johann Sebastian Bach's Cantata 150, "Nach
Dir, Herr, Verlanget Mich." The
Concert Choir will be joined by
MSU music faculty Dr: John
Dressler, Scott Erickson, Laura
Schumann, Dr. John Steffa and
Nancy Steffa for the cantata.
Other more contemporary

pieces will include selections by
Roger Pctrich and Daniel Pinkham. Arrangements of the wellknown hymn "When I Survey the
Wondrous Cross" and the spirituals "Wondrous Love" and "Give
Me Jesus" will conclude the
program.
The Concert Choir tours annually, presenting their musical
program in a variety of locations.
The choir has recently been
invited to perform in Carnegie
Hall in May of 1994.
The choir is open to Murray
State students selected through
strict auditions at the beginning
of each semester. Currently, 36
students from a variety of departments campus-wide participate in
the Concert Choir under the
direction of Brad Almquist.

Calendart

Mr

The Princeton An Guild proud- ning wall hanging will be a part
ly announces an exhibit of the of this show. The exhibit, entitled
works of Murray artist Shirley T. IMAGES V, will demonstrate her
Johnson from March 21 through attraction to color, line and
the month of April.
shape.
The public is invited to an
Recently, Johnson began to
opening reception honoring John- design her own frames for each .
son on March 21 from 2 to 4 p.m. painting, making them an integral
Johnson has lived and worked
part of the piece. She utilizes
in Murray and the Kentucky Lake unusual objects to add appropriarea for the past several decades. ate textural quality to each frame.
A native of Ohio, she began Some of her works that will be
painting in 1986. She is well on display have been seen in area
known for her teaching and her
shows including Murray State
work in music, television and the
University's Clara Eagle Gallery,
imagery
theatre. Her sources of
Curtis Center Gallery, Yciser Art
arc all around: in nature, indoors,
Center of Paducah, Hilliard
and in all objects. She incorporates these ideas with her lifetime Lyons in Murray, Swanson-Cralle
Gallery in Louisville and Artists
experiences.
Only Gallery in Cincinnati.
The works to be exhibited at
the Guild House include acrylics,
Johnson is a member of the
pastels, and graphite. In addition,
Murray Art Guild where she has SHIRLEY JOHNSON with painting "MAZE OF GOLD"
she will be displaying original
exhibited and the Yciser Art
designs on silk. An award winCenter.

Local students' art work
displayed in businesses
March is Youth Art Month and March. Students whose works
the Calloway County Art Prog- were selected are as follows:
From East Calloway Elemenram is doing many things in
tary: Adam Page, fifth grade;
celebration of children's art.
The celebration was kicked off Krystal Craff, third grade; Jessica
with the entry of a book Ottway, third grade; and Joshua
designed, written and illustrated Alderdice, fifth grade.
by a group of East Elementary . From North Calloway Elemenstudents in the "Kids Are tary: Tara Cheek, first grade;
Authors" national competion.
Krystal Carnal, second grade;
Groups of three to four stu- Amy Paterson, third grade; and
dents wrote and illustrated books Joey McDaniel, fourth grade.
in their library and art classes and
From Southwest Calloway
then typed the stories in the com- Elementary: Lucas Carter, second
puter labs and the classrooms.
grade; Amerber Young, fourth
The first place winning group grade; Joel Smith, fourth grade;
was Corey Lewis, Thomas San- and Glenn Timmons, fifth grade.
ders and Misty Sicting with a
From Calloway Middle School:
book called "The Food Chain John Clayton, sixth grade; Jodie
Gang.—
Leddin, sixth grade; Resses
There was a tic for second Adams, seventh grade; and Eric
between Kiki Cunningham, Brit- Moore, cigth grade.
tany Guess and Scott Lowe with
From Calloway County High
"The Little Rugrats" and Josh School: Paul Camficld, eleventh
Alderdice, Robert Crass, Adam grade; and Jason Barnett,
._ Duncan, Richard Foglc and Jamie eleventh grade.
Tipton with "The Lost Boy and
The student work will be on
His Dog Jack."
display at The Smart Shop, The
On a national and state level, Singer Center, Wild Rasberry,
four pieces of artwork were The Murray-Calloway County
selected from each school and Hospital cafeteria, Frame Village,
sent to Frankfort to be displayed People's Bank and Pagliai's
through March in "the tunnel." Pizza.
One work from each group of
Piggly Wiggly will be using
four will then be sent to paper bags decorated with drug
Washington D.C. to be displayed free posters by North Calloway
in a congressman's office. These Students during the last week of
works will he up throughout March.

MOM:DIY
BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS
Murray/Calloway Cooley Chamber of COMMCWC

March 18
March 26-27 and April 1-3
Meeting — Camera Club, free Theatre Production — "A
at 7 p.m. at the Calloway Midsummer Night's Dream,"
County Public Library.
--aMission charged. Begins at 8
p.m. in Robert E. Johnson
March 19-20 and March
Theatre.
25-28
March 18-28
Theatre Production — "The
Odd Couple (Female Ver- Art Exihibition — "Changing
sion)" admission charged. Landscapes" free at Clara M.
Begins 8 p.m. Friday and Eagle Gallery.
March 18-31
Saturday; 2 p.m. Sunday at the
Art Exhibit — Pastels by
Playhouse in the Park.
Richard Sutton, free at the
March 20-28
Art Exhibition — High school Calloway County Public
showing, KAEA Purchase/ Library.
Pennyrile Regional All-State
Competition, free at the Clara
NOW SHOWING
M. Eagle Gallery at MSU.
Exhibit — Photography by Jim
March 21
Concert — Concert Choir, free Stansbury and Ronald J.
at 3:30 p.m. in Farrell Recital Kurth, free at the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum.
Hall.
March 22
Exhibit = Art by James R.
Recital — Guest artist John
Meek, free at the Wrather
Wustman, free at 8 p.m. in
West Kentucky Museum.
Farrell Recital Hall.
PROVIDED BY

BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS
Murray/Calloway County Chamber of Commerce

KNOTH'S BAR-B-1)
is now open for the season.

Hwy. 641
North of Murray

.„

759-1712
a

New Canterbury
Listing!
4 Br., 2'/2 bath residence
with lots of room for the
growing family. Realistically priced. MSL#4808

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

C00-4-441.4 E4o44 You
"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whitnell
Hours: Mon Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5 30

1
Angel Adams

Pharmacist

HEAVEN'S GATES &
111
1/
1
"

Support

CRIIVIE I1116111

1
•

summits
Of MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNT/ INC

axial

(Headquarters
Richard Sutton is the visiting
artist at the Calloway County
Public Library for the month of
March. Thirteen large pastels
are displayed in the library
meeting room. The largest measures 36 x 50 inches and has
received the most favorable
comments. Sutton's work is
also showing currently in Sutton's Bay, Mich., Leland Mich.,
Los Altos, Ca. and San Francis-

For
Business • Leisure • Group
'Lowest Prices & Best Service'
Call or Visit Today

the

acation
Station,.
I RAVE I AGENCY

(502)753-TRIP (8747)
Hwy.121Bypass• Murray

co.

(i)Toyotas Cost Less In Murray
Local Owner — Like New

Open Thurs., Fri., Sat.
11 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-6 p.m.

Bring in this coupon on a Sunday
and receive a free drink with
purchase of a meal.

Read the classifieds daily

1987 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme

4,487
Air, AM/FM stereo, tilt,

cruise, intermittent

wipers.

TOYOTA
515 S. 12th St.

OF

MURRAY INC.

HELL'S FLAMES
"A DRAMATIZED REAL UFE PRESENTATION
YOU'LL NEVER FORGET."
PLAYED BEFORE CAPACITY CROWDS
CAST OF FIFTY
SOUND AND LIGHTING EFFECTS

SUNDAY
March 21, 1993 - 6:30 p.m.

Christian
Fellowship Church
U.S. Hwy

68
(1/4 mile east of Marsha County High School)

Benton, Kentucky
753-4961

MONDAY & TUESDAY
March 22 & 23 - 7:00 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION
Nursery Provided 4
For more information call:

(502) 527-8369

. • 4
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
U.S. merchandise trade deficit
widened to $7.30 billion in January as American exports abroad
slowed from a record flow a
month earlier, the government
said today.
The Commerce Department
said exports totaled $37.01 billion in January, down from
$39.67 billion in December and
the lowest since $35.80 billion
last August. Two-thirds of the
decline was in aircraft and
automobiles.
At the same time, imports of
overseas goods, which also reached an all-time high of $46.56 billion in December, fell to $44.31
billion, the lowest since $42.90
billion last May.
The deficit, the difference
between exports and imports, had
narrowed to $6.89 billion in
December from $7.35 billion in
November.
The trade gap swelled to $84.3
billion in 1992,"from $65.4 billion in 1991, the first deterioration since it peaked at $152.1 billion in 1987.
Many analysts believe the deficit will continue to grow this year
because of weak foreign economies, which demand fewer
exports of U.S. goods, while the
American economy improves and
stimulates appctites for imports
of goods produced overseas.
America's worsening trade performance, which translates into
lost jobs for U.S. workers, is one
of the biggest economic challenges facing the new
administration.
Meanwhile, the Labor Department reported today that the
number of Americans filing firsttime claims for unemployment
benefits fell in mid-March for the
second consecutive week. Claims
fell by 10,000 to a seasonally
adjusted 351,000 during the week
ended March 13, following a
15,000 decline a week earlier.
While exports fell 6.7 percent
in January, the decline was from
an all-time high of $37.01 billion,
which analysts said could not be
sustained.
Shipments of capital goods fell
$1.66 billion, including a $894
million decline in aircraft
exports. Auto exports were down
$908 million. Agricultural
exports dropped $150 million.
The declines were partially offset
by a $153 million increase in
exports of industrial supplies.
Imports were off 4.8 percent,
including a $851 million drop in
automobiles and a $580 million
decline in cOnsumer goods.
America's foreign oil bill rose
to $4.20 billion from $4.11 billion in December. Volume
increased to 6,827 barrels a day,
from 6.244, while the average
price of crude oil fell, to $15.49 a
barrel from $16.24.
As usual, America's biggest
trade deficit was with Japan, a
$3.90 billion imbalance, down
from $5.09 billion a month
earlier.
Other large gaps were with
China, $1.58 billion; Canada,
$1.03 billion; Taiwan, $670 million; Korea, $162 million; and
Brazil, $113 million.
Despite the weakness in the
economies of America's trading
partners in Western Europe,
America ran up a $1.73 billion
surplus on the continent, the
largest since a $2.27 billion surplus in March 1992. America had
a $308 million deficit in
December.
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FARM
BUREAU

Changing FIrstertatrunent. Again.
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MasterCard

Also Available A,
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[VISA

411 Maple St.
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Sommers retrial delayed
in McCracken Co. court jpthig epea cWo-itse)
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) -- A
special judge will be appointed to
preside over the retrial of David
Louis Sommers, a prosecutor
said.
McCracken Commonwealth's
Attorney Tom Osborne said the
retrial, originally scheduled to
begin Monday in McCracken Circuit Court, will be delayed.
Sommers was convicted three
years ago of murdering Carrie
VanMeter, 13, and her 12-yearold sister, Stephanie, in 1988.

Sommers was sentenced to 1,000
years in prison. Osborne is seeking the death penalty in the second trial.
The Kentucky Supreme Court
ruled that Sommers didn't receive
a fair trial and Circuit Judge Bill
Graves should have disqualified
himself because he impartiality
was questionable. Graves was a
judge in McCracken District
Court when Sommers and his
wife petitioned to be named the
girls' legal guardians.

Ntarch 20 has been proclaimed National Healthy Kids Day in
Murray by Mayor Bill Cherry. Present during the signing were
(from left) Krystal Foley, Mary Brisendine, Jim Hall, Chuck
Wynn, Jack Rose, Francie Ray and Ruth Ann Outland.

DO WE HAVTA NAFTA?

Task force votes against
seeking billboard opening

Dr. Martin Milkman of MSU
teacher of Economics

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
state task force voted against
seeking a change that would
allow the proliferation of billboards along limited access roads
in Kentucky.
The Governor's Task Force on
Signage and Tourism was created
to resolve a long-running dispute,
especially in the tourism areas of
western Kentucky, over the number of billboards and advertising
signs allowed along roadways.
Tourism-related industries
around the lakes area have complained that the lack of advertising has traditionally hurt their
businesses by failing to lure
-ffotorists off of Interstate 24.
On the other side, environmental and other groups have warned
that billboards springing up will
harm the state's tourism even

Keynoter:

Saturday, March 20, 1993
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Beautiful Wreaths, Gorgeous Silk Arrangements,
Spectacular Fresh Flower Arrangements, Plus a wide
uariety of Blooming Plants.

10% Off Any Cash or Check Purchase

Aren't You II/Z-r-r°
Glad There's IKW.:I

• •*

NOTICE:

Fleming -Benton

f•

Fleming -Benton

Wednesday 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Thursday 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Sealy Premium

Mattress
& Box Springs Set
Queen Size
Less Than

7 piece
Dinette
All Wood Table
W/Formico Top
& 6 Chairs Less Than

Lane or
La-Z- Boy
Recliners
Less Than

*$15/month

*$ 15/month

*$9/month

Fleming-Benton

***

Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Broyhill
Bedroom Suite
Dresser, Mirror, Chest
& Headboard.
.Less Than

A.1 GUTTERS

10121131=

* 3 V.- AR
"IFIRIEEU
Occasional
Tables
Less Than
*$3/month

emin• - :en on *

NOT 2 2% •

NOT 1.1% ... BUT0
.0%

INTEREST FOR 36 MONTHS "FREE"
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS: Make Any Purchase Over $499

Iemn.-enO

*TOTAL PURCHASE $499
PAY JUST
$13.86 PER MONTH

LIMITED TIME
ONLY!

3 YEARS INTEREST FREE!
(Offer Does Not Apply To Previous Purchase)

We have been working round the clock making preparations for this incredible financing offer. HURRY,
considerable factory incentives, but when they're gone ... They're Gone!

otal Purchase

Total Purchase

Total Purchase

Total Purchase

$599

$1800

$2700

$3600

Pay Just

Pay Just
$50.00
Per Month

Pay Just

Pay Just
$100.00
Per Month

$16.63
Per Month

$75.00
Per Month

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!
lemin•-Bento

—Vinyl Siding

*$24/month

•$25/month

OVER 1 MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY

Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

Thornasville
Sofa, Traditional
Less Than

•

lemin•-:ento

OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

***

STOREW1DE SAVINGS(NOTHING HELD BACK)

Support
CRIME
SIOPPIERS

Fleming-Benton

Friday 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

And With Approved Credit Get...
Federel-Stsle Merkel Neon Service Merril 1S, 19103
Kentucky Purdah,* Arse Hog Market airport Includes 3
lupe( Anthem Roulet.: Act. 34S, C.223 Barrows kr
015.3411-1.110 Mike,Sows wader 12.5114eily to SSA lower
over 12.5 steady to Lee Wiles
US 1-2 7.35-234 lb.
54S-S4-411.10
US 1-2 2111-2341 lb.
$4.1.3*-4514
US 2-3 136-344 lb.
245AP-45.30
US 3-4 itmr-re
Sows
US 1-2 274-3f4 lb.
532.05-34.45
US 1-3 345-41111 Ike.
834.011-34.10
US 1-) 405-523 the.
535.elb-37.14
US 1-3 525 mad up
Se59•-43.••
US 2.5 PPP See lba._
134.0e-32.5•
Boers ntoetty 52551-3495

Flowers & Gifts

Mar. 18. - Thurs. 7 p.m.

• • • Fleming - Benton

Special
Store Hours

i

tO

COURT SQUARL WLST • PAR1S,TN • (901)642-5252

Calloway Co. Library Mtg. Rm.
sponsored
United We Stand America
(Ross Perot - Ntl. Ldr.)

centers even if they are not
staffed.
The task force also voted in
favor of more money for tourism
advertising and promotion in
future state budgets.

more.

Under one arrangement, the
state could have allowed the construction of 2,743 new billboards
along interstates alone, not counting state limited access roads like
parkways.
Federal law generally restricts
highway signage, and the state
could have lost as much as S6
million in federal highway funds.
The task force voted 8-13
Wednesday against seeking an
exemption from the federal rules.
But the task force voted in
favor of several other initiatives
to expand signage along the
roads.
The Transportation Cabinet
will turn over the current logo
program to private enterprise.
The lpgo program allows
businesses to place smaller signs
on large blue billboards near
exits.
Logos are now only allowed
for fuel, food, lodging and camping. Kentucky will seek federal
permission for logos for tourist
attractions.
The Transportation Cabinet
will also be asked to allow tourist
information signs along highways
to designate local information

"Pro's and Con's of the North
American Free Trade Agreement"

t

Minimum 10% Deposit On All Special Orders...*Does Not Apply To Previous Purchase;
Store Hours: Monday - Saturday 9:00 - 5:00, Friday Nite Iii 8 P.M.
•
Not all merchandise

Design Assistance
Available
All Merchandise
Subject To Prior Sale

at All Locations
•14,1•0••••.. 60190600
rw.611.11.0 lamas tor •Irnille MD,
•n•nfl,
•• 1•••• ••••••••.11 Wt.•••
•• • 4..O4S •••

—Replacement Windows

•• of

in
•0110 I T.•
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rvi change the ro,
•..t•reire Sf01...,1••••0•101,,..

aeons nice

CALL
753-7020

Broyhill
arxicasc 1111=01
(silL•n•

Fleming - Benlon

Division Of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture Inc.
305 N. Main, Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-3481 • Toll Free 1-800-699-6224
•

Fleming - Benton

Fleming - Benton
p.

• • •

Fleming-Benton

GW '93
0 11 •

Fleming-Benton

*54
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FREE ESTIMATES

Mini=

*Lifetime Guarantees
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NCAA Tourney kicks off with 16 games
By The Associated Press
East Carolina and Coastal Carolina are two of the
longest longshots in the NCAA tournament. Their chances
of winning it all are about the same as Bob Knight's
chances of quitting coaching to write an etiquette column.
But that doesn't mean they can't dream.
' Both teams are No. 16 seeds, which means they must
play No. 1 seeds in the opening round. East, Carolina
(13-16), which has the only losing record in the 64-team
field, faces North Carolina (28-4) tonight in the East Regional at Winston-Salem, N.C. On Friday, Coastal Carolina
(22-9) meets Michigan (26-4) in the West Regional at Tucson, Ariz.
Although a No. 16 geed has never beaten a No. 1 seed,
East Carolina and Coastal Carolina think they can make
history.
"We would have stayed in Greenville (N.C.) if we
didn't think we could win the game," said East Carolina

2-7 'Breds drop
pair to Indians;
face MTSU next

Heels top cast of Carolinas
center Ike Copeland. "It would have saved a lot of time
and money."
Coastal Carolina star Tony Dunkin has told his teammates not to be intimidated by mighty Michigan.
"All you can do is tell it straight. You tell them that this
is a great team and they'll be hard to beat," Dunkin said.
"But you also let them know that (the Wolverines) are
men, nobody's perfect, and they can be upset."
East Carolina, which earned an NCAA bid by winning
the Colonial Athletic Association tournament, lost 11 of 13
games early in the season before getting on track. Getting
to play North Carolina is especially gratifying for coach
Eddie Payne, who played against the Tar Heels when he
was a guard at Wake Forest in the early 1970s.
This won't be the first time Coastal Carolina has played
a giant in the first round of the NCAA tournament. In

By STEVE PARKER

By TIM TUCKER
The Murray State baseball
team's last test before opening
Ohio Valley COnference play
was a sour one Wednesday, as
the Thoroughbreds dropped a
doubleheader at Arkansas
State, 17-5 and 4-2.
ASU used a nine-run sixth
inning off Murray relievers
Bruce Thurmond and Matt
Culp to break open the first
game. Murray had drawn within 8-5 in the top of the inning
when third baseman Chris
Godwin hit a solo homer, his
first circuit clout of the season.
ASU's Willie Olivas hit for
the cycle and drove in Five
runs. Starting pitcher Kip
Ellington (1-2) took the loss
for Murray.
In the second game, the
Thoroughbreds were their own
worst enemy, committing three
fielding errors and stranding
nine runners on base.
Trailing 1-0 entering the
fourth inning, MSU left fielder
Greg Barrett stroked a double
to score catcher Mark Walker
to tic the score.
After ASU tallied twice in
the bottom of the fourth for a
3-1 lead, Murray second baseman Kurt Muskopf walked to
start the sixth inning and
scored on Culp's double.
NI TURN TO PAGE 13

The Midwest Regional at Rosemont, JII., got underway
with Kansas (25-6) vs. Ball State (26-7), BYU (24-8) vs.
SMU (20-7), Duke (23-7) vs. Southern Illinois (23-9), and
California (19-8) vs. LSU (22-10).
In the West Regional at Salt Lake City, it's Illinois
(18-12) vs. Long Beach State (22-9), Vanderbilt (26-5) vs.
Boise State (21-7), Arizona (24-3) vs. Santa Clara (18-11),
and Temple (17-12) vs. Missouri (19-13).

Nutt, Racers beginning spring football
Murray Ledger & 'limos Sports Editor

MSU Sports Information

1991, the Chanticleers put up a good fight before losing to
Indiana by 10 points.
"This is a younger team, but we've learned how to play
together and what each other is going to do on the court,"
said Dunkin, the Big South's career scoring leader. "I'm
hoping and praying that we can keep our heads on straight
and take care of business."
In addition to North Carolina-East Carolina, today's
games at the East Regional were St. John's (18-10) vs.
Texas Tech (18-11), Arkansas (20-8) vs. Holy Cross
(23-6), and Rhode Island (18-10) vs. Purdue (18-9).

After months of grueling offseason conditioning, the Murray
State football team and firstyear head coach Houston Nutt
will trade the weight room for
the practice field as spring football begins on Friday.
Or, Saturday or Monday.
"We would like it to get a
little warmer, but we're ready
to get going," Nutt said on
Thursday morning. "We're

going to try and go tomorrow,
but if it gets cold and rainy we
may push it back to Saturday. If
it's like that Saturday, we'll go
Monday."
Nutt is expecting 67 players
to participate in spring drills,
which will end on Friday, April
9 with the spring scrimmage.
Nutt said that all players,
including 10 walkons, "had to
go through Fourth Quarter in
order to play in the spring."
Fourth Quarter is the Racers'
conditioning program, which

includes weight lifting and
running.
"We feel like there's a little
air of enthusiasm and excitedness about getting out there,"
Nutt explained.
The Racers will practice at
3:30 p.m. on Monday, Thursday
and Friday and 8:30 a.m. on
Saturdays. Because of various
academic labs, Tuesday's practice will be held at night in
Stewart Stadium.
According to NCAA rules,

each team is allowed 15 practice sessions, 10 in pads and
five in shorts or sweats.
Nutt said he and his staff will
be concentrating on
fundamentals.
In addition to the spring
scrimmage, Nutt will hold a
football clinic on April 9 with
Arkansas defensive coordinator
Joe Kincs and Mayfield High
School coach Jack Morris serving as guest speakers.

MSU's Allen invited to PIT

Knott Central advances;
Graves topped by Dunbar

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

totally or do something really
wild. And I've been known to do
something really wild."
Rose may be forced to make-adeal with his players again after
they pulled out a 64-59 overtime
victory over Conner in the first
round Wednesday in Rupp Arena.
In other first-round action,
Louisville Pleasure Ridge Park
defeated Mason County 73-52 to
set up a Friday quarterfinal date
with Knott Central. Harlan edged
Casey County 75-70 and Lexington Dunbar beat Graves 72-60 to
set another quarterfinal matchup.
Dunbar's Darnell Burton
scored four of his 19 points dur-

Despite closing his career on the Murray State bench and struggling to find his shooting touch, Frank Allen's reputation has
earned him several post-season honors.
Allen, a senior from Memphis, Tenn., was invited to participate
in the 41st Annual Portsmouth Invitational Tournament in Pourtsmouth, Va., on April 7-10. Former Murray State Racer Popeye
Jones, now playing professionally in Italy, played in the Pourtsmouth tournament last year.
Allen, who averaged 17.6 points per game, will be one of 64
college seniors throughout the country to play in the national allstar tournament.
In addition, Allen was named to the National Association of
Basketball Coaches District 7 second team, along with Clifford
Rozier and Dwayne Morton of Louisville, Darnell Mee of Western
Kentucky and Warren Kidd of Middle Tennessee State.
Members of the first team were: Alan Houston of Tennessee,
Anfernee Hardaway of Memphis State, Jamal Mashburn of Kentucky, Billy McCaffrey of Vanderbilt and John Best of Tennessee
Tech.

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Knott
Central coach Jim Rose is taking
a walk on the wild side in the
Boys State Tournament.
Rose lost a dare with his players when they came out as
champions of the 14th Region. So
in Knott Central's opening game
in the state tourney, there was
Rose on the sidelines with a buzz
haircut that was bleached on the
sides and the letters "KCC"
written in blue.
"Don't ever make a bargain
with 16- and 17-year-old kids,"
said Rose. "They gave me one or
two options — to shave my head • TURN TO PAGE 13

Aces,'Noles
clash today
in Southeast
By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Writer

ORLANDO, Fla. -- Charlie
Ward thinks all the talk about
Florida State's inconsistency is
just that. Coach Pat Kennedy
hopes he's right.
"When we won 13 out of 14,
nobody said anything. But since
we lost two out of our last
three, people say we are inconsistent," Ward said on the eve
of Thursday's first-round
NCAA tournament game
against Evansville.
"Teams are better prepared
later on in the season, and there
is nothing you can do about
that," Ward added. "All we
can do is play hard and hope for
the best."
Florida State (22-9), seeded
third in the Southeast Regional,
actually has lost three of its last
four games, including a
12-point loss to Clemson in the
opening round of the Atlantic
Coast Conference tournament.
Injuries, including Ward's
dislocated left shoulder, have
been a factor but so has the
Seminoles' shooting. A decent
3-point shooting team most of
the season, FSU has made only
12 of 64 (.187 percent) in the
past four games.
"That's just part of the game
of basketball," Sam Cassell,
Ward's backcourt mate, said of
the Seminoles' apparent inconsistency. "We try to play hard
every night, but the ball is not
going to fall for you all of the
time."
Evansville (23-6), making its
third NCAA appearance in five
ycars, is seeded 14th after winning 17 of last 19 games. The
Purple Aces have won seven
straight and avenged their only
losses since Jan. 4 with an
11-point victory over Xavier in
the Midwestern Collegiate Conference tournament.
Evansville-Florida State will
be the first of four first-round
games at Orlando Arena.
MI TURN TO PAGE 13

Miami (Ohio) pulls upset
over state rival Buckeyes
By The Associated Press
Three days after surgery, Joby
Wright made Ohio State hurt
more than his knee.
Wright, who tore a tendon in
his right knee last week during
the Mid-American Conference
tournament, was ecstatic Wednesday after Miami of Ohio upset
the Buckeyes 56-53 night in the
first round of the NIT. Miami
became the first Mid-American
Conference school to beat Ohio
State in a decade and the first
Ohio school to beat them since
1987.
"My rear end was so tight 1
was breathing out my ears,"
Wright said of the final hectic
minutes. "We just wanted to win

the game. I'm not tripping; I'm
just happy for our team."
Jamie Mahaffey scored 16
points and made Miami's last two
field goals. Scott Belyeu led
Miami (21-8) with 18 points and
Matt Kramer added 10. Derek
Anderson paced Ohio State
(15-13) with 15 points.
"You can talk all night, but
it's plain and simple: they just
kicked our butts," Anderson said.
The Redskins will play the
winner of the Virginia
Commonwealth-Old Dominion
first-round game.
"I don't think going into the
game they really respected us,"
Belyeu said. "I think they were
treating us lightly."
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Members of the Calloway County Magic are: (front row, from
left) Derrik Edwards, Kyle Tracy, Laramie Carson, Jeremy
Weber, Jesse Bazzell, (back) Mike Downey, Coach Phillip Barzell, Eric King, Chris Jones, Donnovan Brelsford, Coach Joe
Tracy and Austin Wyatt. Not Pictured: Coach Keith Edwards.

Members of the Calloway County Stars are: (front row, from
left) Adam Ragsdale, Matt Darnell, Larry Stubblefield, Josh
Harcourt, Andy Sheridan, (back) Coach Allen Miller, Matt
Keel, Mitch Chapman, Matt Wyatt, Nathan Fortner, Scott
Lowe, Coach Randy Darnell and Coach Rick Norsworthy.

IN TURN TO PAGE 13

Calloway sends two teams to Shootout
Staff Report
Murray Ladwar & Times

Host Calloway County will
have two all-star teams competing for the championship trophy
when the Calloway County AllStar Shootout tips off Friday in
Racer Arena.

1989 and '1988 Dodge Grand Caravan LE
V-6, mini vans, local trade-ins, excellent condition.
1989 $8,950

1988 $7,950

Carroll Mazda Nissan
800 Chestnut St.

753-8850

Concluding with the championship game on Sunday, March
21 at 1:15 p.m., the 10-team
double-elimination tournament
for 10-l2-year-olds will get
underway at 5:30 p.m. Friday
with the Calloway Magic taking
on Marshall County.
Calloway's second team, the

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Gerrald Boyd and Ronne; Melon

WAREHOUSE
400 industrial Rd.
TIRE
753-1111

Saturday's play will begin at
8 a.m. The Shootout has teams
from Calloway, Marshall, Lone
Oak, Heath, Paducah, Smithland and Evansville.

In all, 18 games (19 if necessary) will bc played with the
top team from the winner's
bracket taking on the survivor
of the loser's bracket. The loser's bracket representative must
beat the winner's bracket team
twice to claim
the
championship.

D & W Auto Glass Sho

*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners

Stars, will play at 9:30 p.m.
against the Paducah-Paducah
Boys Club winner.

Call 753-4563
UMW 11111 TIM %LILA.
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For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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Actions& Reactions
YOUTH BASEBALL
•••

^

Registration for the Youth Baseball Association of Murray-Calloway
County will be held Saturday. March 20 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and on Wednesday. March 24 from 3-6 p.m at Dennison -Hunt Sporting Goods.
Registration is for all leagues.

FOOTBALL
NEW YORK (AP)1 The New York Jets acquired quarterback Boomer
Esiason from the Cincinnati Bengals for a 1993 third-round draft choice.
The trade came one day after free-agent defensive end Reggie White visited the Jets complex and said the chances of him signing with New York
would be enhanced by the presence of a veteran quarterback like
Esiason.
Esiason, who will be 32 next month, played nine years in Cincinnati.
leading the Bengals to the AFC championship and a berth in the Super
Bowl in 1989. He lost the starting Job late last season to rookie David
Klingler.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Steve Ortmayer, director of football operations
for the Los Angeles Raiders, said serious discussions about Toronto Argonauts star Raghib "Rocket" Ismail will begin shortly with agent Bob Woolf.
Ismail, a wide receiver-kick returner, has played two seasons with the
Argonauts and has two more years remaining on his $18 million personal
services contract with Argos owner Bruce McNall. Technically he's no longer a member of the team because his player's contract has expired.
SUWANEE, Ga. (AP) — Defensive end Pierce Holt, who spent the last'
five seasons with San Francisco, agreed to a $7.5 million, three-year offer
from the Atlanta Falcons. San Francisco has a week to match the offer
and keep Holt, who was designated a transitional player. Atlanta's deal
would pay Holt a $2.15 million signing bonus, $2 million in 1993, $1.75
million in 1994 and $1.6 million in 1995.

•Aces, 'Notes...
FROM PAGE 12
In the others:
— No. 2 seed Seton Hall
(27-6), led by Big East career
scoring leader Terry Dehere,
will put an 11-game winning
streak on the line against firsttime NCAA participant Tennessee State (19-9), which won the
OhiO Valley Conference after
going 4-24 last season.
— Kansas State (19-10)
earned the sixth seed with a

strong performance in the Big
Eight tournament, including a
74-67 upset of Kansas. Tulane
(21-8) made the 64-team NCAA
field as a No. 11 seed, despite
losing four of its last five
games.
— All-American Anfernee
Hardway will lead Memphis
State (20-11) against WesternKentucky (24-5), which won
nine of its last 10 regularseason games.

FROM PAGE 12
ing an 8-0 start in the fourth
period.
"1 tried to step it up in the
fourth quarter," said the all-state
forward. "The coach (Frank Watson) told me to go to the middle
and I was wide open."
Dunbar took a 48-45 lead over
the First Region champions into
the final period. Cameron Mills
hit two free throws at 7:07, and
Burton followed with a steal and
layup 13 seconds later to increase
the margin to 52-45.
Travis Byars came up with a
layup, and Burton added another
layup off a Graves County (24-9)
turnover to give Dunbar a 56-45
advantage with 4:48 to go.
Graves County, in the tournament for the first time, finally
scored when Richic Floyd slipped
inside for a layup at 4:33.

Alter a three-second violation
on Dunbar, John Barber hit a layup to slice the margin to 58-52
with 2:52 to go.
But Dunbar, also a first-timer
in the state tourney, came back
with a basket from Lumie Travis
and a free throw and layup from
Byars to open a 63-52 cushion at
1:24.
Byars finished with 17 points
while Travis added 15 and Mills
10 for Dunbar. The Bulldogs hit
29 of 48 shots for 60.4 percent.
Barber topped Graves County
with 21 points, followed by Jason
Goatley with 17.
"Dunbar has an excellent
chance to win it all," said Graves
County coact) Allan Hatcher.
"You don't come out of Lexington unless you're a good basketball team. They're a good basketball team, give them credit."

•2-7 'Breds...
FROM PAGE 12
The hosts scored an insurance
run on an error in the sixth to
take a 4-2 lead. In the seventh
and final inning, MSU threatened
when Godwin sliced a one-out
single to center field. But both
Culp and shortstop Chris Moddelmog hit into force outs to end
the game.
Freshman Fred Robinson (0-1),
making his first start of the season, took the pitching loss for
Murray. Godwin, MSU's leading

hitter, went 5-for-8 in the two
games to raise his season batting
average to .481.
The losses, Murray's fifth and
sixth in a row, dropped the Thoroughbreds' record to 2-7. ASU,
now on a seven-game winning
streak, improved to 13-3.
Murray State opens OVC play
Saturday, traveling to Middle
Tennessee State for a three-game
series. Saturday's doubleheader
begins at 4 p.m., while Sunday's
game starts at I p.m. at Smith
Field in Murfreesboro, Tenn.

the second half.
The Bulldogs closed to 90-81 after
Kendall Rhine's three-point play
with 28 seconds left. West Virginia's
Mike Boyd followed with a layup
and Marsalis Basey made a 3-pointer
with eight seconds left to seal the

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

ci
4

Hwy. 12I North • 759-11464

CD

10 oz. Club
Steak

O

8

Charles Claxton led the Bulldogs
(15-14) with 21 points and 16
rebounds and Cleveland Jackson
added 16 points.
Rice 77, Wisconsin 73
At Madison, Wis., David Holmes
scored a carter-high 32 points,
including a pair of free throws with
26 seconds left, as Rice (18,9) won
after wasting a I3-point lead.
Holmes' two free throws put the
Owls ahead 76-73. After Wisconsin's
Andy Kilbridc missed a 3-pointer for
a tie, Adam Peakcs made another
free throw with five seconds left.
Michael Finley scored 23 points
for Wisconsin (14-14) and broke
Danny Jones' single season record of
611 points, set in 1989.
Oklahoma 88, Michigan St. 86
At Norman, Okla., freshman Ryan
Minor scored 10 of his career-high
22 points in the final four minutes for
the Sooners (20-11), who reached 20
wins for the 12th straight season.
Michigan State (15-13) seemed to
have the game in hand after Anthony
Miller's second straight follow shot
gave it an 80-73 lead with 4:08
remaining, but wound up losing for
the sixth time in seven games.

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

Friday & Saturday
All You

Ent
*v.

$425

Tues., Wed. & Thum
Shrimp Special

$3.75

a-.

Can

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

$4.25

Victory.

SCOREBOARD

•Knott Central...

PAGE 13

FISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-O - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

•Miami...
FROM PAGE 12
In other games, Minnesota beat
Florida 74-66, West Virginia
defepted Georgia 95-84, Rice
downed Wisconsin 77-73, Oklahoma beat Michigan State 88-86,
and Southern Cal topped No. 25
UNLV 90-74.
Tonight's schedule has Virginia Commonwealth at Old Dominion, Boston College at Niagara,
James Madison at Providence,
Auburn at Clemson, AlabamaBirmingham at Alabama, St.
Joseph's at Southwest Missouri
State and Georgetown at Arizona
State. On Friday, Jackson State is
at Connecticut, Houston is at
Texas-El Paso and Pepperdine is
at UC Santa Barbara.
Minnesota 74, Florida 66
At Minneapolis, Voshon Lenard
scored 15 points and Randy Carter
added 14 for the Gophers (18-10),
who were so sure they were going to
the NCAAs they held a party to
watch the draw announced on
television.
Stacey Poole scored 13 points for
Florida (16-12), an NIT semifinalist
last year. The Gators, who ended the
season with four straight losses, were
playing without top defensive player
Hosie Grimslcy, who broke his left
wrist in the SEC tournament.
West Virginia 95, Georgia 84
At Morgantown, W. Va., Pervires
Greene scored 22 points and Tracy
Shelton added 20 for the Mountaineers (17-11), who lcd 48-25 early in

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

Saturday & Sunday
Country Ham
Breakfast

$3.15

10
7C

ISVD4V3H8 - HOIMONVS - n-a-Ents • 0owv3s - HSIA

To subscribe call 753-1916

Coming I" Week In April
We Will Be Carrying Comic Books!
—Salo Ends March 21, 1993—
Stadium Club Basketball II

$3.50

Topps Basketball II

$1.00

Upperdeck Basketball

$1.00

Fleer Basketball II

$1.00

Skybox II

$1.25
$1.25

Hoops II

Store Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Sun. 12 p.m.-5 p.m.
No dealers please. We reserve the right to limit quantities

Storey's Sport Stop
502 Maple

Buy-Sell-Trade

0,•,...422
.A.Vs.V•••
,
..x5...i..

759-1214

wift•ii

stills

State Farm Insurance companies

Murray State
Intercollegiate Rodeo

Horne Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, Slate Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
NCAA TOURNAMENT
An Ten. CST
EAST REGIONAL
Fir. Round
Thursday, March 18
Al L.8 Joel Memorial Co...
Winston-Salem, N.0
Si John s (18.10) vs Texas Tech (18-11), 11 20
Arkansas (20.8) vs Holy CIOS6 (23-6I. 30 rrsnules
after preceding game
Rhode island (18-10) vs Purdue (1891. 635 pm
Nonh Carolina (28.4) us East Carolina (13-16). 30
mutes after preceding game
FrIdey. March 19
At The Caryl., Don.
Syracuse, N.Y.
Massachusetts (23.61 vs PennsyNania (2241
11 30 pm
Virginia (19.9) vs Manhattan (2364, 30 minutes
after preceding game
New Mexico State (25-7) vs Nebraska (20-10).
6 35 p
Cincinnah 24-)(
vs Coppin State (22.7) 30
mutes alter preceding game
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
First Round
Thur.., March 18
Al Orlando Arena
Orlendo, Fla.
Flonda State (22-9) vs Evansville (23-6). 11 30
m
Kansas State (19-10) vs Tulane 121-81,30 mnutes
after preceding game
Western Kentucky 124.5) vs Memphis State
(20-11) 632 pm
Scion HaN (27.6) vs Tennessee State (19.9) 30
nvnutes after preceding game
Fridey. Parch 19
At Memorial Gymnasium
Neehville, Tenn.
Wake Forest 119-81 vs Tennessee Chattanooga
(26-6) 11 35 pm
lowa (22.8) vs Northeast Louisiana (26.4) 30
minutes after preceding game
Kentucky (26-3) vs Rider (19 10). 704 pm
Utah (23-6) vs Pittsburgh (17 101 30 mnutes after
preceding game
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thur.., March 18

• ,61.12/2/. r

At The Horizon
Rosemont,
Kansas 125-61 vs Ball State (26-7). 11 35 p m
angham Young (24.8) vs Southern Methodist
(20-71, 30 minutes after preceding game
Duke (23-3) vs Southern Minos (23.9). 7 10 p m
California (19.81 vs Louisiana State (2210), 30
minutes after preceding game
Fridey, March 19
At The Hoosier Dome
md ii nape it.
Oklahoma Slate 119-81 vs Marquette 120-7), 1120
Pm
Louisville (20-8) vs Delaware 122-7). 30 rrenutes
after preceding game
New Orleans (26-3) ys Xavier, Ohio (23-5). 632
P
Indiana (284) vs Wnght State (20-9), 30 minutes
alter preceding game
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursdey, Mercy 18
Al The Jon M. Hunter.% Center
Sall L.A. City
Illinois (18-12) vs long Beach State (22.9). I 45
P rn
Vanderbilt (26•S) us B04513 Slate (21.7), 10
mnutes after preceding game
Anzona (24-3) vs Santa Clara (18-111, 7 01 p m
Temple 07.12) vs Missoun (1913). 30 minutes
after .preceding game
Friday, March 19
At The McKale Center
Tucson, Ariz
New Mexico (24.6) vs George Washington (19-8)
1 45 p
Georgia Tech (19-10) vs Southern University

ofte

/IJAA6

March 18, 19 & 20
Beginning at 7:30 p.m.
•••

High School Rodeo
Sunday, March 21
at 2:30 p.m.

West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center
Come join us for the fun!
—Tickets Available At The Door—

(20-9). 30 minutes after preceding game
lAchigan (26.4) vs Coastal Car.. (22.9), 7 tO
P rn
lowa State (20-10) vs. UCLA (2110). 30 minutes
after preceding game

AI'

PREP SCORES
Boys Sweet 16
let Round
Paul Dunbar 72 Graves Co 60
Harlan 75 Casey Co 70
Pleasure Ridge Park 73. Mason Co 52
Knott Central 64 Conner 59 (OTI

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 1216 (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

ITS HARD
TO STOP ATRANE.
BUT ITS NOT
HARDTO BUYONE.
GET UP TO $100 BACK
INSTANTLY FROM YOUR PARTICIPATING
TRANE DEALER.
0

,..

Free Checks
At U
Because we want you to experience the difference a United Commonwealth
Bank checking account can make in your life, we're offering a limited number of free
checks to anyone who opens a new account at our bank
What more could you want? Well, there's our Future One account, our Super
NOW account, our Future One NOW account, our Money Market Check Fund,or our
Honor 55 account Plus a 24-hour
ATM card which can be used at
any Cirrus machine at no charge!
Together, it's possible
COMMONWEALTH BANK Come in today and get your free
A Federal swings Bank
checks when you open an account
at United Commonwealth Bank

rdeAdvs. i,Ns T A /V T SAVI Pitii-Ciiiatli
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It's never been easier to enjoy the unequalled performance and reliability of Trane. Just buy and install a
Trane gas/electric unit by May, 1993 and receive $100 in
instant savings checks on the spot. The gas/electric unit
provides efficient electric cooling
and gas heating for your home at a
very affordable price. It also comes
with the legendary Climatuff"'
compressor and an aluminized
>i
steel heat exchanger, making it
one of the best values in the
industry. Hurry to your Trane dealer for up to $100 in
instant savings checks today.

teTIPTIIWIN
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UNITED

•
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77MNE

N Hard 76.titopA 7h3

Randy Thornton
Company, Inc.

Together It's Possible. Call Us.
3001ohnson Boulevard, Murray, KY 42071 • 502-759-9443 Member FDIC

802 Chestnut St.

753-8181
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Classified

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition.
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition.
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
\
Nit I.
S. I s
010............... ....... Legal Notice
020
Notice
025
Pomona].
030
Card of Thank.
040
In Memory
050
-*C\ Lost & Found

190...........----Farm Equipment
370 .............livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce
400
Feed & Seed

EMPLOY NIES I

ItlISCELLANEOUS

070

Help Wanted
.....Domestic & Childcare

090
100
110

060

540

For Trade

Situanon Wanted
Business Opportunity

560

Free Column

Instruction

570

Wanted

Notice

120
230
250
290
530

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

IRANSPORIA11ON
Motorcycles
Auto Service.
Auto Parts
Used Car•
Van•
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Aga 154.

Our most comprehen-

Fitz & Floyd
Dinnerware &
Accessories

The Panhandler
Bel-Air Center
77:4

JOHN Burcham Rt 1
Hazel is offering a $200
reward for infomahon that
leads to the arrest & conviction of the person(s) who
damaged his mailbox on
Brandon Rd Any information call sheriff's office
753 3151

LEARN TO D VE
TRACTOR • IRA ERS
NOWNOTIr'POU 4:1111711
.
10co
SMTNNIAN

ALLIANCE
yoFCTON 1110110 FRAMING •ANFERS
LINIMINDIA vs

1-800-334-1203

sive policy pays for
Skilled, intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever For free intormason

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
Ire. local dam service'
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues
474-8119.
1-800-649-3804
FUNDRAISER Springfest
flea market for the Youth
Leadership Association
Location MSU stadium
gates Sat & Sun. April 3& 4
Low booth rental available
to everyone for crafts,
cards & yard sales For
more information call Mary
Miller at 753-7355 or
554-9921

NEED a hair cut, perm
color, or tan? Call Hair
works or Golden Image
753-7455
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545
SWISS BOY 17, anxiously
awaiting host family Enjoys sports, computers
Other Scandinavian, European high school students
arriving August Call Eli
zabeth (502) 782-2861 or
1 -800-SIBLING
WEIGHT Loss program Doctor Recommended
Lose up to 29Ibs/mo Burn
Fat' Increases Energy
100% Natural. 100% Guaranteed Approx $1/Day
(800)576-0372 FREE
SAMPLES'
ft25
Personals
CHRISTIAN Dating &
Friendship Service Free
information packet
1 800 829 3283

osn
Lost
And Found
LOST Beagle dog nea
Cherry Corner area An
swer to name of Sloopy
Call David Oliver 753-6344

Help
Wanted

(poen open at 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY Ps west to Johnny Robertson Nowt.
south to Sq Hale Roan, nght on Sq Hale Road 1/4 mile
OPEN 10 THE PURI IC.
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray

America's Second Car

Ug1Puck1ing
ETMEMED2111
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

By Way of the
Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts
New spring wreaths & swags, Easter wreaths.
Cow, apple, watermelon & rabbit kitchen accessories. New shipment of Granitewarr! Afghans,
Battenburg lace & lamps. Stoneware in green.
Coca Cola signs, napkins, dispensers & more.
Primitive furniture. Clearance tables upstairs.
( Gift certificates & Bridal Registry
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-6 PM

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
MALE
age 40 - $9.45
age 50 - 12.37
age 60 - 17.69

age 70 - 28.93
age 80 - 52.73

FEMALE

age 40 age 50 age 60 age 70 age 80 -

$8.13
9.85
13.57
22.13
42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray. KY
"Our 29th year of service"

Mobile Homes For Rent

ATHLETICALLY minded
person needed to call on
coaches, teachers in youth
market Call Ms. Lopez
1-800-441-5529

REAL ESTATE SALES
270 --------Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lot. For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

300

Boone*. Rentals

420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

435

lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

060

NER

Help
Wanted

060

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

280

nen

Notice

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

REAL ENTATE RENTAL

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Service. Offered

020

820

14492

SERVIVES

Public Sale

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Tune* will be
responsible for only one incorrect tomer.
Lion. Any error should be reported
immediately m corrections can be
media

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

FAHNIFIts MARNE'.

410

020

753-1916

\ti Iii ii \M.-4
120.--.........-............... Computers
For Sale Or Trade
130
Want To Boy
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliance•
155
160.......-..._..Hanse Purmehing•
165
Antique•
170 ................-.Vacuum Cleaner.
180
Sewing Machines
195 .....
Equipment
200
Sport. Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
T.V & Radio
380 .............
Pets & Supplies
060

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

*•110 EXPERIENCE**

COVENANT TRANSPORT
Now Hiring OTR Drivers
The Best Team pay in the
Industry 27 cents-29 cents
per mile plus mileage and
longevity bonus, motel/
layover pay. loading/
unloading pay, paid insurance REQUIREMENTS
COUNSELOR/Coordinator age 23 with 1 year verifiable
of Tutoring Program/ OTR, class A CDL with
Coordinator of Services for HAZ/mat 1 800 441 4394
Students with Learning Dm
ablives Fulltime renewable DO you need a JOB or do
appointment to begin May you need help in making
1, 1993. Qualification . Mas- positive advances for the
ter's degree in counseling, future? We have 22 JOB
psychology, or related field OPENINGS for people be
required Candidates tween the ages of 16-22
should possess a know- years, if you are not in
ledge of learning disabili- school Call 753-9378 five
ties, excellent communica• days a week between
tion and interpersonal 8 00am 3 00pm We are an
skills, and a proven ability EOE This project is funded
to develop solutions to by the Western Kentucky
complex problems, act de- Private Industry Council
cisively, and respond to di- JTPA
verse needs ResponsibiliDRIVERS WANTED ties. Coordinating the uniFlatbed Experience. New
versity's Services for Conventionals, Paid
Students with Learning Dis- Weekly Loaded/Empty
abilities Program arrang- Miles: Life/Health Insuring accommodations for LD ance Bonus, Rider Progstudents required by fed- ram ADVANCED
DISTRIeral regulations, serving as BUTIOM SYSTEM
liaison with faculty/staff, 800-364-1047, 24 hourscounseling LD students/ 7days
week
Coordinating university EARN $500 OR MORE
wide peer tutoring program
Salary commensurate with Weekly stuffing envelopes
qualifications Submit letter Send long SASE to Cozzy
of application, vitas. and Home Shoppers PO Box
transcripts to Doris Cella, 224 Dept M27, McKenzie
Learning Center, Murray Tn 38201
State University. Murray, EXPERIENCED
truck
Ky 42071 Murray State driver CDL required
not
University does
discri- 615-232-7001 days.
minate on the basis of race. 615-232 7771 nights
color, national orgin, sex, or
disability in its programs or EXPERIENCED electronic
activities For information technician for tv and vcr
contact the Murray State repair Send resume to SerUniversity Office of Equal vice Manager PO Box
Opportunity, 3203, Paducah, KY
42002-3202
502/762-3155
$500 a $900 weekly/potential processing FHA
rntxtgage refunds immediate openings Call 1216-324-5782- 7 a m to
10 pm open 7 days

Help
Wanted

Tired of:
Conventional
business
• Being held back
• Too much stress
• Low pay
Are You:
• Management
Quality
• Teachable
• Entrepreneurial
• Send Resume To:

Sharon Elameson
oom
RN
Staff Development

B. K. Moss, Inc.

(502)

Rt. 1, Box 130
Wickliffe, KY
42087

For Details Contact
•

IVe
753-13"

Eeial Oppononey

Si\

XX

1401 South 16th Street • Murrey,Kentucky 42071

Ads

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Ducouni 2nd RDA
50% Dueouni 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Bun Run Within 6 Day Period
$I 75 per <oleos inch extra far Tueedsy (Roe.
ping Guide)

Reader Ads:
25c per word $5.00 minimum lit
day. Se per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. 21.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale S7.50 Prepaid

EMI Articles

Sn
Articles
For Sale

For Sale

WANTED barmaids. waitresses, dancers, $500 plus
weekly Doll House Cafe,
Paris, TN 642-4297,
6pm 2am

APPLIANCE PARTS

Home Care
Giver

Nursing Assistants

•

Display

CRAFTMATIC adjustable
bed with heating & mas- MUST sell Learn to Speak
sage unit 3 mos old Will Spanish Fast book & tapes
sell for .6 price 753.7353 $100 Excellent condition
Call 759-2541 after
after 5pm
9 00am
EMBER Hearth fire place
insert, excellent condition NCAA Tournament
070
Six new coin operated juice packages Follow the Cats
Domestic
machines, holds 10 oz bot Regionals from $399 and
Childcare
des of juice Call 489 2422 Final four from $699 Including transportation,
BABYSITTER wanted in after 6pm
rooms and game tickets
my home in Kirksey area
6 30am-4 30pm, M F start- FOR sale mulch Open DON'T
DELAY'
ing immediately If inter- Monday-Friday. until noon 1 800 982 7405
Saturday McKnight and
ested call 489-2633
TILLER & lawn mower for
Son Sawmill 753-5305
sale 753-2608
HOUSE cleaning jobs
wanted References & reli- 'GROCERY Bills Too WOLFF TANNING BEDS
High?" This will help 50
able Call Linda, 759-9553
new commercial home unways to use your leftovers
HOUSE or apartment Send $500 to Smart Cook- its from $199 Lamps lo
vans,
accessories Monthly
cleaning References furn- ing, P 0 Box 187 Ledbetpayments low as $18 Call
ished if needed Call Bri- ter, KY 42058
HOUSE INSPECTORS No
today, FREE NEW color
gitte, 759-9049
exp necessary Up to $800
HARDWOOD flooring catalog 1 800 462 9197
wkly Will train Call (219) NEED mature sitter for five $1 24/ft Also kiln dried oak
769-6649 Ext H239 8am to year old Occasional nights poplar. etc , delivered
8pm 7 days
and weekends Call 502-526-2824
759-4693
LET us make your clothes.
MIG welders & general help
needed Immediate open- NEED sitter for 3 children, alter and repair Uniforms
Appliances
10
mos,
2'/,
4
yrs,
8
30am
and sportswear, rentals,
ings. Vegan Metals, Sedagowns and tuxedos Ruth's WASHER. dryer. stove
ha, Ky Apply in person to 1 00pm Call 753-6633
328-8980
WILL do house cleaning, See and Sew, Country frost free refrigerator a ,
Square, 1608 N 121, Mur- 354 8528
NEED reliable individual for have references Call ray 753-6981
part time work for lawn care 474-2131 ask for Betty or
business Valid drivers leave message, will call
license and references re- back
quired 753-6986
ngn
NOW hiring all positions
Position
Mainly night shift Also hirWanted
To Fit Most Major Brands
ing management trainees
Apply in person at Sho- SEWING jobs wanted, in1000's of New and Used Parts
ney's Restaurant between cluding formal wear
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
2pm-4pm Mon-Thurs Ask 753-1061
v-kolPo'nt
for Steve Lamb
oaida‘r
kgchari 4id
NURSERY attendant for
Seats
GE
0\
0
°6
Sundays am work of 3 hrs
at First Presbyterian
Church to provide care for
References
infants to 5 yrs old ReCall 437-4897 Days
spond with resume to FPC,
Ask For Judith
1601 Main St, Murray, Ky or
Amana
call 753-6460
Tap
se
FULL time homemaker to
work 30-40 hours per week
providing personal care,
service & light housekeeping in the homes of the
elderly in Calloway County
Must have our transportation & possess a valid Kentucky Driver's license Will
be required to have physical & TB skin test at our
expense Starting salary
$5 55/ per hr & mileage
reimbursement Excellent
fringe benefits Send letter
of application to Barbara
Koonce, West KY Allied
Services, Inc, P0 Box 736,
Appli66Ap
Mayfield. b
tplri
h u
Mayfin
cation will
received
March 25,1993 EOE

BIG Apple Cafe, Puryear,
Tennessee Taking applications for part/full time female kitchen help
FORGEIGN Student Ex- PARK Rangers, Game
DRIVERS Over-The-Road
change, World Learning, wardens, security, mainte901-247-5798
Van/flat 35 states 1 yr exfounded in 1932 as The nance, etc No exp necesCOSMETOLOGIST - perience verifiable Start 25
Experiment in international sary For info call (219) 22 UNIT motel for sale
Women age 16-21 FREE cents-28 cents/mile with 3
living seeks local represen- 769-6649 EXT 7159 8am Dairy Queen Brazier fo
govt training/education yrs
tatives for year long high to 8pm 7 days
sale Call retiring owner
Call
program Paycheck/living Benefits
school/homestay program
PART time cashier Apply 502-866-2121 nights
expenses/health/dental 1-800-444-6648.
Flexible, home based work in person, Murray Home &
care/ transportation proHERSHEY-Snickers DistriDRIVERS Start 24 with commission, travel Auto, Chestnut St, Murray
vided Earn GED/HS
butor Ground floor opporcents-26 cents Earn to 30 benefits. excellent training
Diploma/Driver's license
Call RADIOLOGIC TECHNO- tunity for this area Unlimfun'
cents Home regularly, free It's
College courses at
LOGIST Work in a modern ited potential Investment of
medical/dental. retirement. 1-800.448-9944
selected centers Call JOB
setting at a community hos- $9650 backed by inventory
$1,000 tarp pay, safety bo1-800-872-4604
CORPS'
FOR sales lot in Murray
pital that enjoys a great 1-800-841-4322
nus, conventionals ReCommission pay Ideal for reputation AART.
Ken- PIZZA INN Seeking Qualiquires proven experience
Retiree Call Jim at tucky license required
or fied Franchises Carry-out/
XMOCXXXXXXXVOCCE and 23 years of age Hor.
1-800772-7883
eligible 3-11 Shift Full- Delivery
X DOLL HOUSE X n ad y Truck Line.
and Full-Service
Time
Benefits
Send
re- Restaurants Easy to
FORT KNOX JOB FAIR, 19
CAFE
open
X
X 1 800-648-9664
sumes
to
Radiology
DeMarch 1993, 11 00 to 3 00
Exotic Dancers
and operate 110 franchX
x
partment
Manager,
Park40...Businesses
REHwy. 79 East Pads, Tenn
ises sold in the last 12
Part time or
SUMES REQUIRED FOR way Regional Hospital, P0 months For information
Mon-SM. 6 p.m.2 ant X
Full-time checker
ADMISSION For more in- Box 1500, Fulton, KY call 1-800 880 9955
X
901-6424297
X
needed. Exp.
call 42041-1500 Or call
f or ma t io n
XX300CXXXXXXXXXXX
Nathan Porter from 8am to
502-624-2227
preferred but not
120
4pm weekdays EOE M/F
DRIVERS-1 year OTR exnecessary.
LOCAL child care center
perience minimal unloadComputers
Send resume to
needing qualified substiing. 401K, profit sharing.
tutes Send resume to Wee SUPERVISORY and Direct
P.O. Box 1040B
MUST sell Dot Matrix
Care
bonuses, rider program.
Position
available
at
Development
Care,
Child
Murray, Ky.
printer, excellent condition.
Run midwest, south, southCenter, 109 So 15th, Mur- Residential Facility for
42071
mentally retarded Social $100 Call 759-2541 after
east Home 7-14 days
ray, Ky 42071
Work or Human Services 9 00am
HEARTLAND EXPRESS
INC 800-441-4953
Background helpful Some NEW letter quality color
weekend or night responsi- printer 753-7001
bilities Room & board proExperienced Deli
vided Excellent benefits
package Salary negoti
Cook needed!
Full and part time positions available.
able Call 502-227-4821 to
.15
Apply in person
arrange for personal
Certification preferred, but will provide
Went
interview
Owen's Food
training in facility. Apply in person
To Buy
Market
TRUCK
drivers-$1000
Monday-Friday 8-4.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
sign-on bonus for safe drivcollections Call 753-9433
DRIVERS Minimum age
ers w/6 mo OTR exp Up to
after 5pm
Equal Opportunity Employer
30 cents/mile • 2 cents
22 1 year over the road
t1 Jew
\\
mile, MPG bonus COM- ANTIQUES, used furniture
Riding program Good pay
PARE our benefits to quilts, glassware
and benfits with commerothers CO's' New prog- 753-3907 or 753-5852
cial driver's license Start1401 South 16th St. • Murray, Ky. 42071
rams avail for teams
ing at 25 7, cents/mile
CASH paid for good, used
COMTRANS, Inc
1-800-633-7233
Exp.-1-800-234-1553, In• rifles, shotguns, and pistols
Benson Sporting
exp -1-800-759-6980.
Management
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Dept AX-6t
Murray
Help Wanted!

Registered Nurse: Full Time,
3-11 Supervisory Position. Excellent salary and benefits package.
LPN: Full Time, 3-11 positions.
Excellent salary and benefits
package.

Classified Ad Rates

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

WANTED legal secretary
with computer skills &
knowledge of legal system,
word perfect a plus Send
resume to PO Box 1040D
Murray, Ky 42071
WENDY'S now hiring for all
shifts Previous restaurant
experience preferred
Apply in person between
2 4pm daily M-F Chestnut.
Murray
WILL be interviewing at
Shoney's Inn 2 4pm Thurs
day 18th No appointment
necessary You can pick up
an application before
Thursday 18th at Shoney s
Restaurant

THREE bedroom or larger
home in town with character and privacy Preferably
an older home that needs
some upgrading Please
call 753-8823 after 5pm or
leave message
1S0
Articles
For Sole
BLEM light truck tires-16"
and 165" $65 each plus
tax Warehouse Tires, 400
Industrial Rd 753 1111
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavahng. Inc We haul top
soil, gravel fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
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WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713

On call
24 hours / 7 days
Hawkins Research

753-7001
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SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

INCOME TAXES
-Individual
-Partnership
-Corporation

JERRY W. WILSON
Certified Public Accountant
204 South Sixth Street
Murray, KY 42071

753-4153

Accounts Executive
For Advertising Sales
Progressive Murray firm is
seeking an experienced account executive to handle advertising sales locally. New
account growth, as well as
servicing existing accounts.
Degree a must and experience
a plus. Position offers salary,
fringes and commissions.
Reply in confidence
with resume to
Box 1040C
Murray, Ky. 42071.
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CLASSIFIEDS
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THEULA5 BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appi.ances. and Mac hems
Us* Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo
CABINET model GE 25' rv
for sale Excellent condition
$150 753-9302 after 4pm
COUCH & chair $100
Couch & loveseat $100
Call 759-2599 after 5pm
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GE electric range $100 3
pc dining set formica table
& woven cane chairs $100
Krochler sofa bed $75
Sealy mattress & box
springs, full size $75
489-2490
KING size waterbed, excel
lent condition 753-2429
LOWREY organ Couch &
chair Queen hide a bed
753-5395

GET MARRIED Beautiful
chapel in Smoky Moen
tains. GatlinburgWeddings, simple to elegant Photographs, flowers,
limo, videos lodging, orminister
dained
1 800-242 7115
OLD-Fashioned weddings Candlelight ceremo
flies, outdoor weddings
Mountain Chapel overlooking river, near Gaffinburg
Everything provided Accommodations Romanffc
Carriage Ride Reasonable
prices Charge Cards ac
cepted
Heartland ,
1 800-448 VOWS 18697)
RATS OR MICE? Buy Enforcer Products Guaran
teed' To kill rats & mice
Available at Murray True
Value Home & Auto Cen
ters North Side Shopping
Center

2511
Business
Services

Farm
Equipment
300 INTERNATIONAL util
ty type tractor with plow
and disk new paint, excel
ent condition $2250
489-2642

Firewood

A IA firewood service Preseason lay a-way sale
Seasoned oak $25/rick delivered 492-8254
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
WOOD for sale, 753-9745

LOWREY organ with tape
player & drums, mode
FA-K excellent condition
$650 obo 436-2102
PIANO tuning
John
Gottschalk, 753 9600
248
Miscellaneous

KEN-TENN Investigations
owner J B Wilburn specializing in criminal civil,
domestic and insurance investigations 14 years law
enforcement experience
502-436-6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

OFFICE space &reception
area and bath Available for
rent in Professional Bldg
Call 753 3812
,20
Apartments
For Rent
1BR $175 on old 641 By
pass 2br $265 off 94E
water furnished No pets
Deposit 753 8848 before
8pm
1BR apartment for rent
Hazel Apts Hazel, Ky You
must be 62 handicapped
or disabled Rent based on
income Equal Housing Op
portunity 527 8574 or
492 8721
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

ROMANTIC CANDELIGHT WEDDINGS
Smoky Mountains, clergy,
elegant chapel photoPIANO, beautifully refin- graphs flora's, limos. videos, accomodations, mod
ished, cherry, ivory keys
good action $250 Wing est prices' CHARGE TiI No
back couch & chair. waiting no blood tests
$75/both Two Queen Anne Gatlinburg,
TN,
chairs $20/each 759-1542 1 800 WED RING
after 4pm
TIME share units and
USED king size waterbed campground member$350 Call after 5pm ships
Distress sales759-1885
cheap' Worldwide selections Call Vacation Network
WATERBED, queen size
U S
and Canada
Sealy body control In800 543 6173 Free rental
cludes heater & sheets
information 305 563 5586
753-6229
MUST sell queen size
waterbed $350 obo
753 6158

FOR Rent Business Retai
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753-6612

2BR in bath brick duplex
1911B Wiswell Rd
753 5344
2BR, 2 bath duplex ap
phances furnished central
gas heat & air, with garage,
w/d hook-up Northwood Dr
$475/mo , 1 mo deposit 1
year lease No pets
753-2905
2BR duplex Central h/a,
Westwood subdivision, patio,fireplace, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher w/d
hook up Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR duplex 1409 A Hillwood Dr
$325/mo
759 4406
2BR near MSU Central
heat & air, available now
$300/mo, appliances &
lawn maintenance turn
ished
Embassy Apts
753-9898
3BR 1'n bath townhouse,
central h/a, stove, refrigerator & lawn maintance furnished Deck & outside storage
Coleman RE
753-9898

3BR. 2 bath brick in good
neighorhood Dishwasher,
carport
nice yard
$450,mo Available now
Coleman RE 753 9898
3BR 2 bath brick 209 So
15th Deposit No pets
753-4074
3BR extra nice, new re
trigerator & stove, new central gas hia, new kitchen
cabinets carpet large utility room, w/d hookup Lots
of closets just remodeled,
never been rented No
pets $375/mo plus security
deposit 753 1059

2 MO old male Scottish
puppy Registered & pap
ers $75 753 0164

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

FURNISHED apartments 1
or 2br No pets Zimmerman Apt , S 16th
753-6609

AKC registered Schnauzers, Siberian Huskies
wormed & shots
502 653 2301

MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles/
doubles Financing available Clean. late model
homes Green Tree Financial Corp /Kentucky,
606-223-1010
or
1-800-221-8204

One bedroom apt.
nicely
furnished
near campus.
Can Owen
Food Market
753-4682

MOBILE home services
Electric, phone & cable
Licensed & insured Galli
more Electric 759-1835

IMMEDIATE occupancy
2br townhouse, all appliances plus washer &
dryer. Screened porch, no
pets $395/mo plus deposit
753-1266, 8am 5pm

GATLINBURG Summit- 32ft x 50ft BUILDING for
Breathtaking mountain top automotive work Complete
views of Smoky Mountains, with air compressor, gas
Fireplace, balcony, kitchen, heat, 3 phase electrical serindoor pool, Jacuzzis Hon- vice, 4 overhead doors and
eymoon and weekend spe- large office 753-3018
cials' Flee brochure,
1-800-242-4853, (205) 4 CAR clean-up shop, office, paved lot, air
988-5139
753-4509

Annual Spring
Cow & Calf Sale
Saturday, March 20, 1993 1 p.m
Paris Livestock Sales
Fairground Road
Paris, Tn.
Our sale will consist of
cow & calf pairs, bred
cows & breeding bulls.
All cattle will be tested
for Brucellosis, pregnancy tested
& aged.
For more information. call

901-642-1993

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 2br duplex with carport Central h/a, appliances furnished, washer/
dryer hook-up $375/mo, 1
year lease No pets
753-3116
NEW 2br townhouse, all
appliances furnished, in
cluding washer and dryer,
$450/mo plus deposit. 1
year lease Available im
mediately 753-4573
NICE 2br duplex central
h/a, stove, refrigerator, dm
hwasher, w/d hookup, with
deck in Northwood
$350/mo plus deposit No
pets 753-1953days
753-0870 nights
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bed
rooms, handicap access,
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky
or call
502-437-4113
UPSTAIRS, 2 bedroom
apartment, deposit, lease
no pets 113S 13th St Call
753-3488

CORNER of Chestnut &
North 5th St House to be
moved or torn down
759 4718 or 753-0833
IN MARION. KY 1990 mobile home plus 3'n acres &
business bldg
Only
$69,900 1-303.771-9596

IC3

AKC Rotweiler pups
Champion German blood
lines Pedigree provided
Guaranteed Ready 3/28
deposit will hold $250
328-8092

AAA VALUE' Pool Clear
2sa
once, Save big' For ex
Mobile
apmle new 92' 19x31 0 D
Homes For Rent
Family sized pool with sun
deck, fence & filter only 12x43 IN New Concord
$888 complete Full financ- $100/mo 436-2427
ing' Call now toll free (800)
2BR, no pets 753-9866
759-6058 ask for Dan
BAHAMA Cruise- 5 days/4 2BR, water and appliances
nights, underbooked, cor- furnished Coleman RE.
753-9898
porate rate, $295/couple
Limited
supply, SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
1-800 467-8728 Ext 203 electric or gas Walking disLicensed/bonded and tance to college. 753-5209
member. of the B B B
SMALL 2br 10x40 mobile
GARDEN tillers-rear-tine home Located in city limits
Troy-Bilt tillers, at tow, di- with all conveniences, prirect from the factory prices
vate lot $135/mo & $135
For FREE catalog with deposit Call 753-7953
prices, special Savings
Now In Effect, and Model
Guide. call Toll Free
Business
1-800-545-3800, Dept 6
Rentals

FREE List' Lakefront &
acreage land bargains on
Norris Lake in Northeast
Tennessee
Wooded
Spectacular views' Guaranteed buildable Excellent
financing Buy direct from
developer & save thou
sands! Call Norris Shores 7
days 800 488 4883 File
#0 07019 48 166C

LOVELY hilltop view from
this 3br,
bath home
KOPPERUD REALTY, includes barn & 6 acres
Murrays largest real estate offered in the $90'5 through
firm offers a complete Kopperud Realty 753-1222
range of Real Estate ser- MLS #4318
vices with a wide selection
NEW brick duplex for sale
of quality homes all prices
2br, 2 bath. separate utility,
753 1 2 2 2
or
appliances center garage
4. BEDROOMS, 1 bath 1 800 455 1222
1006 Southwood Drive
older home totally remod759-4586
eled Gas heat, large KOPPERUD Realty has
rooms, near MSU Avail- buyers waiting to purchase PEERLESS charm fireside
able now Coleman RE homes all price ranges If cheer. 4 lot, 3 baths, plus
you are thinking of selling great family area. study,
753 9898
contact one of our courte
spacious kitchen and foyer
FOR sale or lease 3br, 2 ous and professional
with parquet floors. tree
bath condominium, low util- agents at 753 1222 or stop
lined neighborhood,
ities 753 3293 after 6pm
by office at 711 Main St
painted interior 1993 All
this just reduced by $8,800
PERFECT LOCATION TO
Call Century 21 753 1492
START YOUR BUSINESS
For Rent
Easy to show
Corner lot in prime area of
Or Lease
town with high traffic count
SUPER location west of
COMMERCIAL renta
140. h highway frontage,
Murray 2br, vinyl sided
property across from MSU
zoned B-2 All city utilities
home, LR. DR combina
good location suitable to
available close to univer
lion, large double garage
any type of business Cal sity Price has just been
with workshop area 3 ar
753-2967 If no answe
reduced to $37,500 Call
ces of land Only $43.000
leave message
Kopperud Realty
Better hurry Professional
Real Estate 759 1591
CREEKVIEW Self storage 753 1222 MLS #4526
days. 753-7955 nights
warehouses on Center RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Drive behind Shoney's
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
490
$20 $40,mo 759-4081
Jean Bird Bel Air Center
Used
502 753 -SOLD,
FOR rent 40'x40'metal
Cars
1 800-369-5780
building See Carlos Black,
1978
PONTIAC
2dr, extra
Jr at Black's Decorating ROBERTS Realty Galloclean inside & out, good
Center 753 0839 or way County's oldest and
motor & body $775 1
436-2935
most reliable real estate
759-1922
agency For all your real
NORTHWOOD storage
estate needs call them to
1979 CAMERO good con
presently has units availday at 753-1651 1 Sycadition $2500 753 7629
able 753 2905 for more
more and 12th St
information
1980 CHEVY Malibu, a,c
pis, p/b, high miles but runs
Lake
good & looks good $600
Pets
Property
firm Call 436 2135
& Supplies

APARTMENT in single
family dwelling area 2br,
appliances, quiet area,
near university $325/mo
Call 753-8096 or 753-2633

14x70 CLAYTON 2br, 2
bath on rented lot nea
Kirksey 753-8311 o
489-2694

For Sale

BEAUTIFUL Dalmatian
puppies Male and females
Call (901)352.2416 after 5

KENTUCKY Lake beautifu
water front lot, almost level,
restrictions, reduced to
$14,950 Must sell, terms
759 1922

2 LOTS in Crappie Hollow
Lot #22 & 23 Asking
$1400.both Call Bill Smith
504-391-1853
79 ACRE lot on Coles
Campground Rd Asking
$4000 753 7473, leave
message

DOG Day Afternoon dog
grooming All breeds, all
sizes Southside Shopping
Center 759.1768
ENGLISH Pointer pups.
champion sired. 4 months
old, males & females, reduced $100 each (502)
247-1385
HAPPY JACK TA
LICKS Prenvent fleas
Mother Nature's way without pesticides Chewable &
nutritious tablet For Dogs
& cats At TSC STORES
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
410
Public
Sale

Big
Yard Sale
Saturday Only
Murray Middle School
lawn, 8th and Main.
8:00 a.m. 'till Noon
Multi family sale to
benefit Murray Scholastic Chess Program. Donations welcome.

Yard Sale
1809 Sherry Lane at
the end of North
19th
Sat., March 20
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Childrens' clothes,
adults' clothes and
shoes & odds and
ends

3 ACRE farm with new well,
2 out buildings driveway,
completely fenced, camper
optional $10,000 Located
just off Hwy 280 on old
Murray -concord Rd
436-5744 or 436-2528
SMALL farm 10 acres more
or less. 3 miles from new
hospital and Mayfield,
$22.000 345.2334

Homes
For Sale
1'n STORY country home
3br, 1 bath $38,500
753-1418 after 5pm
2BR brick home, large
yard, low utilities, close to
MSU Immediate possession $41,000 753-5703
BEAUTIFUL 3br, 2 bath
home with view of the lake
Quality home built in 1990
Close to boat launch area
A must see' Professional
Real Estate 759-1591
days, 753-7955 nights
BRICK ranch 3br, 2 bath
home with central h/a Lo
cated on large lot Just
southwest of city limits in
lovely area MLS#4724 Of
fered in the $70'5 Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222
BRICK ranch 3br, 2 bath
home with central h/a Located on large lot lust
southwest of city limits in
lovely area MLS#4724 Offered in the $70'5 Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222
CHECK this out' 3br home
on 5 acres of land, full
basement, quiet private
area A fix it up for only
$39,000 Professional Real
Estate 759-1591 days,
753-7955 nights

2BR furnished house
$300/mo 1 br apt $145/mo,
nice. near MSU 753-6111
9am-5pm 753 0606 after
5pm
3BR. 2 bath ideal location,
excellent condition
753 4444

1991 FORD Aerostar van
very good condition phi,,
pl new tires, 48,000 miles
$11,975 obo 753-3711
VACATION in comfort
1983 Chevy Conversion
van, V8, a/c cassette
95XXX, clean. reliable
$3900 753-9371

1971 RED Chevy pick up,6
cyl straight shift $750
753-3958
1972 CHEVROLET Chey
enne Super 10 Good me
chanical, needs a little body
work 492-8905
1973 GMC pickup $1100
753-8609

1986 1710 BASS Tracker
150 Mercury motor, radio
graphs, depth finder, troll
ing motor, metallic gray/
silver Call after 5 30pm
753 6510
1986 20FT pontoon 45hp
Mercury $4500 492 8360
after 4pm
OLDER boat fiberglass
hull, good condition. 35hp
Johnson, tilt trailer
753 8957

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
perience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436 5848
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works, 753 2455
BACKHOE and Hauling
Service 753 1221 or
753 1537
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, drive
ways, hauling. foundations
etc 759 4664

S10

&mien
Offered
A 1 A 1 Hauling. tree trim
ming, tree removal. clean
ing out sheds, attics, & odd
jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair, replace
ment 759 1515

Al Al town/country yard
1986 TOYOTA 4wd, mowing, landscaping, tree
trimming, tree removal
68,XXX miles, am/fm cas
sette 2 new tires, Leer light hauling Free esti
Tim Lamb,
topper, sliding rear window, mates
$5200 759-4422 after 436 2528 or 436 5744
6pm
Al, AL S hauling, yard
1987 CHEVY Surburban work, tree removal, mow
ing
Free estimates
60,XXX miles, new tires. no
rust or dents Trailer pkg , 759 1683
one owner 753-0926 Best Al TREE Service Stump
offer
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906'after
1987 S 10 LWB Tahoe
Auto, p/s, p/b, aic, am/fm 5pm. 759 9816, 753-0495
cassette cruise, bed liner, ALL around lawn service
bed cover, tinted windows. mowing, trimming, hauling,
1 yr on brakes. battery & odd Jobs, experienced Call
tires. 63,XXX miles, $4500 759-1041 or 437 4703
forn 753 7602
ALPHA Builders Carpen
1988 FORD F250 XLT Lar
try, remodeling, porches,
iat extended cab, loaded roofing, concrete, drive
474 2796
ways, painting, mainte
1988 FORD F250, pickup, nonce. etc Free estimates
auto. P/S,PiB. A/C, dual 489 2303
tanks V-8 heavy duty
$5,300
Phone
502875/4050 (dealer)

*

Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

Porches and decks
available with metal
roof
White rubberized roof
coating or silver roof
coating
Everlock vinyl underpinning
K Rok underpinning
Doors,
Windows,
Metal Siding, Floor Re
pair
Gas and Electric Fur
naces
Phone 502-492-8488
Hwy. 641
*
N. Hazel
*

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
teed 753 1134
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Professional lawn
care and maintance Free
estimates 753-4591
CARPET Binding and Fr
inging Enger Custom De
sign Carpets Free esti
mates Dave and Lissa Gedor. owners Day or night
753 7614
CARPORTS for car and
trucks Special sizes for
motor homes boats. RV's
and etc Excellent protec
tion, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and nor
vice
Call Gary at
759 4754

DAVE'S Window Cleaning
Residential and commer-Cia 9 yrs -Tri
estimates 753 9873
DRYWALL finishing. repairs, additions and blowrig ceilings 753 4761
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
tor tree estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing, tree work
436 2642

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
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APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands window air conditioners
refrigerators
freezers
washers - dryers
microwaves dishwashers gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-5341 or 753-1270

Steeledllbritten, Inc,

Iuib1ie Aiieticrn

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music. Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center. 1 block
from MSU dorms
FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Ca
44xxx miles, am/fm
stereo, a/c, $5000
753-9240

Vans
1987 PLYMOUTH Voya
ger, excellent condition
tinted windows, running
boards sharp 489-2218

Boats-Motors-Trailers
For Sale or Trade
New and Used Parts
Service and Repair on Boats-Motors Used

FOR your real estate
needs, contact Wilson Realty at 302 So 12th,
753-3263 Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, broker, Pat Coleman, 753-0818, associate, Dan Miller, 435-4144,
associate & auctioneer

989 CHEVY Astro van CS
$6950 753 9585

1988 FORD F150. GREY,
4sp p/s pito stereo, dual
tanks Super clean truck
1984 CELEBRITY, sun $ 4 , 9 7 5
Phone
roof, gray & silver, extra 502-875 4050 (dealer)
nice
436-5373 or
1990 FORD F 250 XLX
753 6538
Larilt V 8 with 5 speed, red
1984 LTD Crown Victoria, in color, loaded, 61,XXX
auto, air, 65.XXX miles, miles, gooseneck hookup
mint condition $2500 $11,700 489 2446
492-8446
1991 NISSIAN 2 wheel dr
1986 PONTIAC Sunbird pickup $8000 492-8548
SE with sunroof, tilt, air,
FORD Mercury Lincoln,
am/fm cassette, new tires
trucks included All new
new brakes, 72.XXX
$3800 Call after 330 '93's sold at $100 below
factory invoice Call for
489-2597
price
quote,
19P7 FORD Mustang GT 1 800-995-9575 Recorded
#atchback), maroon, message Tennessee Mo
-1l8,XXX, new tires, good tor Co Johnson City, TN
condition. 5 sp, loaded Ted
Booth 753 9906 call after
510
5 00
Campers
1987 MONTE Carlo
61.XXX miles. 305 V8 en
1982 ALL fiberglass cam
gine. $4000 Ob0 759-9350 per, sleeps 4 $1800
753-7629
1988 GRAND Am, good
1989 24FT Winnebago mo
condition Call 437-4827
tor home 12 XXX miles
1989 BUICK Le Sabre. fully generator 753 1245
loaded, low mileage
753-6301 ask for Janet or B & B Broker's, Inc, Murray
Kentucky
phone
Martha
502 753 4389, your new
1989 FORD Taurus wagon, Airstream Motorhome
new tires, new brakes, ex- Dealer For Sale 1992
cellent condition Will sell Airstream
Legacy 34'.
for under loan value
loaded 1993 Airstream Le753-7275
gacy 30', loaded 1985
1990 MUSTANG LX, 1 Winnebago Itasca Wind
owner, low miles, 5 speed, cruiser 28' 1991 Cobra
loaded 753 7652 after Mini Motorhome 27, 7,000
miles, new condition 1983
5pm
Cozy Craft 21' mini motor
1990 PONTIAC 6000 V6 home, raised roof 'n ton
LE, Silver with blue interior, Chevy Chasis 1977 GMC
a/c, pis. p/b Excellent motorhome mint 1987 30
transportation $5000
Airstream motorhome
Phone
Frankfort loaded, mint condition
502-875 1844
number
Night
1991 GRAN Prix SE Coupe 502-753 5960
with GTP Package All options including CD player
Bright blue. mint condition
Asking $13,800 stickered
for $22,000 phone Frankfort 502-2278015
1982 BUICK Riveria
$2500 753-0619

Wayne Darnell Marine Repair
2BR, 1 bath. stove & re
frigerator furnished, large
utility room
No pets
$275/mo 753-2905

Yens

Pontoons-Floors-Seats-Fiberglass

Reasonable Rates---All Work Guaranteed
Free Estimates

New Location-From Murray-The Comer of
121 South and 280
. From Pans Landing Take Hwy. 119 to
Hwy. 121.
Telephone 502-436-5464

5.

Saturday, March 20, 1993 at 10 a.m. in Benton, Ky.
Follow West 8th St. to Old Symsonia Rd. Watch for
auction signs. Mr. & Mrs. Lynn Northcott, owners.
Old dinner bell, old bed chamber, washboard, unusual handcarved lazy
susan, Seth Thomas steeple clock, three tier old oak lamp table, coffee
grinder,dated blue fruit jar, water set stem glasses, mixing bowls, stone
churn lid & dasher,small mirror, cobalt blue pieces,cracker tin, old meat
platter, rolling pin, kerosene lamp,John Wayne plate, Elvis picture, Elvis
cups, Jim Beane Whiskey decanters, copper tea kettle, cowbell, cotton
batts, old flint rock nfle, Remington auto shot gun model 878, Model 94
Winchester 30-30 lever action Golden Spike Series, Avon bottles, candy
dish,other old glass & china, pots & pans,small kitchen appliances, nice
wood breakfast set, stove, frost free ref., washer & dryer, utility table,
Bunn coffee maker, make-up mirror, old camera & case with lights, knee
hole desk, nice arm chair, couch & odd chairs, coffee & end tables, lamps,
stereo with tape & cassette player,throw rugs. Regency scanner,king size
waterbed, electric heaters, set of encyclopedias, tredel sewing machine,
old kitchen cabinet, flat irons, nail kegs, stone jugs, cheese hoop, old gas
iron with pump, old mole trap, milk cans, patio table & 3 chairs, picnic
table, wheel barrow, set scales, elect fan, old bottles, bottle capper, lawn
chairs, fruit jars & canner, Hooter cast iron seat, bench grinder, car
ramps, line trimmer, hedge trimmer, dog irons, other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available. For more information and your auction needs, phone 435-4144

Dan Miller•Darrell Beane•Terry Paschall,Auctioneers
Licensed & bonded in Ky. & Tenn.
#1281 Firm 2333
'My service doesn't cost, it pays!"

'-

Humane Society asks
for donations, volunteers

'CLASSIFIEDS
Sts

FORl=tEST Construction
.Remodeling additions, repair countertops and gen
-oral carpentry 753 9688
14 years experience
GERALD WALTERS
Reciting vinyl siding painttrig Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
4.36-2701
--r4erreftees
••
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HADAWAY Construction
.Home remodeling, paint
wallpaper, carpentry,
✓rat• ibor covering No lob too
Zt‘steall 436 2052
HANDYMAN will do plumbing. electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596
HAVE you had Breast Implant surgery? Call flora
Stuart. attorney, for free
,legal
advice,
502 789 9 7 4 1
1-800 732 3178 No fee
unless you win This is an
-.advertisement
HyME Improvement Spe
cialtst Vinyl siding, win
dows, carports. and patio
enclosures 753-0280
IF your yard is round or
square we'll be there'
Sam's Yard Service
753 1598 Mowing, trim
aung, haultng, yard seeding. garden tilling free
*.
eattmates
B ASSOCIATES General construction, remodeling garages, decks, patios
trlarior trim 753-0834
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY ,existing doors &
frames with woodgrain tot
:
mica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

530
ServIcte
Otterad

Service.
Offered

LAWN & cemetery mowing
Lawn maintenance Ovie
Ward 492-8628

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

LAWN mowing service
Coleman Benefiel phone
759 4564

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrtsman 492-8742

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery call 753 5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal

SUREWAY Tree 5 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759 4690

MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753 5668

ULTIMATE COMMUNICATIONS SatelliLe, direct
cable, antennas, telephone, programing, sales,
installation Tim
service,
MURRAY lawn mower auRobertson 436-5682,
thorized repair service
Hopkins Repair Service, 753-8060
Hwy 962, Hardin 437-4835 VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR:
MOWING Free estimates
Reasonable, reliable Tony
753-9100

ODD Jobs, MSU freshman
TJ 762-4987
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

Wood VCR Service Center.
cleaning- servicing $15;
most repairs $35 New location Route 1, Almo.
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon -Fri.;
753-0530

PROFESSIONAL lawn WE may not be at the top in
care Mowing, trimming, the classifieds, but we are
hauling, landscaping
at the top in service-Safari
mulching Reasonable Lawn Service References
rates Call day or night available 753-6986
753 1198
WILSON SIDING SERREFINISHING, stripping, VICE Since 1979 Vinyl sidcustom woodworking
ing professionals Free es
753-8056
timates 759-9680 We
RICK'S Roofing All types cover wood trim on brick
of roots and repairs Tor- homes 10% discount durchon modified and rubber ing March
for mobile homes 17 years
SRO
experience, guaranteed
Free
work Free estimates
Column
phone 502-437-4559
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
installation, repair, replacement Backhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515.

7 PUPPIES, 4 male, 3 fe
male 7 weeks old
753-6497
FREE puppies '4 Bull dog
474-8125

CLASSIFIED

Nationally recognized
professor gives lecture
Dr. David Natharius, professor of
speech communication at California
State University-Fresno, will be the
featured speaker at the second annual Cindy Sawicki Memorial Lecture Series Friday, March 26, at
. _Murray State University. The leciR•tpre, which is free and open to the
begins at 7 p.m. in the
• Mason Hall auditorium on campus.
Natharius' lecture, titled "Speech
Communication, Humanistic Education and Experiential Learning: A
Necessary Symbiosis," will emphasize how speech communication
is uniquely embedded in the subjective experiences of human interaction.
Recognized as one of the leaders
ifl experiential learning in the
speech communications field,
Natharius has been a consultant to
several regional and national corporations, including the U.S. Department of Labor, the Los Angeles
Times and state and local law
enforcement agencies. He developed and organized the first Speech
Communication Association(SCA)
Conference on Experiential Learning and developed the Experiential
learning Caucus in the SCA that is
'now the Commission on Experiential Learning in Communication. He
also has offered short courses and
workshops on the skills and strategies for utilizing experiential learning techniques.
Natharius' lecture will be followed by a workshop from 9 a.m. to
noon on Saturday, March 27, at
Mason Hall for majors and master's
degree students in Murray State's
organizational and speech communication program.
Natharius' visit is sponsored by
the hlurray State College of Fine
Arts and/ Communication, the department of speech communication
and theater, and the Cindy Sawicki
Memorial Lecture Series.
The Cindy Sawicki Memorial
Lecture Series is named after a
former Murray State student in the
organizational communication gra-

duate program and secretary to the
Murray State Faculty Senate.
Shortly after Sawicki's death in
1990, Teri Prince and husband Tom
Grantz, daughter and son-in-law of
Sawicki, established an endowment
to support workshops and selfesteem skills, as well as enhancement of teaching those skills.

-The only thing necessary for the
triumph ofevil isfor good men to do
nothing"-Edmund Burke
March is the one twelfth of each
year during which the Calloway
County Humane Society actively
recruits members. At a time when
charitable dollars are scarce, residents of our area might ask why they
should make donations for animal
welfare when human needs are so
urgent. Some history of our organization may be helpful.
Prior to 1975, animal control in
Calloway County was a notch above
nothing. The county pound existed
as required by law, for confinement
of dogs for seven days, after which
they were destroyed by means none
of us wish to dwell upon. There was
no attempt made to find homes for
them, little investigation of reported
cruelty, no educational programs,
no spay-neuter program, and no
organized consideration of cats and
„other animals.
Usually the post of "dog warden"
was filled by someone with another
primary job for whom "dog catching" was not a top priority. Packs of
wild dogs were reported frequently,
and sometimes attacked children;
even adults.
In April of 1975 things began to
change, thanks to the efforts of a
handful of dedicated residents, with
the support of some community
leaders, who saw the urgent need for
a structured organization to deal
with these problems-and the Calloway County Humane Society was
born.
For the first few years, for lack of
a better place, they continued to use
the county pound, but in 1978,
under contract with the county, the
present shelter at 105 E. Sycamore
Ext. was built. By 1981 membership
had grown from 60 the first year to
approximately 175. Present membership stands at approximately
300.
Today many programs are in
place,serving the entire community
and addressing the issues of animal
welfare. Most countians are familiar
with the work of their Humane
Society, and many have given their
vital support over the years. .
With an annual budget of
$30,000, fund raising is a constant
concern. The county continues to
provide the shelter facility and utilities plus $1,000 a year contribution.
The county also pays the salary of
one full time employee and half of
our cleaning supplies. The full time
shelter director is an unpaid volunteer member of the Humane Society, but salaries for one additional
full time and three part time worker
come directly from our other sources of revenue. Other expenses

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

Calloway Co.
Humane Society
include all food and veterinary care
for the animals and all of the
thousand and one other necessities
involved in running a business. The
animal control officer works from
the offices of the City Police Department, and is in their employ.
In 1989 the Humane Society
gratefully became the recipients of
United Way funds, which had been
increasing annually to its highest
figure of $8,000 in 1992. This year,
due to a somewhat disappointing
fund drive and other United Way
priorities, the Humane Society portion has been reduced to $2,500.
Our other sources of income include
membership dues, adoption fees,
several small endowments drawing
ever decreasing interest, contributions from some organizations and
animal lovers in the community,
and the tireless efforts of our members who initiate and participate in
various fund raising activities
throughout the year.
This year, if the society is to
continue with its vital programs
such as humane education, spayneuter assistance for low income pet
owners, pet therapy for local nursing home residents, and efficient
operation of the shelter, we must
expand our membership. Calloway
Coumians, won't you help us make
this a record year? Dues are as
follows: Individual: $15, Senior:
$10,Family:$25,Patron: $50,Life:
$250, Friend: Any donation is valuable to us.
Mail to P.O. Box 764 or call the
shelter at 759-4141 for more information. Thank you.

Post-Mortem Analysis
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+983
V A 32
• K 86
•K Q 2
EAST
WEST
•QJI07
+6542
KJ4
V 65
+54
• Q J 102
4. A J 5 4
+1087
SOUTH
4AK
V Q 10 98 7
•A 73
+963
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
2•
19
Pass
Pass
Pass
3
3•
4•

Opening lead — queen of diamonds.
Let's say you're East, defending
against four hearts. Your partner
leads the queen of diamonds, won by
South with the ace. Declarer plays a
trump to the ace and a trump back,
which you win with the king.
You return the queen of spades
and South takes the ace, draws your
last trump, and leads a diamond on
which West plays the ten and dummy

the king. Declarer returns the nine
of diamonds to your partner's jack,
establishing dummy'seight as a trick.
What West plays now doesn't matter. South makes the contract,losing
a heart, a diamond and a club.
Ifyoucustomarily analyze hands
after they're played to see if you
could have done better, you find that
if you had returned a low club at trick
four instead of the queen of spades,
you would have defeated the contract. West would later gain the lead
with a diamond and return a club,
permitting you to score the A-.J.
It is easy to see, after the hand is
over, why the queen of spades return
is wrong — even though almost everyone would make the play in the
heat of battle. It is wrong because
declarer is marked by the bidding
with the A-K of spades, making a
spade return futile.
There is a much better possibility
of stopping the contract by assuming
that West has a diamond trick and
the ten of clubs — in which case a low
club return offers by far the best
chance of developing a fourth defensive trick. Granted that a club return
is not as obvious as a spade return,it
is still the most promising play under the circumstances.

FRIDAY, MARCH 19,1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call I -900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE whole complexion of a relationship
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: that seemed shaky at first. Offer
Lei go of a recent disappointment in reassurance.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
business or love and make a fresh
start. You have a great deal going Hang on! Help is on the way in the
for you and now is the time to strut form of a friend or maybe a check.
your stuff. In the summer, a unique Dress to impress. Your charm
moneymaking opportunity comes comes to the fore tonight, giving
your way. Improved health is tied to romance a welcome boost.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): If
your getting out of a stressful situation. Re-examine your options. Bet- you get a second chance, make the
ter organization at work V. ill mean most of every minute. Your luck
better financial results, N-ew will run strong, especially in money
romance gets 1994 Off to an exciting and love. Business needs your dedication to really turn the corner.
start.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Glenn Close, Travel plans, even a local jaunt, can
actors Patrick McGoohan and Bruce be dotted with detours. Confirm
your route in advance. A conversaWillis, novelist Philip Roth.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): tion with an older person brings
Believe only half of what is reported fresh insights.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
from so-called official sources. Do
some private checking up this after- 211: It may be time to take a chance
noon. Gaining ground in one direc- on romance. A "sure thing" will not
tion could mean losing territory in necessarily bring happiness. Choose
a partner who has both ambition and
another.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201: get-up-and-go!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Friends may be free with advice, but
this does not obligate you to follow 19): Avoid coming on too strong or
it. his always easier to spend some- a business deal could collapse. Bide
body else's money! Refuse to get your time and things will go your
way. Get feedback from several
hooked by a wheeler-dealer.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201: sources before making important
You may feel less than your best decisions.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
today. Others are depending on your
efforts. It is a true test of character to Avoid dipping into your financial
do well when you are under the reserves. Mate is your strongest ally
in business and private life. A
weather. Press on!
-CANCER (June 21 -July 221: romantic interlude could lead to new
You may find conditions at home (Sr contentment.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
work disorganized. And Social highs
you have been anticipating could be Being in the right place is the secret
postponed. Try to hold the fort as to your success. Follow through on a
financial tip. Guard your sources.
best you can.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Let Keeping in close touch with loved
yourself go in business. Welcome an ones at a distance strengthens your
opportunity to score big in the mar- bond.
ket! A phone call could change the
TODAY'S CHILDREN are curious, adventuresome and imaginative.
They know what they want and are likely to get it if they exercise self-discipline. Easily distracted, these Pisces must learn to concentrate on the task at
hand. Their superior intellect could lead to a rewarding career in science it
they keep careful, detailed notes. Loving and faithful, these Pisces make
devoted spouses — eager to keep the home fires burning.
(To order a revised and updated copy of bane Dixon's hest-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Fore,
er, lion Astrology Can lielp You Find Your Place in God's Plan." send 55.95 plus Si postage and handling
10 Dixon. c/o Andrews and 54'. Steel, P.O. Box 419150. Kansas City, Mo. 64141. Make checks payable to
Andre., and Mckleel.)

Keep Up The Trend.
Recycle This Newspaper Again.

‘‘).- Buy The Carpet
You've Always Wanted.
Right Now!

Contract Bridge

•••e•
vp

No Payments
For b Months!*

You don't want to put off owning such incredibly beautiful
carpet, do you? Good.
We'll take care of everything. No payments for 6
months. Up to $200
instant rebate. You just
choose from our
mouth-watering
selection of
colors
and
styles. Come
in today. We
have
your
carpet, and
it's magnificent.

Plus Get Up To A $2.00
Instant Rebate.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

PUBLIC NOTICE

MURRAY
Is A

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
.Call Us For Rates

Humanely
Speaking

Horoscopes

'Subject to credit approval 'Annum purchase 1200 See store for details

PittlACIAA4 CaApet
WHERE BEAUTIFUL ROOMS B[6111
Available onry at authorized Color Center Dealers

0.1ncjilk
Town
As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, new parents
and movtrs with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you!
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please

Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

Call
Ingeborg King, 492-8348

PAINT AND DECORATING
Southsicle Shopping Center

753-3321
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Looking Back

Today is Thursday. March 18, the 77th day of 1993. There are 288
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 18, 1837, the 22nd and 24th president of the United
States, Grover Cleveland, was born in Caldwell, N.J.
On this date:
In 1766, Britain repealed the Stamp Act.
In 1909, Einar Dessau of Denmark used a shortwave transmitter to
converse with a government radio post about six miles away in what's
believed to have been the first broadcast by a "ham" operator.
In 1922, Mohandas K. Gandhi was sentenced in India to six years'
imprisonment for civil disobedience. (He was released after serving
two years.)
In 1931, Schick Inc. marketed the first electric razor.
In 1937, more than 400 people, mostly children, were killed in a
gas explosion at a school in New London, Texas.
In 1940, Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini held a meeting at the
Brenner Pass during which the Italian dictator agreed to join in Germany's war against France and Britain.
In 1979, Iranian authorities detained American feminist Kate Millett, one day before deporting her and a companion for what were
termed "provocations."
Ten years ago: Jordan's King Hussein, leading an Arab League delegation in London, expressed pessimism about the possibility of joining Middle East peace negotiations as urged by the Reagan
administration.
Five years ago: The government of Panama, controlled by Gen.
Manuel Antonio Noriega, declared a "state of urgency" in a move
apparently aimed at forcing the reopening of banks and other businesses that closed during Panama's economic and political crisis.
One year ago: South African President F.W. dc Klerk claimed victory for his reforms a day after a whites-only referendum on whether
to end apartheid. National Football League owners voted to drop the
use of instant videotape replays to settle disputed calls during games.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Peter Graves is 67. Author George Plimpton is 66. Composer John Kander is 66. Author John Updike is 61.
The president of South Africa, F.W. de Klerk, is 57. Actor Kevin
Dobson is 50. Singer Irene Cara is 34. Singer Vanessa Williams is 30.
Olympic gold medal speedskatcr Bonnie Blair is 29.
Thought for Today: "Having only friends would be dull anyway —
like eating eggs without salt." — Hcdda Hopper, American gossip
columnist (1890-1966).

Ten years ago
Hal Park has been named as
executive director of MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre.
Leonard Fant, governor of
Kentucky-Tennessee District of
Kiwanis International, is pictured
with Arlie Scott of Murray,
lieutenant governor of District
15, at a meeting at Princeton.
Shannon Farley, daughter of
Diana Damen and Dickie Farley,
won Southwestern Kentucky
Dental Auxiliary Poster Contest
held in conjunction with National
Dental Health Month.
Dr. Lochie B. Overbey was
presented with a quilt by students
at Carter Elementary School. The
quilt was made by the students
and was given to the school principal on her birthday on March 9.
Twenty years ago
A hearing has been set for

April 10 by Army Corps of Engineers on an application by Hutson Chemical Company for permission to construct a bargeterminal facility on Kentucky
Lake. The hearing will be held at
Murray Middle School.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Max Henry, March
11, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William Fred Hancock, March
12.
Sarah Sams won first in music
contest, Mrs. Guy Cunningham
won first in adult sewing contest
and Johnny Scott won third in
pen and. ink drawing in art contest at meeting of First District of
Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs held at Ballard Memorial
High School. They represented
the Murray Woman's Club.

Club is holding a Ham and Quail
Shoot today at the Ernest Bailey
farm.
Prof. Charles Homra of
Murray-Calloway County Mental
Health Association spoke at a
meeting of Murray High School
Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association.
Joe McCoart, Chester Thomas
and Al Hewett had high series
and high games in Tappan Company Bowling League at Corvette
Lanes.
Mary Anna Wallace, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. A.D. Wallace of
Murray, received her Certificate
of Dental Hygience at the University of Tennessee Medical
Units, Memphis, Tenn., on March
17.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society met recently at the home
of Mrs. Ruth Johnston.

Thirty years ago
Calloway County Conservation

Forty years ago
Army Sgt. Victor H. Jackson
has been assigned to VII Corps
Artillery in Germany.
Shirley Bucy of Murray Training School won first place in
single entry division of annual
Calloway County 4-H and FFA
Fat, Hog Show.
Richardson has a row of
the reddest tulips we've seen in a
long time. He's proud of them
too," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams, publisher.
Mrs. Marvin Parks and Mrs.
Bill Wrathcr presented a major
lesson on "Furniture Arrangement" at a meeting of Harris
Grove Homemakers Club at the
home of Mrs. Walsie Lewis.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Guy Turner,
March 10, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Williams, March 17.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: Twenty-seven
years ago, I gave up my firstborn for
I was 17. unmarried, and
sent to a "home" where 1 was told I
had no alternative. I signed a piece
of paper stating that I was giving
my son away of my own free will.
but now I realize I was manipulated. I have suffered tremendous
guilt. Even though I married and
have other children who have
brought nu.. great joy, no one can
replace my firstborn.
When my son turned 18. I began
my search, and after eight years. I
found him! I wrote him many let-

ters, sent pictures, and have also
corresponded with his adoptive parents. I have spoken to him on the
telephone, but he does not want to
meet me.
His adoptive parents still have
fears that I will take him away,
which is absurd -- and he feels that
he owes them his loyalty. My son
has married but has no children.
His wife is far more receptive to
meeting me than he is. )1 dream (if
"surprising" him one day.)
1 have wonderful children and a
busy, fulfilling life — but I will
never feel complete until I can put

my arms around my firstborn. Is
there anything I can say or do to
change his mind? Please pray for
me. Abby.
UNFINISHED CHAPTER
DEAR UNFINISHED: If your
son does not want to meet you,
please do not insist on it. And
please do not "surprise" him.
One day he may want to meet
you, and until then, please be
patient. I'm praying for you.
DEAR ABBY: I found the following in an old textbook in a thrift
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store. I want the boys who will
someday date my granddaughter to
read it, believe if and live by it:
THIS IS MY DATE
The parents of my girlfriend
place their trust in me. I will not
violate it.
I will respect my girlfriend as I
expect other men to respect my sister.
I will respect womanhood
because my mother is a woman. I
will ask my girlfriend to do nothing
I would be ashamed of if my mother
found it out.
My girlfriend has given me the
honor and pleasure) of her company.
It is wrong for me to expect more in
payment fir this date.
My girlfriend will be a wife and
mother someday. She must be an
example to her children and the
pride of:her husband: I will help her
to he as pure 'and decent as I want
my wife to be.
Manhood means strength of
character as well as body. Lack of
self-control is a sign of weakness. I
want my girlfriend to know that I
am manly.
God is everywhere, sees everything, knows everything. Darkness
may hide) me from people, but it
cannot hide nit' from God. I Author
Unknown)
SUBMITTED BY
MARTHA CLARK,:JUPITER, FLA.

CALVIN and HOBBES
IA GOING
OUTSIDE

ARE ICA) DONE

DEAR ABBY: The man who
.complained about the price of a
first-class postage stamp missed the
mark. The price of a stamp today is
cheaper in real terms than it was 50
years ago!
A 3-cent stamp in 940 would
cost :13 cents today, if the price of
postage stamps had risen as fast as
overall consumer prices.
JONATHAN B. WRIGHT,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
OF ECONOMICS,
UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND

LET'S JUST LEAVE
If TI-IM DA DONE
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flONEWORK, ?
IOU READ
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Dr. Gott

CATHY

IF I'D GOTTEN

MARRIED
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO, ftri
MOTHER WOULD HAVE TAKEN
CHARGE OF THE WHOLE EVENT...

r— -

IF I'D GOTTEN MARRIED
TEN HEARS AGO, SHE WOULD
HAVE LOVINGLY PORED SUER
EVER,
/ DETAIL...

-

AS
iS ON MOTHER'S ENTIRE
CONTRIBUTION TO THE wEDDING HAS BEEN TO RUN UP
AND DOWN THE MALL SHRIEKING AT THE TOP OF HER
101405 THAT I'M F{NALL4
HIM& MARRIED.

OH, FOR
ORVINO
OUT LOUD.
GET
AN MOM
TO HELP.

YOUR morns
RUNNING AFTER
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HER HANDING
OUT FLIERS THAT
SAY YOU'RE STILL
AVAILABLE.
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1 Couple
5 Hyson
8 Festive
12 "God's
Little —
13 Vase
14 Norse god
15 — cube
16 Pen
18 Kimono sash
19 UK Princess
20 Emerges
victorious
21 XVII sill
23 "— Cid"
24 Mends with
cotton
26 Pertaining
to the cheek
28 Uncanny
29 Pale
30 Large tub
32 Intertwine
33 Novelty
34 Lessen
35 Summer Fr

1
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

36 Canine
37 Lilted with
lever
38 Mix
40 Fall short
41 " — Law"
43 At home
44 Fork prong
45 Station break
47 New Deal
agcy
49 Ventilated
51 Sudsy brew
52 Judicial
decision
55 Paradise
56 Seed
container
57 War god
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DOWN
World —"
6 Goddess of
discord
7 Emmet
8 Proceed
9 Fuss
10 Free
11 Dye plant

1 Remunerated
2 Unforeseen
occurrence
3 Anger
4 Concerning
5 "As the
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PEANUTS
POUJ COULD\
PE PLAY ON
OUR TEAM?
IE'S TOO
SPORT 1,1
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32

WELL, ASK HIM IF MAYBE
1-1EID LIKE TO BE
OUR SAT BIRD..

33
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41
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48
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16 "Days of -and Roses"
17 Enthusiasm
20 Court order
22 Negative
prefix
25 The Ram
26 Insane
27 Be of use
28 Piece out
29 Move from
side to side
31 Mr. Koppel
33 On behalf of
34 Kind of
cheese
36 Yugoslavian
currency
37 Himalayan
animal
39 Agave plant
40 Demon
41 Mine vein
42 Imitated
44 Group of '
three
45 Medicinal
plant
46 Laws
48 Consumed
50 Demon
51 Ventilate
53 — garde
54 Tantalum
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DEAR DR. Gorr. Please comment
on the disturbing trend in medicine
that I refer to as "assembly-line" care.
The visiting hours are tightly, if not
overly, booked and the doctor, his
associates and the necessary assistants spend their time bouncing from
one patient room to another, working
on a number of patients simultaneously. Such a stressful situation could
lead to serious mistakes being made
and it could be seen as a manifestation of greed. yet I've seen this in general practice, specialty medicine, eye
care and dentistry.
DEAR READER: Unquestionably,
the practice of medicine has changed
dramatically in the past few decades.
Not only are More people seeking
medical advice, but the emphasis is
on technological achievement, in contrast to the more relaxed introspective attitudes of the past. The days of
the kindly, understanding, caring general practitioner • who knew you and
your family history by heart and
would sit and talk are rapidly passing.
In all fairness, I believe this is not
necessarily bad. Yesterday's doctor
had few really effective antidotes to
disease; he compensated for his
inability to cure by providing solace,
understanding and (what we now call)
counseling. Contrast this with today's
specialist, who has a vast array of scientific weapons, such as antibiotics
and microsurgery, to battle human
ailments. Before criticizing the modern "assembly-line- doctor, remember that he, is far more able to make a
difference in your life than his hoary
colleagues ever could.
Naturally, the practice you describe
can be overdone. There are doctors,
unfortunately, who are interested only
in cramming in as many patients as
possible without paying attention to
the human caring and consideration
that should be an integral part of any
doctor's professional activities. Such
money-grubbers are not to be condoned.
However, examine the results of the
very practices you criticize. You may
be surpnsed al how much good these
practitioners are providing. Sure, this
activity is stressful -- and, yes, mistakes can be made. But, compared to
previous generations of doctors,
today's healers are far more qualified,
much better trained and less likely to
make mistakes. Despite all the drawbacks and frustrations, American
medicine is still the best in the world.
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PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street.
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Mia," a spayed/declawed shorthaired grey/white housecat;
"Keesha," a spayed female Shep/Collie; "Stripette," a spayed female grey/black Tabby housecat; "Aussie," a female blue Merle Aussie
Shep mix. Hours of the shelter, open to the public. are 1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, Ito 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30
p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information
call 759-4141.

Group will give support to mill
Mayor Bill Cherry presents deputy city clerk Sarah Bruce Duncan
with her Advanced Academy Education certification. Duncan is
the first deputy clerk to receive certification which included more
than 100 hours of professional training. Duncan has been deputy
clerk for 17 years.

Obituaries
Lloyd David Mason
Lloyd David Mason, 87, of 821
Leiberman, Paducah, formerly of
Calloway County, died Wednesday evening at Trevecca Health
Care, Nashville, Tenn.
A retired truck driver, he was a
veteran J World War II.
Born Nov. 6, 1905, in Graves
County, he was the son of the
late John Wesley Mason and
Nancy Cope Mason.
Survivors include a sister-inlaw, Mrs. Ella Mac Mason, Padu-

cah, and several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Sunday at
1 p.m. at Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church, Murray. The Rev. Lee Gamhlin will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Coles
Can!, Ground Cemetery.
Friends may call from 3 to .8
p.m. Saturday at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Larry Franklin Leslie
Services for Larry Franklin
Leslie will be Friday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Bolton-Brown Funeral Home, Calera, Ala. Burial
will follow in Spring C'emetery at
Columbiana, Ala.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).
Mr. Leslie, 49, of Calera, Ala.,
formerly of Murray, died Tuesday moming at his home.
He was employed as general
manager for Davis Machine &
Fabricating Co. at Calera. He was

an Army veteran.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Linda Leslie; one daughter,
Mrs. Beth Fielder and husband,
Kevin, two sons, Bill Leslie and
wife, Tracy, and Allen Leslie and
wife, Michelle, his mother, Mrs:Ruby Parker Leslie, two grandchildren, Franklin Leslie and
James Fielder, and one sister,
Cindy Leslie, all of Murray; one
brother, the Rev. Dan Leslie and
wife, Aileen, Kirksey; two stepchildren, Wynde Dickerson and
Don Dickerson both of Birmingham, Ala.

Albin John Krizman
The funeral for Albin John
Krizman will be Friday at 2 p.m.
at Immanuel Lutheran Church,
Murray, where he was a member.
The Rev. James Redmann will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Riverside
Cemetery at Plymouth, Mich.
Friends may call at Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz, after .4
p.m. today (Thursday).
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the

form of contributions to Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 South
15th St., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Mr. Krizman, 78, Cadiz, died
Monday at 11 a.m. at Jennie
Stuart Memorial Hbspital,
Hopkinsville.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Velma Hensley Krizman; one
son, Michael Don Krizman and
wife. Janice, and one grandson,
Brandon Michael Krizman, Alva,
Fla.

Charles Burkeen
The funeral for Charles Burkeen is today at 1 p.m. at Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The Rev. James Lawson and the
Rev. L.E. Moore are officiating.
Burial will follow in Unity
Cemetery with military honors at
the gravcsitc. Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, is in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Burkeen, 69, Rt.- 10, Benton, died Tuesday at Southgate
Home, Metropolis, Ill.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Frances Burkeen; one son,
Bruce Burkeen, and two grandsons, Brad Burkeen and Dustin

Burkeen, Benton; four sisters,
Mrs. Ammadalc Warren, Hardin,
Mrs. Hest Adamson, Paducah,
and Mrs. Robbie Holt and Mrs.
Hazel Colson, Benton; one
brother, Peter Burkeen, Murray.

EDOYVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
newly created organization, made
up of farmers, has declared its
support for the Lyon County Port
Authority and its decision to
lease land for a proposed chip
mill.
"We've been silent too long
and we plan to start voicing our
opinions," said Charles Brad
Lester, acting chairman of Support the Port.
The committee hopes to counter opposition to the mill from an
Investments Since 185!

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ____ +29.18
0.11A Previous Close.......3426.74
Air Products .....
+ 1/1
A T & T...............
571/s + sis
Bell South
unc
Briggs& Stratton....-- 641
/
2Chrysler
39/
1
2 + '14
Dean Foods................._25'4 +
Exxon
.643/a + 1/4
Fisher Price
Ford Motor..---......-50'/4 +
(;eneral
+
General Motors........
+
Goodrich..
4Q/4 unc
Goody ear
747/s + 7/1
B M.....—.......
unc
Ingersoll Rand—......-._.- 31 K-Mart.
25 + 3/4
K U Energy
303/1 unc

organization called Help Alert
Western Kentucky (HAWK).
The port board agreed last
summer to lease 20 acres of land
it owns to Parker Towing Co. for
a chip mill that Canal Wood
Corp. wants to build.
"We want to get the word out
that we support the port authority
board, and we want to continue
to see (the port) open," Lester
said.
Lester said port authority
Chairman H.W. Schreiner made
an off-the-cuff remark that perhaps members of HAWK would
like to see the port closed. That
was part of the reason farmers
decided to get involved.
Closing the port would be
"extremely detrimental to the
area's grain farmers," Lester
said.

Call Tony Page
at

753-8107

Spring Is Just Around The Corner
Come see our spring selection of...
Picnic Baskets
*Sunflower Panan Mugs, Bowls,
.DeCOrative Candle Holders
Servmg Plum
*Easier Picture Frames
*Daffodil Pattern Serving Pitchers &
Mugs
•Wanamelon & Grape
Serving Puckers
•Bridal Registry Available•

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

Check Out Our

Clearance
Corral FIRST!
Discount Items At Deeply

Reduced
Prices
Worth The Trip
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reg 4 59
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DUCT TO
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duct tape
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Court

Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
•
Upon Request
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HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Rest Investment Is You.
I slit L yOn.
limber WYSE
SPC

Treas Lumber Dowit center
Open
7 Days
A Week

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Your Home Investment Company Since LISS

VISA

Mon.-Fri. 7;30-6; Sat. 8-4; Sun, 1-6
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Only • Other Locations — Benton and

In the Wednesday obituary for
Jack Allen Caldwell, the names
of Nina Butterworth, niece, and
Bill Harrell Jr., James A. Harrell
and Robert H. Caldwell,
nephews, were listed incorrectly
from the copy submitted for
publication.
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Kim White, an Eddyville
businessman and farmer, said he
got involved because one HAWK
member has said he intended to
shut down the port until he could
get a board that would do what
he wanted done.

Income Tax

SPRING BREAK
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Miss Spring 1993, Sheri
Tatlock, is talking to Richard
Price. Richard has been a
Vice President at Peoples Bank
for 13 years. He has been in
Agricultural Lending for 17
years; and, in fact, owns and
operates a small family farm
When it comes to Agricultural
Lending, Peoples Bank has
been a leader in West Kentucky for over 50 years. We
are proud of our rich tradition
of helping the farmers of
Calloway County.
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Sheri Tatlock named Miss Spring 1993
By JOHN P. TAYLOR
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

A bad day can turn
into one to remember.
Just ask Calloway County
High School senior Sheri
Tatlock.
On the day she learned
of being named Miss
Spring 1993, Sheri had
earlier found out she
didn't win a photography
contest she had entered.
"A friend of mine won
this photo contest I was
in," Tatlock said. "I was
happy for my friend, but
upset that I didn't win."
Later that day, Sheri
received a phone call
from Walt Apperson,
Murray Ledger & Times
publisher.
"He then informed me
I was named Miss
Spring," Tatlock said
with a smile. "I was
flattered. I was shocked.
Honestly, I cried after I
got off the phone."
Tatlock, daughter of
Terry and Diana Tatlock,
Route 5, Murray, has
lived in Murray all her

life. Although she doesn't
participate in a variety of
extra-curricular activities,
Tatlock excels in her
areas of interest.
First and foremost,
academics is paramount
to Sheri, and not just
because her mom is a
teacher, though it doesn't
hurt.
"My mom has stressed
education, like most
moms, I guess," Tatlock
said. "Since my freshman
year, I've set academic
goals for myself and it
feels good to have reached them."
One of her goals was
to graduate with Distinguished Honors, which
she will do in May.
She'll finish ranked 28th
in her senior class of
193 students.
"I'm very happy with
28th," Tatlock said. "It's
not as good as 20th, but
I'm very satisfied."
Her other interest, also
within the educational
system, is her work in
communications. And her
love for it, instilled by

"My mom has stressed education, like
most moms, I guess."
instructor Larry England,
has grown since first getting involved with the
high school television station as a freshman.
"Up until my freshman
year, I had no idea of
what I would even do
when I got older," Tatlock explained. "Once I
began with the station, I
fell in love with it."
That love has led to
her being • named anchor '
and student station manager. And it will continue
to lead her this fall
when she continues her
education at Murray State
University enrolled in the
College of
Communications.
"I really have to thank
Mr. England for what
he's taught me," Tatlock
said. "I was scared to
even talk to people as a
freshman. Now we give
speeches and get on TV
and I love it. He's really

boosted . my confidence."
Tatlock was active in

FFA her junior year and
attends the Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church.
The 17-year-old, an
• TURN TO PAGE 15

is the
time for...
PROMS • EASTER
WEDDINGS
GRADUATION

Spring
1141‘iiVar
Come in and see for yourself?
New, exciting looks
to build your Spring and Summer wardrobe.
Great styles, great colors, great selections...
all at JC Pennney.
Congratulations Sheri!

EPonncy
Chestnut Hills - Murray
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LOCAL FASHION FORECAST

A spring for extremes
By JOHN P. TAYLOR
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

1993 Chrysler Concorde & Sheri

Spring is just a few
days away. Warmer days
await ahead.
What better way to
celebrate the spring season, ladies, than to shop
'til you drop?
According to some local fashion experts, Spring
'93 will be an exciting
one for clothes, although
it's a unique year in
some aspects.
In years past, a particular color, style and/or
length could be quoted

s
Cain'
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

753-6448

as "this year's style."
Not true this year.
"What we're seeing
this spring is both
extremes being highlighted in fashions," said
Bette Miller, owner of
The Place and the Cherry
Branch, both in Murray.
"As far as lengths go,
short is in and long is
in."
Some may recall the
short mini-skirts of the
1960s. It's those lengths
that have returned to
some degree.
"Women are so much
more health conscious

these days," Miller said.
"They're certainly more
physically fit and would
like to accent their
shape."
If any style is dominating this spring, it's
the Southwestern look, a
carry over from the Fall
'92 fashions.
"The trend for this
spring has been to keep
the southwestern look
that was so popular in
the fall," said Debbie
Housden, of Corn-Austin,
Murray. "That style has
• TURN TO PAGE 15

WET.IHER WEAR

An excuse for oiled jackets
By The Associated Press
Messy spring weather
gives the perfect excuse to
cover up with an oiled hunting jacket in the British
manner, even if a jaunt
around town doesn't resemble an excursion across the
moors.
Classics from Barbour,
the best-known British
maker, now are marketed in
the United States. There are
short, light Thornproof
jackets like the Border, heavier versions such as the
Durham, or full-length
models such as a trenchcoat. They come in sage
or navy, are finished with

corduroy collars, and have
a new facility in Milford,
pockets large enough to carN.H. Reproofing (renewing
ry lunch. They can be
the oil dressing) is recomaccessorized with hoods,
mended for well-worn jackcaps, linings, coordinating
ets every year, instead of
trousers, sweaters, socks,
dry cleaning or washing.
boots, and gloves. Most of
• • • •
the line is unisex, sized by
There are jeans, and then
chest dimension.
there are real jeans. Real
Enough Americans have
cowboys might disdain the
acquired these jackets —
ones aimed at the fashion
based on the gear the commarket, but Wrangler has
pany made for North Sea
launched a new Gold
fisherman a century ago —
Buckle line in heavy
to justify setting up a
broken-twill denim to appereproofing operation in the
al to them and anyone who
U.S. According to Tim
wants the authentic thing.
Hooven, the firm's U.S.
Both shirts and jeans are
general manager, 1,500
offered.
coats were reproofed during
the first year of operation at • TURN TO PAGE 15
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Ecofashion: Recycle your clothes!
By The Associated Press
New Wear from Old
Your grandmother did it,
and so can you: Recycle
your clothes.
"Innovative repair or reuse of clothing enables' you
to be good to the environment and good to your wardrobe budget," says Pamela
Hastings, consumer education director for Singer
Sewing Co.
Go through your closet,
she advises, and take a
good look at things that no
longer fit or you just don't
wear anymore.
That pair of jeans that fit
several pounds ago, for
example: Turn them into a
trendy denim skirt. by cutting off below the hipline,
then adding .a slightly
gathered skirt in a contrasting fabric. Use leftovers to
make coordinating patch
pockets or applique trims
for a T-shirt to go with it.
Or make a one-of-a-kind
garment out of an old quilt.
Make repairs, if needed,
with decorative stitches,
lace or other trim; then lay
out a pattern for a bomber
jacket or blazer and sew.
(But please don't use a
reparable heirloom quilt.)

Or you can convert an
oversize pullover or sweatshirt into a c,ardigan by
making two rows of parallel
stitching down the center
front, cut, then finish with a
serger or bias tape. Then
turn under an inch • and
stitch by hand or machine,
to form facings. Work buttonholes on one side, sew
corresponding buttons on
the other. '
What about that dress or
skirt that's too short? Sew a
band in contrasting, coordinating fabric after you've
let down the original heni
(if the old crease doesn't
press out, trim it at this
point). Allow for a IA -inch
seam and 2 inches for the
new hem. For a color block
effect, you might cut several inches off the bottom of
the garment, then resew
with a serger, splicing the
contrast band between. In
either case, you'll need to
check the width of the
existing hem.
Rescue reusable trim,
buttons and other findings
from old clothes before you
throw them out. Or make
appliques or accessories
from the fabrics.
"Ecofashion lets people
get new life out of what

"Ecofashion lets people get new life out of
what they already have."
they already have," says
Hastings. "Why let that go
to waste?"
Learn to Sew by Video
Four basic patterns and
four video cassettes to teach
you how to sew them make
up the "Suddenly You're
Sewing" kit from McCali's.
Narrated and (lemon -

strated by television actress
Daphne Maxwell Reid, each
video is devoted to One type
of garment — tops, skirts,
pants, and jackets. The
guide covers all stages of
sewing, from buying materials to 'finishing touches.
Purchasers also get a
one-year subscription

PRICE
BREAK!
Spring Dresses
TAKE $10.00 OFF
OUR LOW SELLING PRICES OF 39.99 TO 69.99

NOW ONLY 29.99 TO 59.99
Fresh & beautiful Spring Dresses in casual, dressy & career styles. Assortment of
florals, prints and solids in one & two piece dresses. Junior, misses, halfsize & petites.

Career Separates
Blazers
TAKE $10.00 OFF

Congratulations
Sheri

OUR LOW SELLING PRICES OF
39.99 TO 49.99 _

NOW 29.99 TO 39.99
The newest looks in career blazers.
Choose from linen, poly blends,
rayons & other in assorted solids,
plaids & prints. S.M.L.

'Daily Lunch and
Dinner Specials

Career Pants,
Skirts & Blouses

'Children and
Senior's Menu
.60 hem Food Bar
and Sundae Bar
with regular
entries
'Banquet or Meeting
Room - Up to 80
People

II TURN TO PAGE 13

Spring

,4000
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McCall's pattern magazine;
a pattern withLeacIlf•-of--the
four issues, and a book,
"Flatter Your Figure." The
set retails for about $90.
How to Program a Button
. Some people, especially
men - never wear a garment
again if a button pops off,
says the Sewing Fashion
Council.
But all it takes is a few
stitches with needle and

4

TAKE

5.00
Will
Hold
Your
Spring
Layaway

$5.00 OFF

UR LOW SELLING PRICES OF
19.99 TO 29.99

NOW ONLY 14.99 TO 24.99
Crisp new looks in career pants, skirls &
blouses. Choose from a great assortment
in all your favorite styles for Spring.
Junior & Misses sizes.

AC
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New Spring Arrival

Denim Shorts

STOCKAD 4441 19.99
SIRLOIN
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
-Nza.07
8.1-Air Cantor • Murray • 753-0440

ge444
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" V41
-lerj144;
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Reg. To 34.99

Knit Tops

2 FOR 13.00
OR 7.99 Each

Great new styles of Denim Shorts for

Knit Tops to top off your spring

spring. Junior & Misses sites.

in 12 beautiful colors. S.M.L.

Central Shopping Center - Murray

Spring Handbags
& Fashion Hats
Take An Additional

20% Off

Mon -Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991
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Congratulations Sheri!
Spring Training
has begun...
Find all your sport card
collector needs at...
le
(Ott DiWo,
753-2744
616 South 4th St.
Murray

For

t

your Spring

Bridal- Registry
Fitz& Foyd China, Louisville Stoneware.
Krupps Coffee, Expresso & Cappucino
Makers, Magnallte Professional Cookware. Scott Zwiesel Stemware, Much,
Much Morel

The
Panhandler
Bel-Air Center, Murray

Sheri Tatiock
'Miss Spring 1993'

753-5679
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Something for the guys

Spring Is Here!
Great
Easter
Selections!

4'aster
i?askets

4

Candies

Russell
Stover.

30,0611

11Shirts
Pli4s4
Bioz/zies

Wh1
/
4,

gaskets

RE ADMORE
BOOK-S-CAR D

+414.4ank
Chestnut Hills

(AP) — Men have always had an easier time when shopping
for clothes. They just pick conservative, traditional things in
conservative, neutral colors.
But some conservative changes are in the wings, with more
studied color effects and greater use of accessories, according to
a survey by the National Association of Men's Sportswear Buyers, a retailers group.
These include monochrome or monochrome-plus-one combinations, says Jack Herschlag, NAMSB executive director. There
will be some mixing of patterns, textures and styles, like a tattersall vest over a striped shirt. The regimental stripe tie still will
be around, but in brighter colors. And fancy vests, belts, scarves,
and patterned hose will be part of the scenario.
"Today's dress challenges for men, believe it or not, resemble
those of women," says Joe Sirianni, menswear vice president at
Lands' End, which has launched a new menswear catalog that
features button-down oxford shirts in colors like cinnamon, teal
and purple, along with Harris Tweed and melton sponcoats in
rich, if conservative, colors.
That means paying conscious attention to color and texture,
and finding pieces that are complementary and versatile. While
oxford shirts are still the thing to wear to board meetings, those
of denim and chambray can be worn in more casual work or
social settings. Sirianni says that men need to take a look at eye,
hair and skin colors and choose clothing in hues that will work
best for them, for the occasion at hand — business or leisure.
Versatility may mean a sportcoat that can be worn to work
with shirt and tic and with a T-shirt on weekends, says Mitchel
Nichnowitz, president of the 500 Fashion Group which markets
Botany 500, Bert Pulitzer, Bernhard Altmann and Gladiator
menswear labels. Sports jackets in subdued, simple lines and
rich colors and textures, that can be worn many ways, are among
the best sellers in his business, he says. "No one wants to feel
like 'they, arc wearing 'a.,uniform."
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Let Hillary inspire you to consider the dramatic
By The Associated Press
From Head...
The jury is still out on
the Case of Hillary's Hat,
but Mrs. Clinton's choice
may inspire you to consider
the dramatic and practical
possibilities of wearing a
topper this season.
"Hats tip the balance,"
says Patricia Underwood, a
designer whose springsummer collection includes
lots of big, sun-shading
straws.
One of these is a robin
blue paglina straw, with
upturned brim and matching
straw and organza posy trim
— a sophisticated foil for a
flowing print dress. For siz-

zling days, she offers a big
saucer brim of raffia with
- an— attached cotton-linen
knit headband or a papaya
paglina straw with a matching rayon mesh bandana. A
circlet of hopsack,'covered
with organza dahlias, might
be the thing for a dressy
social event like an afternoon wedding or tea.
...to Foot
The trend toward fashionable women's shoes you
actually can walk in
continues:
• Spectators in slim moccasin styling from Aerosoles
by What's What are one
example. Or sandals, slingbacks, platforms or mules
from the same company,

which uses soft waffle soles
made with an aerated
material it developed with-an Italian shoe designer.
Typical of the line is a
series of flat pumps with
decorative embroidery-style
stitching.
• Sleek basic pumps in four
heel heights are new from
Rockport. They have padded footbeds and heel pads
and cups, and polyurethane
outsoles. The company continues to offer its standard
slip-ons and oxford's; an
updated version of the latter
•

- .411,

has menswear-style perforboots. The All Terrain colated trim.
lection features lugged sotComfortable versions of - es which won't tear up turf
slip-ons, T-straps and Mary
and salt- and stain-proof
Janes, characterized by horleathers in black, dark
izontal handwhip stitching,
brown, wheat, tan and foreare offered by Dexter.
st green.
These have flexible rubber
outsoles and cushioned
...and Between
footbeds.
Those long slit skirts call
• Dexter also has something
for imaginative leg coverfor those days when you
ings, like Hue's lacy crodon't dress for work but
chet tights in white, wheat,
head for the hills, dirt
black and denim, or
roads, or city streets:
macrame tights with a netWaterproof, breathable
ting look in wheat, black, or.
tough leather bluchers and
white.
..46.
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Congratulations Sheri!

Miss Spring.Sheri Tatlock

./*

Making you look good
makes us look good.
Congratulations!
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University Square

453-7657
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PARIS KALEID!

From long skirts to peek-a-boo
By SUZY PATTERSON
AP Fashion Writer

of our
beautiful
spring
flower
arrangements.

Happines2Place
305 S. 12th St.

Miss Spring and the
1993 Ford Mustang

PARIS — Long skirts,
softer lines, bare midriffs,
and peek-a-boo transparency rule the runways in the
current kaleidoscope of
spring fashions.
Many of the ideas from
pop-group "grunge" to
lovely ideas based on couture are making it into the
shops. Freedom in fashion
as larger choices
is all
than ever are offered to a
finicky consumer audience
dogged by recession
worries.
The more expensive new
looks were particularly well
done by Jean-Louis Scherrer. He celebrated thirty
years in the business but
recently was ousted from
his own house by a management and backers eager
to save money. However,

By FRANCINE PARNES
—

DENVER — Colorado
jewelry maker Ben Nighthorse Campbell has plenty
on his resume besides a
catchy name. He has a
talent that's earned him
more than 200 design
awards. He's Montana
Cheyenne Indian chief. And
he has a new job.

What A Winning Combination!

La Diamondnique

Picture yourself riding around town on a
warm, sunny day sporting your new 1993
Ford Mustang. Choose from a variety of
enticing colors - one that's rightjust for you!

Miss Spring...

Stop by today for a test drive
you're going to love it!
'You Will Be Satisfied."

II

FORD

"jewelry that is
as unforgettable
as the woman
who wears it."

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY

IRMOI

701 Main St. Murray, KY

(502)753-5273

sweeping in proudly for
summer from cropped versions to long and flowing at
Montana and Saint Laurent,
though neither goes for
really bell-bottomed hippy
looks as some younger
designers did.
Above the pants, little or
big duster jackets have softer shoulders than in the
past. Tank tops, bras, jackets, and all kinds of T-shirts
are capping the fashion
scene. Many designers are
leaving the midriff bare.
Claude Montana's organza
toppers are especially
feathery-light and desirable.
Now you see it, now you
don't — the body, that is.
Transparency in light fabrics showing off a good figure is a strong Paris theme.
Karl Lagerfeld made a hit
with his collection of
spiderwomen, slithering in
lacy outfits for his own
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New senator forges jewellec
For AP Special Edition

t

the pretty clothes with bare
midriffs or split skirts and
shorts he designed will
nevertheless show up in
boutiques.
Another who catches the
trends both long and shorter
is Guy Douvier at Guy Laroche, the house that offers
slightly less expensive bigname boutique clothes.
Nearly everyone shows
the new, longer skirts,
though the big Paris idea
makes them slithery, slit or
trumpet-shaped. Many
designers opt for skirts or
sarongs opening over shorts
for the leggy look.
Short skirts are still
around, ,however — especially as done in sculpted
silhouettes by Gianfranco
Ferre at Dior — and
Givenchy, Ungaro, Hanae
Mori and others show lots
of above-the-knee models.
Pants and toppers are

305 N. 12th St.

In January Campbell took
his seat as the junior senator from Colorado, the first
American Indian to serve in
the United States Senate
since 1929.
Campbell, a Democrat
who spent three terms in the
House of Representatives,
was a full-time jewelry
designer before he entered
politics 10 years ago, when
he meandered into a Demo-

"You were born with a
soul in you."
cratic Party meeting one
day and was persuaded to
run for a seat in the Colorado legislature.
With national interest in
American Indian jewelry on
the upswing, Campbell was
bringing in $150,000 a year
practicing his craft.
"From the standpont of
design, there's a market for
everything in American
Indian jewelry," says the
59-year-old ponytailed
senator.
"Now it's my hobby, my
escape mode," he says.
"It's a form of therapy to
take my mind off the political thing."
Indeed, there's nothing
like Campbell's wildlife
collection of jeweled bears,
buffalo and eagles to make
the spirit soar. It might be a
bracelet that looks like
nd
eagle claw or a
malachite horse dangling
from a silver chain./.
"You were born with a
certain kind of soul in
you," Campbell says. "It's
something I don't think you
should imprison or hold
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label. The guipure-lace
skirts, veils or bodices give
the body a sinuous appeal.
He also uses transparent
fabrics flowing around the
legs, in both his own collection and the Chloe show.
Austrian designer Helmut
Lang does the same idea
immodestly, with panties
showing under the backdraped see-through
metallic-fabric sarongs.
Dressing or undressing is
a recurrent theme, as Paris
designers aim to lure buyers, and more importantly,
customers.
Lagerfeld made more
news for Chanel as he
showed off an idea Calvin
Klein did some time ago:
Y-fronted men's briefs for
women, which he showed
worn with camellias on the
shorts and bra, the whole
look topped off by a filmy
duster.

For
All Faces

Make a French impressionist fashion statement
CHICAGO (AP) — Henri Matisse is heating up the fashion scene, a Loyola University Chicago art professor says.
The intense colors and vivid patterns of the French
impressionist, shown this winter at a blockbuster exhibition in
New York, have influenced designers and public, says Justine
Mantor, associate professor of; fine arts who specializes in
color theory.
According the Mantor, big art shows tend to inspire color
choices during the following season.
The strong reds, blue-purples, yellow-greens and pumpkinoranges already arc showing up in the stores, she says.
"People have grown tired of the subtleties and uncertainties associated with mauves and grays and the other pastels
popularized by the big Monet show a few years back.
Design-wise they're looking for something to latch onto in
an aggressive, yet positive way."
Chantal Thomass went
back to her lingerie roots in
the boudoir clothes, and
showed off styles that featured garter belts and fancy
hose - of which she sells a
lot.
But Paris fashion is not

IVC
(

Like Sheri, You Can Try 21)
Before You Buy...
You won't believe how beautiful these shades
look on you. Try them for yourself at our
convenient tester display — come in soon!

MERLE

noRmAn-

Face
'
The Place for the ,Custom Fa

11P

Bel-Air Center

753-6926

all crazy, or based on
attention-grabbing sex.
A more modest recurrent
theme: Wear a terrific vest
over your trousers or skirts,
sleeveless, no blouse under• TURN TO PAGE 10
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back. Art, in the Indian way
of believing, is a gift you're
born with."
Campbell likes to mix
ancient American Indian
motifs with high-fashion
design.
"I use inlaid stones like
turquoise, coral and onyx,
combined with a glitzy New
York diamond or rubies and
emeralds. I do a lot of
designs that might not be
considered Indian from an
Orthodox standpoint.
"I've always been fascinated by putting two things
from totally unrelated
worlds together — maybe
that came from my personal
psyche. The paradox is
interesting."
Campbell lives out that
aradox by shuttling
between the Colorado
Rockies and Capitol Hill.
He has a workshop at his
1 20-acre ranch on the
Southern lite Indian Reservation near Ignacio, Colo.,
(pop. 720) where he and his
wife Linda raise horses and
cattle. A smaller workshop
is located at his Washing-

ton, D.C., townhouse.
On the Senate floor,
Campbell's not hard to
spot. Amidst the mass of
blue worsted or gray flannel
suits, he's invariably the

one in a Western leather
jacket, cowboy hat and
boots. He favors silver bolo
ties and belt buckles that he
• TURN TO PAGE 11

Capture the feeling
of spring with a
new car from us!

Just In Time For Prom
Impromptu
Dyeables
Congratulations Sheri Tatlock
Miss Spring 1993
from...

Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile,• Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
753-5315
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

ate Dyeing

$2499
. and '45"
Compare to '36'

With Purchase

SALE (;()()I) ONE WEEK ONLY

sHoe sensarion
74e Petiza Paz4

74 7'rtject Puce

Chestnut Ilille Murray
753-6242

Ky. Oaks Mall•Paducah
443-1331
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Miss Spring
knows that
it is never
to early to
plan her
future with
an I.R.A.
from

McConnell
Insurance.
OS

Terry Tatlock
7th & Main St. • 753-4199

Sheri Tatlock knows
spring starts here!
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From long skirts...

FROM PAGE 9
ncath. It strikes the fancy of
many young dressers and
designers such as Sonia
Rykiel, who does the look
especially well.
But, though the jacket
gets less emphasis as a
fashion item, fashion guru
Lagerfeld did them beautifully in all his collections.
High-waisted and flowing
at Chloe, for a kind of Eliza
Doolittle appeal; long or
short and beautifully cut at
Chanel, as usual.
Other designers' jacket
offerings include swingy
dusters, piped blazers and
boleros, or versions of windowpane plaid shortie jackets — good at Ungaro.
Themes to think of in
upmarket collections:
Lagerfeld's Chloe group
with its emphasis on softness and some layering
looked like contemporary
updates of hippies.
Marcel Marongiu, a
younger designer, went off
to Indonesia and Bali for
his inspiration, especially in

blue and brown batik printed skirts and toppers.
Yves Saint Laurent came
up with a cocktail of Saigon
and Peking in his "Oriental" line. Much of it is very
wearable — especially the
fluid silk pants, frogbuttoned jackets, and luminescent, gold-threaded
wrapped skirts.
Another who gives FarEastern finesse to his line is
Oscar de la Renta, who now
shows in Paris. His
American-geared styles
made such a hit here that
Balmain has hired him to
do their couture and luxury
ready-to-wear.
De la Renta's generously
cut white pants or culottes
with easily shaped coral or
red coats (for his own label)
could be worn anywhere.
And the beat of African
drums comes through in the
prints seen at Christian
Lacroix, Hanae Mori and
Lecoanct-Hemant. Also out
of Africa and Paris are the
old staples of safari-based
outfits, especially at Guy
Laroche.

Congratulations Sheri Tatlock!
Thanks for being our 'Miss Spring 1993'

Murray Ledger & Times

sPh6Piace
Southold, Shopping Center

Any good outfit
can be a great outfit
with our new
hoe
6 spring & summer
shoes!
hack

1

Olympic Plaza • 759-4795

All in all, fashion is
adding up to many silhouettes and a larger choice than
ever for women. Do you
want layering? Caressing,
silky dresses echoing the
Thirties? Romantics for the
nineties? It's all there on
the runways, in the shops, if
you look.
The softer and natural
fabrics winning out for the
new summer fluidity
include jerseys, light
poplins, gaberdines, fishnet
lace, eyelet and crepe de
chine silks.
Jean-Paul Gaultier did a
striking line of lacy tunics
or tabards over stretch Tshirt dresses.
Linen is still up front,
sometimes in blends that
make it less wrinkly. Lagerfeld at Chanel shows linen
beautifully in the white
openwork outfits with
boleros, shortie dresses,
long skirts over shorts.
Denim, batik and pique
are particularly popular for
summer.
Chiffon, lace, and organza come up for some of the
best late-day wear.
In colors and print-mixes.
Ungaro and Christian
Lacroix win for bombastic,
sensational effects, looking
equally busy, but different
from each other.
Geometries, plaids, dots
and flowers at Ungaro
weave into a confusingly
colorful patchwork of ideas.
Lacroix's mixes arc concentrated on plaids, solids and
stripes, with an ethnic
emphasis.
The murky colors are
around for sophisticated
summer wear — anything
from burgundy to deep petrol blues and smoky hues of
gray, green, brown and
neutrals such as sand —
along with navy blue.
But happier colors also
get their due, from the
lightest pastel peach to wisteria, or Nile green. Brighter shades are paraded in
coral, hot poppy red and
some shocking pink, and all
the stripes and dots are
there to pep things up.
Chunky platform soles
trot or stagger merrily down
runways. But look for
designers' offerings in other
kinds of pumps, including
striped-to-match an outfit,
and sandals of myriad
shapes, cutouts and colors.
Chanel comes up with
bootees, Mary Jane flat
strapped shoes, a few clogs,
as well as the good old twotoned pump.
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New senator forges...

FROM PAGE 9
makes himself.
Ask him about assimilating, and he'll tell you,
"Nope. I'm not going to do
it. I've never believed in
the melting pot theory that
you put a bunch of people
together and all of a sudden
they look alike and act
alike. I wasn't elected to
become one of the
Washington crowd. It's just
not me."
Still, Campbell's sartorial
style is as homegrown as it
gets. "Western wear is one
of those totally original
American things," says
Campbell. "No one has
deeper roots into it than we
do."
For Campbell, that means
cowboy hats and botts
every day of the year.
"Western people may
have holes in their pants,
but when it comes to those
two items, they'll always
buy the best," he says.
Campbell drops as much as
$200 for a hat; $300 for
boots of lizard, alligator or
python.
"To buy good quality
Western wear, you almost
have to buy it out West,"
he says. "Western clothing
has become kind of international, and sales are just
phenomenal, but this is still
where yoiiir find the biggest manufacturers.
Besides, I'm from Colorado, and if I'm going to
spend my money, I'm going
to spend it here."
Yet the senator's hectic
lifestyle doesn't readily
accommodate his Western
roots. "A cowboy hat is too
clumsy on a plane," he
says. "You can't keep the
thing on your lap when
you're eating, and you can't
Rut it on the floor. So you
put it overhead and somebody throws his suitcase on
it."
Though the senator never
wears a conventional necktie, his open-collar square
dance neckerchieves are a
bit of a concession to modern life on the road.
"I wear them instead of
bolo ties, which set off the
metal detector," he says.
"So do my big Western
buckles, which can be a
pain in the neck when
you're getting on three
planes a day."
Despite the planes, his
favored modes of transportation are a recently
acquired Harley-Davidson
motorcycle and his horse,
War Bonnet.

Now about that long gray
ponytail:
"I don't get haircuts,"
says the rugged, strongjawed senator. "Did it a
few times, didn't like it.
"I started letting my hair
grow in '65," he says. "I
was into ponytails long
before New York designers.
They have these little pee
wee things. But I wear a
real ponytail."
The son of a North Cheyenne Indian and a Portuguese immigrant, Campbell
was born in Auburn, Calif.
His father was an alcoholic
who worked only occasionally, and his tubercular
mother spent much of her
time in hospitals. Young
Ben and his sister were
shuffled from foster homes
to orphanages.
In the 1950s Campbell
joined the Air Force and in
the same period became a
judo expert, eventually
heading the U.S. Olympic
judo team at the 1964
Tokyo games.
But he had designs on a
career in jewelry-making

since he started at age J2.
"I learned it from my
Dad, who learned it from
Navajo friends. I've never
had any real training, it was
an apprentice kind of thing
you learned from someone
else."
4ewelry-making is now a
family affair. Son Colin, 23,
performs stonework and
finishing. And daughter
Shanan, 22, handles payroll
and inventory.
Campbell says he makes
no money or dividends
from the jewelry business,
thus conforming to congressional income limits. Profits
go into a corporation, which
carries the Ben Nighthorse
name and pays a salary to
the two children.

Sheri Tatlock
'Miss Spring 1993'

Earrings, bracelets, necklaces, rings and belt buckles
range from $200 to $20,000
and are sold at boutiques,
museum shops and galleries
around the nation.
Salary or no salary,
Campbell considers himself
first and foremost a jewelry
designer.
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KIDSTLIFF

Be bright! Be bold! Be baseball!
By The Associated Press

Steppin'
out for t
excitement,

Restrained it's not. In
children's clothing, the
brighter, the bolder, the
flashier, the sportier, the
better.
Baseball continues its
emergence as a cultural
icon in the fashion world of
youngsters.
Even a toddler can have
his diamond romper, home-

run jumpsuit and doubleheader jeans, bib, shorts
and shortall from OshKosh
B'Gosh. There also are pinstriped shirts with logos and
denims accented with baseball tape or a bats-and-balls
print.
Or he can have cotton
twill striped pants, with
ankle-hugging cuffs, from
Weebok. The little slugger
can pair it with a striped

twill or solid denim shortall
or logo T-shirt.
The baseball outfits from
Bonjour evoke Old Timers
Days, with pinstriped knit
shirts featuring contrast
sleeves and old-type lettering. The shirt is available as
a crew-neck pullover or as a
classic buttoned baseball
shirt, both in heather gray.
II TURN TO PAGE 14

Eco_FR/ENDL9ry-A5y1I0N
Manufacturers get the message

Treat yourself
to a new
spring outfit.
You'll love our
exciting new
arrivals. We
have the
clothes you
love to be
yourself in
Drop by today.

By FRANCINE PARNES
Associated Press

University Square
753-7141

Clothing manufacturers
are creating eco-friendly
fashions from a number of
raw materials, including
organic cotton, "green" cotton, naturally-colored cotton, cellulose and recycled
wool.
Rather than plastic, buttons are likely to be made
from recycled glass or tauga
nuts found in the rain forests of Ecuador. Rust-proof

zippers might well be made
from copper alloys rather
than by electroplating,
which creates toxic
residues.
These manufacturers
might also forego chemical
finishes or "washes."
Organic cotton is grown
without chemical substances such as fertilizers
and pesticides. Like organic
food, organic cotton is certified by independent
watchdog groups like the
California Certified Organic

Farmers.
"Green" cotton, in its
fiatural color of off-white,
has not been bleached or
dyed or subjected to a formaldehyde finish.
Organic cotton is the
basis for Levi's Naturals,
Esprit's Ecollection, VF
Corp.'s 0 wear and Wearable Integrity of Santa
Monica, Calif., among
others. Seventh Generation
of Colchester, Vt., offers
II TURN TO PAGE 14
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Portraits By Allison Photography
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Ecofashion...

FROM PAGE 5
thread. Here's how:
Thread the needle with 8
to 12 inches of standard
thread (or twist, for heavier
fabrics). Using the strand
double, knot the end by
making a small stitch where
the button will sit. Then
place the button over the
knot and stitch into place,
leaving a little slack for a
shank (put a toothpick or
matchstick under the button
for a guide, if you wish).
Stitch three or four times,
then remove the toothpick
and form the shank by
wrapping the thread around
the stitches under the button
several times. Bind off with
a loop.
Some buttons have their
*own shanks, so you can
stitch them more tightly,
but the wrap is a still a
good way to secure the
thread.
Stitch-through buttons
with four holes are usually
sewn on by machine on

ready-to-wear garments,
and you may want to match
the parallel stitching of
other buttons. But a fourhole button is most secure
with cross-stitching.
Pattern Fashions
What's new in the pattern
catalogs:
• Career and sports separates from J.H. Collectibles
are now available as patterns from Butterick. First
on line is a wardrobe collection of interchangeable
long-fitting jackets paired
with tailored pants, skirts,
and shorts (6657). The collarless jacket can be made
with either two or four
pockets and can be accessorized with contrasting
military brass or bright
pearl buttons.
• Softer versions of the suit,
featuring laces, decorative
buttons, and dressy fabrics
also are offered by Butterick. One of them, by
Noviello Bloom (6587), has
princess seaming and con-

trasting scallop lapels.
• Anne Klein's rendition of
a three-piece suit for Vogue
Patterns (1066) has a simply cut long jacket, matching
vest and shawl and, unexpectedly, a softly draped

sarong skirt. Three patterns
combine to make a Calvin
Klein wardrobe for spring:
A cardigan jacket and softly
flared cap-sleeve dress
(1069) can be mixed or
matched with blouses with

or without sleeves (1071)
and trousers or skirts in two
lengths, one of them slitted
(1070). Recommended fabrics are spring-soft crepes
and georgettes in mellow
neutral colors.

Catch Spring Fever
At Murray's
Pier 1 Imports
March winds have blown
in lots of exciting spring
merchandise at Pier 1.
Large selection of blooming
silk plants have just arrived!

Pier 1 imports
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
1205 B CHESTNUT ST.

Miss Spring is the Heartbeat of America at
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet!
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Be bright!
FROM PAGE 12
There are coordinating
extension shorts.
Big graphics and bold
prints or color blocks are
found all over the sportsplaytime lines for both boys
and girls.
The "Hip Hop" line
from Bonjour includes outsized imprinted T-shirts and
easy-fitting shorts or trousers, echoing the gear worn
by rap artists of big-city.
streets.
Giant floral prints for
little beachgoers, paired
with denim jean shorts are
offered by OshKosh
B'Gosh. Big flowers show
up again in OKBG's sleeveless sailor sundress for little
girls.
A surf-style Laguna print
in kiwi and aqua make up a
whole look for boys from
Weebok: Shortalls, hats, Tshirts, shorts, and rompers.
The girls have a floral Maui
print in flamingo-orchid for
rompers, shorts, pants and
dresses with leggings.
Coordinating T-shirts feature parts of the flower
print against white
backgrounds.
But a few shy, pretty
looks are still around. One
is a charming Tutti-Frutti
print dress for toddlers from
k h B'Gosh. It comes
in a cherry or boysenberry
design with contrast piping
and has matching panties.

Sheri Tatiock
'Miss Spring 1993'

Manufacturers..,_
FROM PAGE 12
natural cotton children's
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Go Western
This Spring!
There's a new look at Corn-Austin -_
for ladies. Come by and check out
the latest fashions from Guess',
Esprit',I.B. Diffusion',Cambridge',
Bis* and more!

Congratulations Sheri!

COR\-AUSTIN
For Ladies

clothing and "green" cotton
sheets and towels. Levi's
has come up with Levi's
Naturals that include men's
jeans, jackets and shorts
made of naturally colored
brown cotton.
Ecollection uses other
earth-friendly fabrics such
as recycled wool, tweed
from hand-me-downs and
Tencel, a low impact cellulose fiber similar to rayon. It
says the cellulose is from
the wood pulp of harvested
trees and 99 percent of the
solvents in the manufacturing process are recycled.
Details are important,
too. Ecollection uses glass
buttons made from bottles,
while the Wearable Integrity line is embellished with
buttons from the tauga nut,
a tree in the rain forests of
Ecuador.
The manufacturing process is also undergoing
changes. Wearable Integrity
says it uses low-impact
dyes that minimize solid
waste and water and energy
use.
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A spring for...

FROM PAGE 4
been adapted for a more
sporty or dressy look this
spring."
Diana Pierce, owner of
Diana's Ltd., echoes those
thoughts.
"Denim or southwestern
eft*

Americana style is timeless," Pierce said. "Some
years aren't as- big as
others, but that style is
always around."
One style which hasn't
been around for a number
of years and is making a
comeback on the cast coast

is (gulp!) big-legged pants,
better known as bellbottoms.
"I'm serious," Housden
said with a smile. "My
daughter would refuse to
wear them, but we're hearing that that style is coming
back."

Colors for this spring are
bright. Wrap skirts arc one
of hottest items going.
"The wrap skirts are just
selling," agreed Pierce and
Housden.
The nautical look is also
on the rise in popularity.
Shirts and skirts with

anchors or military insignia •
arc leaving the racks
quickly.
"I guess what I'm saying
is that you can't go wrong
this spring," Miller stressed.
"There's no dominant color A
or style. Personal prefer- t
ence is the key."

An excuse for...

FROM PAGE 4
A departure will be, of
all things, stonewashing.
"It may sound surprising,
but we've created this
stonewashed product in
response to demand from
our traditional Western consumers," says Ben Rapp, a
Wrangler mechandising
manager. "This group of
customers never used to ask
for stonewashed finishes,
but for some time now their
tastes have been becoming
more contemporary."
• • • •
And what about a real
glamour swimsuit? Retrolook designs based on the

ones Esther Williams wore
in the movies in the 1940s
and 1950s are offered in the
Esther Williams Swimwear
Collection. There are
shirred effects on tanks and
bandeaus not unlike the
ones the star wore in "Ncpft%
4

tune's Daughter" and
"Million Dollar Mermaid."
The movie theme also is
carried out with a skirted
halter model with a plunging neckline, called "The
Seven Year Itch" — a Marilyn Monroe-style design.

3-Week Delivery

Sheri Tatlock...

FROM PAGE 3
only child of the Tatlocks, has enjoyed the
responsibilities that
accompany being named
Miss Spring 1993.
"I've really enjoyed the
photo shoots ar all the

ARTQ1RVED

CLASS FUNGI

tocal stores," she said.
"I've met some terrific
people.
"I know most girls
dream about modeling
and this has been just a
wonderful experience,"
she added.

Offer Expires May 31, 1993.

The Original Class Ring:

Some restrit lions may apply. See dealer
for details.

BRING THIS AD

883

CO
OK'S JEWELRY
Central Shopping Center
Murra
y 753-1606
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You know fashion
You know quality

You know service
You know tradition
Downtown Murray
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Welcome
to
Wal-Mart
Come in and see all
the new items for Spring...
patio furniture, clothing,
sporting goods and more!

WAI:MART
Always a friendly face
and the lowest
prices possible!

Congratulations

